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www.openfactory.tatonka.com

Gelebte soziale Verantwortung. 
Die Hartware von Tatonka wird nach europäischen Fertigungs-
standards und unter sozialverträglichen Bedingungen in unseren 
eigenen Werken in Vietnam hergestellt. Mit unserem Programm 
OPEN FACTORY haben Sie immer freitags die Möglichkeit, das Werk 
Mountech Co. Ltd. bei laufendem Produktionsbetrieb zu besichti -
gen. Herzlich 
Willkommen!

Active social responsibility. 
Tatonka hardware is made to European manufacturing standards 
under socially acceptable conditions at our own works in Vietnam. 
Under our OPEN FACTORY programme, you are welcome to visit the 
Mountech Co. Ltd. Works on any Friday and watch it in operation. 
Welcome!
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 X1 CARRYING SYSTEM
Highend for heavy loads. The X1 carrying system is specially designed for carrying heavy loads 

over 25 kg. The special x-shaped construction directs part of the load horizontally to the specially 

padded hip strap thus transferring the load from the back to the hips. This means that the weight 

can be transported over much longer distances. The anatomically positioned and very comfortable 

hip strap, the load control straps and the soft, ergonomic shoulder strap can be easily adjusted 

and allow the carrying system to be adapted to the perfect fit. A rubberised lumbar pad and the 

back padding above it with its concave shape ensure stability and that the backpack sits perfectly 

against the back.

   The Tatonka women‘s backpack carrying system X1 has been specially developed for the  

 female anatomy and includes a shorter back length with curved shoulder straps.

 V2 CARRYING SYSTEM
Flexible for medium to heavy loads. The construction of the V2 system with specially positioned 

rods, provides an excellent ratio of efficient load transfer and flexibility at the same time. The 

carrier can still move around relatively well, despite the heavy weight he or she is carrying. The 

ergonomically shaped hip strap with lumbar pad and conically shaped hip wings is comfortably 

padded and prevents the backpack from slipping. The back padding with its concave shape 

guarantees optimum hold and good contact to the backpack - for sufficient freedom of movement, 

even when the backpack is full. The load control straps, the comfortable shoulder strap and the lid 

are adjustable and allow you to find the perfect fit.

  The Tatonka women‘s backpack carrying system V2 has been specially developed for 
the female anatomy and includes a shorter back length with curved shoulder straps.

 Y1 CARRYING SYSTEM
Basis carrying system for medium to heavy loads. The construction of the Y1-system with spe-

cially arranged bars provides an excellent combination of ecient load transfer and high exibility. 

The ergonomically contoured hip belt with lumbar pad and conically shaped hipbelt comfortably 

padded and prevents slipping the backpack. Load control straps, the comfortable shoulder straps 

and hip belt are adjustable and can easily be adjusted to the the user.

    The Tatonka women‘s backpack carrying system Y1 has been specially developed for the  

  female anatomy and includes a shorter back length with curved shoulder straps.
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 X VENT ZERO PLUS Carrying System
Individual adjustments with perfect ventilation and low weight. Two x-shaped fibreglass rods on 

the back of the packsack combine with waist straps to make the supporting connection of the 

packsack. Two further fibreglass rods transfer the load to the anatomically shaped ventilated hip 

strap. The system adjusts to various back lengths in the proven Tatonka ladder system.

    The Tatonka women‘s backpack carrying system X Vent Zero Plus has been specially  

  developed for the   female anatomy and includes a shorter back length with curved  

  shoulder straps.

  X LIGHT VARIO CARRYING SYSTEM
As light as possible. The X Light Vario carrying system was designed to be as light as possible. 

This makes it the right choice on active tours when you don‘t want to take many belongings. 

The special back construction with side stabilisers, three-part hip strap with lumbar pad, two 

comfortable hip wings and concave-shaped back padding ensure that the backpack sits perfectly 

and prevents it from slipping out of place. Two x-shaped crossed glass fibre rods efficiently deflect 

the load to the ergonomically shaped hip strap, thereby transferring it from the shoulders to the 

hips.

  The Tatonka women‘s backpack carrying system X Light Vario has been specially 

  developed for the female anatomy and includes a shorter back length with curved  

  shoulder straps.

  V COMFORT VARIO CARRYING SYSTEM
Lightweight and flexible for medium loads. The V Comfort Vario carrying system provides the load 

range up to 15 kgs a successful combination of lightness, flexibility and robust derivation of the 

load in the pelvic area. The padded back design makes the ventilation duct for pleasant air circula-

tion, padded hip wings are through the open construction ventilated well. Waist belt, comfortably 

padded shoulder straps and load control straps can be adjusted individually.

  The Tatonka women‘s backpack carrying system Vent Comfort has been specially 

   developed for the female anatomy and includes a shorter back length with curved shoul 

  der straps.
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           X VENT ZERO Carrying System
The X Vent Zero system offers maximum control and the best possible ventilation with minimal 

contact with the back.Two x-shaped fibreglass rods on the back of the packsack combine with 

waist straps to make the supporting connection of the packsack. The tightening and releasing of 

the system is infinitely variable, which means it can be adjusted individually. If the system is loose-

ned completely, then the backpack can also be positioned to fit close to the back. Thanks to the  

consistent reduction in the use of Fabrics, this system makes every backpack a lightweight.

    The Tatonka women‘s backpack carrying system X Vent Zero has been specially  

  developed for the   female anatomy and includes a shorter back length with curved  

  shoulder straps.

 VENT COMFORT Carrying System
Pleasant, even when moving fast. Especially during active sports the Vent Comfort carrying 

system provides pleasant air circulation with its central ventilation channel and an airpermeable 

AirTex cover. Two foam pads on the sides offer a high level of carrying comfort with this light back 

construction, their concave shape guarantees optimum load control, even when you‘re moving 

fast. Essential for very active tours when you have a lot of weight on your back is the waist strap , 

which provides additional stability.

    The Tatonka women‘s backpack carrying system Vent Comfort has been specially  

  developed for the   female anatomy and includes a shorter back length with curved  

  shoulder straps.

 FRAME VENT Carrying System
Comfortable ventilation when hiking. The light back panel system combines great ventilation and 

a comfortable fit. The flexible gap mesh stretched over a sleek, 3D pre-shaped spring-steel frame 

fits snugly to your back and forms to all of your movements. The light hip belt and adjustable chest 

belt secures the backpack in place so the load you’re carrying also stays put. The hip belt and 

ergonomically shaped shoulder straps are also ventilated.
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047 bordeaux red        040 black 040 black               063 teal green      

Measurements: 82 x 34 x 22 cm 

Volume:  65+10 l 

Weight:  3,05 kg 

Carrying system: X1 System Women 

Fabric:  CORDURA® 500 den / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  CORDURA® 500 den

Large-volume women‘s trekking backpack with the high-performance X1 
Women carrying system and a RECCO® reflector. This heavy-load pack 
from is not just getting a new name for the 2020 season. The Bison Women 
will indeed become the Yukon X1 Women but in the process it also gets a 
revamped carrying system. The X1 system, designed for loads upwards of 
25 kg, will be lighter due to the molded back panel but hasn’t lost any of its 
performance capabilities: Three zones with differing degrees of hardness 
offer a fantastic ergonomic fit on your upper back. The two-part hip pad-
ding and 3D-formed hip flaps provide a superbly snug fit and effortlessly 
transfer weight from your back and shoulders. The carrying system is also 
perfectly formed to suit the female body. The pack‘s waterproof bottom 
seams extend up the sides to keep water out at this vulnerable spot. The 
backpack has the range of features of a trekking model and is also equip-
ped with the RECCO® reflector, an additional and extremely useful safety 
detail for real wilderness fans. 

[1] Women‘s Backpack X1 Carrying System  [2] Equipped with RECCO® reflector

[3] Snow guard with two drawstrings under the lid  [4] Divided main and bottom 

compartments [5] Fixation for climbing rope [6] Fixation for hiking poles or ice axes

[7] Padded shoulder straps tailored to the female form [8] Two access points for 

load control straps [9] Height adjustable chest belt [10] Special construction where-

by hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow for single-handed adjustment [11] Hip belt 

with gear loops [12] If you need to, the Tatonka Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can be

attached to the hip belt [13] Side compression straps [14] Handle on front and back

[15] Strong No.10 zipper [16] Lockable zipper slider [17] Height adjustable lid with 

gear loops [18] Lidded compartment with waterproof zipper and integrated key

holder [19] Hydration system compatible [20] Large zipped front opening into the 

main compartment [21] Bottom drawn high at the sides with all-round compression 

straps [22] Zipped side pockets with expansion pleats [23] Side pockets made of an 

elastic material [24] Zip-up front pocket with elastic insert [25] First Aid Compart-

ment (Contents not included)

Measurements: 85 x 37 x 22 cm 

Volume:  75+10 l 

Weight:  3,10 kg 

Carrying system: X1 System 

Fabric:  CORDURA® 500 den / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  CORDURA® 500 den

Trekking backpack for heavy loads with the high-performance X1 carrying 
system and RECCO® reflector. The flagship Tatonka trekking backpack is 
no longer called the Bison. It’s now the Yukon X1 and comes in two sizes: 
75+10 and 85+10 liter. The Yukon X1 is designed to handle loads of more 
than 25 kg, with a specially engineered carrying system that transfers part 
of the load through criss-cross frame rods into the three-dimensional hip 
belt. The molded back panel with three different hardness zones is a new 
feature that makes the system lighter without losing any of its performance 
capabilities. The backpack scores points as always with its trekking model 
features while the slightly modified, gently oval shape gives it an aestheti-
cally attractive look. The integrated RECCO® reflector provides wilderness 
hikers with an additional safety advantage.

[1]  X1 Carrying System [2] Equipped with RECCO® reflector [3] Snow guard with 

two drawstrings under the lid [4] Divided main and bottom compartments [5] Fixa-

tion for climbing rope [6] Fixation for hiking poles or ice axes [7] Two access points 

for load control straps [8] Height adjustable chest belt [9] Special construction whe-

reby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow for single-handed adjustment [10] Hip 

belt with gear loops [11] If you need to, the Tatonka Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can 

be attached to the hip belt [12] Side compression straps [13] Handle on front and 

back [14] Strong No.10 zipper [15] Lockable zipper slider [16] Height adjustable lid 

with gear loops [17] Lidded compartment with waterproof zipper and integrated key

holder [18] Hydration system compatible [19] Large zipped front opening into the 

main compartment [20] Bottom drawn high at the sides with all-round compression 

straps [21] Zipped side pockets with expansion pleats [22] Side pockets made of an 

elastic material [23] Zip-up front pocket with elastic insert [24] First Aid Compart-

ment (Contents not included)

1346 

YUKON X1 65+10 WOMEN
1347 

YUKON X1 75+10
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040 black 332 stone grey olive    

1348 

YUKON X1 85+10

Measurements: 86 x 38 x 24 cm 

Volume:  85+10 l 

Weight:  3,25 kg 

Carrying system: X1 System 

Fabric:  CORDURA® 500 den / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  CORDURA® 500 den

Trekking backpack for heavy loads with the high-performance X1 carrying 
system and RECCO® reflector. The flagship Tatonka trekking backpack is 
no longer called the Bison. It’s now the Yukon X1 and comes in two sizes: 
75+10 and 85+10 liter. The Yukon X1 is designed to handle loads of more 
than 25 kg, with a specially engineered carrying system that transfers part 
of the load through criss-cross frame rods into the three-dimensional hip 
belt. The molded back panel with three different hardness zones is a new 
feature that makes the system lighter without losing any of its performance 
capabilities. The backpack scores points as always with its trekking model 
features while the slightly modified, gently oval shape gives it an aestheti-
cally attractive look. The integrated RECCO® reflector provides wilderness 
hikers with an additional safety advantage.

[1] X1 Carrying System  [2] Equipped with RECCO® reflector  [3] Snow guard with 

two drawstrings under the lid  [4] Divided main and bottom compartment  [5] Fixa-

tion for climbing rope [6] Fixation for hiking poles or ice axes [7] Two access points 

for load control straps [8] Height adjustable chest belt [9] Special construction whe-

reby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow for single-handed adjustment [10] Hip 

belt with gear loops [11] If you need to, the Tatonka Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can 

be attached to the hip belt [12] Side compression straps [13] Handle on front and 

back [14] Strong No.10 zipper [15] Lockable zipper slider [16] Height adjustable lid 

with gear loops [17] Lidded compartment with waterproof zipper and integrated key

holder [18] Hydration system compatible [19] Large zipped front opening into the 

main compartment [20] Bottom drawn high at the sides with all-round compression 

straps [21] Zipped side pockets with expansion pleats [22] Side pockets made of an 

elastic material [23] Zip-up front pocket with elastic insert [24] First Aid Compart-

ment (Contents not included)
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063 teal green 047 bordeaux red

004 navy

063 teal green 021 titan grey

254 redbrown

Measurements: 66 x 30 x 22 cm 

Volume:  50 l + 10 l 

Weight:  2,30 kg 

Carrying system: V2-System Women 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6 / T-Rain Rip / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  CORDURA® 500 den

The Yukon Women is a slim trekking backpack designed to hold up to 25 
kg of weight and provide you with unmatched comfort. The light and stable 
V2 Women carrying system can be perfectly adjusted to your back while 
the hip belt with three-dimensional hip flaps fits snuggly to your pelvis and 
offers you optimal weight transfer. The Yukon Women has loads of features 
and a large front opening that extends down the sides. The cut of the pack 
combined with the high bottom seams prevent water getting in at this vital 
point. Available in 50+10 liter or 60+10 liter sizes.

Features:
[1]  Snow guard with two drawstrings under the lid

[2]  Removable section between main and bottom compartment

[3]  Load control straps

[4] Hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow for single-handed adjustment

[5]  Tatonka Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can be attached to the hip belt

[6]  Compression straps on sides

[7]  Handle on front and back

[8]  Lockable zipper slider

[9]  3D zipped front opening

[10]  Height adjustable lid with gear loops

[11]  Rain cover

[12]  Hydration system compatible

[13]  Base made from durable CORDURA® material

[14]  Bottom drawn high at the sides with all-round compression straps

[15]  Side pockets made of an elastic material

[16]  Material loops on the front with an integrated hiking stick/ice axe holder

[17]  First Aid Compartment (Contents not included)

[18]  Large zipped front pocket

1341 

YUKON 50+10 WOMEN
1342 

YUKON 60+10 WOMEN

Measurements: 74 x 30 x 24 cm 

Volume: 60 l + 10 l 

Weight: 2,50 kg 

Carrying system: V2-System Women 

Fabric: Textreme 6.6 / T-Rain Rip / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom: CORDURA® 500 den

The Yukon Women is a slim trekking backpack designed to hold up to 25 
kg of weight and provide you with unmatched comfort. The light and stable 
V2 Women carrying system can be perfectly adjusted to your back while 
the hip belt with three-dimensional hip flaps fits snuggly to your pelvis and 
offers you optimal weight transfer. The Yukon Women has loads of features 
and a large front opening that extends down the sides. The cut of the pack 
combined with the high bottom seams prevent water getting in at this vital 
point. Available in 50+10 liter or 60+10 liter sizes.

Features:
[1]  Snow guard with two drawstrings under the lid

[2]  Removable section between main and bottom compartment

[3]  Load control straps

[4]  Hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow single-handed adjustment

[5] Tatonka Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can be attached to the hip belt

[6]  Compression straps on sides

[7]  Handle on front and back

[8]  Lockable zipper slider

[9]  3D zipped front opening

[10]  Height adjustable lid with gear loops

[11]  Rain cover

[12]  Hydration system compatible

[13]  Base made from durable CORDURA® material

[14]  Bottom drawn high at the sides with all-round compression straps

[15]  Side pockets made of an elastic material

[16]  Material loops on the front with an integrated hiking stick/ice axe holder

[17]  First Aid Compartment (Contents not included)

[18]  Large zipped front pocket
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021 titan grey 254 redbrown

063 teal green

Measurements: 68 x 30 x 22 cm 

Volume:  50 l + 10 l 

Weight:  2,30 kg 

Carrying system: V2-System 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6 / T-Rain Rip / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  CORDURA® 500 den

Loving the load! Available in 50+10, 60+10 and 70+10 liter versions, the 
Yukon is a trekking classic that‘s the right choice for a wide variety of trips. 
The backpack is optimized for loads up to 25 kg and offers a balanced 
combination of light weight, durability and performance. The three-dimen-
sional formed hip flaps guarantee optimal weight transfer. Beyond         the 
standard must-have trekking backpack features, the Yukon also offers 
incredible practicality with a 3D front opening that makes packing easier 
than ever. The bottom of the backpack is made of durable CORDURA® and 
the bottom seam extends up the sides to prevent water from getting in when 
you put the pack down.

Features:
[1]  Snow guard with two drawstrings under the lid

[2]  Removable section between main and bottom compartment

[3]  Load control straps

[4]  Hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow single-handed adjustment

[5] Tatonka Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can be attached to the hip belt

[6]  Compression straps on sides

[7]  Handle on front and back

[8]  Lockable zipper slider

[9]  3D zipped front opening

[10]  Height adjustable lid with gear loops

[11]  Rain cover

[12]  Hydration system compatible

[13]  Base made from durable CORDURA® material

[14]  Bottom drawn high at the sides with all-round compression straps

[15]  Side pockets made of an elastic material

[16]  Material loops on the front with an integrated hiking stick/ice axe holder

[17]  First Aid Compartment (Contents not included)

[18]  Large zipped front pocket

1343 

YUKON 50+10
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021 titan grey 331 olive004 navy 040 black

063 teal green 063 teal green

1344 

YUKON 60+10

Measurements: 74 x 32 x 24 cm 

Volume:  60 l + 10 l 

Weight:  2,50 kg 

Carrying system: V2-System 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6 / T-Rain Rip / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  CORDURA® 500 den

Loving the load! Available in 50+10, 60+10 and 70+10 liter versions, the 
Yukon is a trekking classic that‘s the right choice for a wide variety of trips. 
The backpack is optimized for loads up to 25 kg and offers a balanced com-
bination of light weight, durability and performance. The three-dimensional 
formed hip flaps guarantee optimal weight transfer. Beyond the standard 
must-have trekking backpack features, the Yukon also offers incredible 
practicality with a 3D front opening that makes packing easier than ever. 
The bottom of the backpack is made of durable CORDURA® and the bottom 
seam extends up the sides to prevent water from getting in when you put 
the pack down

Features:
[1]  Snow guard with two drawstrings under the lid

[2]  Removable section between main and bottom compartment

[3]  Load control straps

[4]  Hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow single-handed adjustment

[5] Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can be attached to the hip belt

[6]  Compression straps on sides

[7]  Handle on front and back

[8]  Lockable zipper slider

[9]  3D zipped front opening

[10]  Height adjustable lid with gear loops

[11]  Rain cover

[12]  Hydration system compatible

[13]  Base made from durable CORDURA® material

[14]  Bottom drawn high at the sides with all-round compression straps

[15]  Side pockets made of an elastic material

[16]  Material loops on the front with an integrated hiking stick/ice axe holder

[17]  First Aid Compartment (Contents not included)

[18]  Large zipped front pocket

1345 

YUKON 70+10

Measurements: 78 x 34 x 25 cm 

Volume:  70 l + 10 l 

Weight:  2,60 kg 

Carrying system: V2-System 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6 / T-Rain Rip / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  CORDURA® 500 den

   Loving the load! Available in 50+10, 60+10 and 70+10 liter versions, the 
Yukon is a trekking classic that‘s the right choice for a wide variety of trips. 
The backpack is optimized for loads up to 25 kg and offers a balanced com-
bination of light weight, durability and performance. The three-dimensional 
formed hip flaps guarantee optimal weight transfer. Beyond the standard 
must-have trekking backpack features, the Yukon also offers incredible 
practicality with a 3D front opening that makes packing easier than ever. 
The bottom of the backpack is made of durable CORDURA® and the bottom 
seam extends up the sides to prevent water from getting in when you put 
the pack down.

Features:
[1]  Snow guard with two drawstrings under the lid

[2]  Removable section between main and bottom compartment

[3]  Load control straps

[4]  Hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow single-handed adjustment

[5] Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can be attached to the hip belt

[6]  Compression straps on sides

[7]  Handle on front and back

[8]  Lockable zipper slider

[9]  3D zipped front opening

[10]  Height adjustable lid with gear loops

[11]  Rain cover

[12]  Hydration system compatible

[13]  Base made from durable CORDURA® material

[14]  Bottom drawn high at the sides with all-round compression straps

[15]  Side pockets made of an elastic material

[16]  Material loops on the front with an integrated hiking stick/ice axe holder

[17]  First Aid Compartment (Contents not included)

[18]  Large zipped front pocket
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063 teal green 040 black021 titan grey 047 bordeaux red

Measurements: 75 x 30 x 18 cm 

Volume:  55 l + 10 l 

Weight:  1,85 kg 

Carrying system: Y1-System Women 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6 / T-Rain Rip 

Fabric bottom:  Textreme 6.6

A reliable trekking backpack for women. The Noras backpack for women 
has a convincing set of basic trekking features at a very attractive price 
point. Its adjustable Y1 carrying system is tailored for the female form, op-
timized for loads up to 20 kg and designed to deliver outstanding comfort. 
Noras Women is flawlessly manufactured with durable materials that have 
stood the test of time.

Features:
[1]  Women‘s Backpack Y1 Carrying System

[2]  Snow guard with two drawstrings under the lid

[3]  Divided main and bottom compartments

[4]  Fixation for hiking poles

[5]  Padded shoulder straps tailored to the female form

[6]  Load control straps

[7]  Height adjustable chest belt

[8]  Padded hip strap

[9]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow  

for single-handed adjustment

[10]  If you need to, the Tatonka Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can be attached  

to the hip belt

[11]  Compression straps on sides

[12]  Compression around perimeter of base

[13]  Handle on front and back

[14]  Lid compartment with key holder

[15]  Height adjustable, detachable lid

[16]  Hydration system compatible

[17]  Mesh pockets on sides

[18]  Large front opening for easy access

Measurements: 78 x 32 x 22 cm 

Volume:  65 l + 10 l 

Weight:  2,00 kg 

Carrying system: Y1-System 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6 / T-Rain Rip 

Fabric bottom:  Textreme 6.6

A reliable trekking backpack with a basic range of features. Immaculately 
crafted with durable time-tested materials, the Noras has all the essential 
features and makes for a solid trekking companion at a very attractive price 
point. Its adjustable Y1 carrying system ensures great comfort for loads up 
to 20 kg.

Features:
[1]  Y1 Carrying System

[2]  Snow guard with two drawstrings under the lid

[3]  Divided main and bottom compartments

[4]  Fixation for hiking poles

[5]  Ergonomically formed, padded shoulder straps

[6]  Load control straps

[7]  Height adjustable chest belt

[8]  Padded hip strap

[9]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow  

for single-handed adjustment

[10]  If you need to, the Tatonka Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can be attached  

to the hip belt

[11]  Compression straps on sides

[12]  Compression around perimeter of base

[13]  Handle on front and back

[14]  Lid compartment with key holder

[15]  Height adjustable, detachable lid

[16]  Hydration system compatible

[17]  Mesh pockets on sides

[18]  Large front opening for easy access

1324 

NORAS 55+10 WOMEN
1325 

NORAS 65+10
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047 bordeaux red 040 black

254 redbrown

004 navy

063 teal green

331 olive 021 titan grey

1340 

HIP BELT POUCH

Measurements: 26 x 15 x 9 cm 

Volume: 3 l 

Weight: 95 g 

Fabric: Textreme 6.6

Large hip belt pouch that can be attached to the Bison, Yukon and Noras 
trekking backpacks as well as to the Great Escape travel backpack. The Hip 
Belt Pouch is fastened easily with hooks to the right or left hip flap of your 
backpack. It offers about 3 liters of volume and has a long hip belt so you 
can use it separately as its own hip bag.

Features:
[1]  Separate usable as a hip or waist bag

[2]  Usable as an add-on for the hip belts on the BISON, YUKON and NORAS  

trekking backpacks as well as a on the GREAT ESCAPE travel backpack

[3]  Large zipped pocket

[4]  Easy-to-use
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065 ocean blue 331 olive021 titan grey 040 black

047 bordeaux red 063 teal green

Measurements: 65 x 27 x 18 cm 

Volume:  40 l 

Weight:  1,60 kg 

Carrying system: X Light Vario-System Women 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / T-Rain Rip 

Fabric bottom:  Textreme 6.6

A lightweight, superbly equipped touring backpack for women with the X 
Light Vario carrying system. Made of light yet incredibly tear-resistant 
materials, the Pyrox 40 Women is your first choice for touring when weight 
really matters. The X Light Vario carrying system is not only customized 
for the female form, but also offers great ventilation and a preformed 
aluminum rail for stability. The backpack has a large front opening, a spa-
cious front pocket and side mesh pockets for all of your extra gear. Further 
details cover all of your various touring needs including equipment loops 
on the lid, straps for walking sticks or an ice axe, and hydration system 
compatibility.

Features:
[1]  Packsack with snow guard

[2]  Fixation for hiking poles or ice axes

[3]  Load control straps

[4]  Padded hip strap

[5]  Hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow single-handed adjustment

[6]  Extra fitted pocket on the hip belt

[7]  Side compression straps with lockable buckle

[8]  Compression around perimeter of base

[9]  Handle on front and back

[10]  Height adjustable lid with zip compartment

[11]  Base and main compartment can be packed separately

[12]  Rain cover

[13]  Hydration system compatible

[14]  Mesh pockets on sides

[15]  Front pocket with zipper

[16]  Large front opening for easy access

[17]  Gear loops

[18]  First Aid Compartment (Contents not included)

Measurements: 68 x 27 x 18 cm 

Volume:  45 l 

Weight:  1,70 kg 

Carrying system: X Light Vario-System 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / T-Rain Rip 

Fabric bottom:  Textreme 6.6

A clever touring backpack with the X Light Vario carrying system. Thanks 
to its high-end materials the Pyrox is light but still extremely sturdy. The 
adjustable X Light Vario carrying system also offers you maximum comfort 
and great ventilation for your back. Stability in the back panel comes from 
the preformed aluminum rails and a long list of extra features completes 
the overall picture for this backpack   a qualified companion for any tour 
you take.

Features:
[1]  Packsack with snow guard

[2]  Fixation for hiking poles or ice axes

[3]  Load control straps

[4]  Height adjustable chest belt

[5]  Padded hip strap

[6]  Hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow single-handed adjustment

[7]  Extra fitted pocket on the hip belt

[8]  Side compression straps with lockable buckle

[9]  Compression around perimeter of base

[10]  Handle on front and back

[11]  Height adjustable lid with zip compartment

[12]  Base and main compartment can be packed separately

[13]  Key holder

[14]  Rain cover

[15]  Hydration system compatible

[16]  Mesh pockets on sides

[17]  Front pocket with zipper

[18]  Large front opening for easy access

[19]  Gear loops

[20]  First Aid Compartment (Contents not included)

1445 

PYROX 40+10 WOMEN
1446 

PYROX 45+10
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047 bordeaux red 331 olive≠021 titan grey 040 black

063 teal green 047 bordeaux red

1377 

NORIX 44 WOMEN

Measurements: 66 x 27 x 18 cm 

Volume: 44 l 

Weight: 1,65 kg 

Carrying system: V Comfort Vario-System Women 

Fabric: T-Square Rip / 450 HD Polyoxford / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom: 450 HD Polyoxford

Lightweight touring backpack for ladies with functional features. Ladies 
will appreciate the comfort of the V Comfort Vario carrying system, which is  
designed specifically for the female form, just as much as the sensible  
features that include a hydration system and rain cover. Norix 44 Women is 
made of strong, technically sophisticated material.

Features:
[1]  Women‘s Backpack V Comfort Vario Carrying System

[2]  Packsack with snow guard

[3]  Padded shoulder straps tailored to the female form

[4]  Load control straps

[5]  Height adjustable chest belt

[6]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow  

for single-handed adjustment

[7]  Padded ventilated hip flaps

[8]  Side compression straps with lockable buckle

[9]  Handle on front and back

[10]  Height adjustable lid with gear loops

[11]  Key holder

[12]  Rain cover

[13]  Hydration system compatible

[14]  Large zipped front opening into the main compartment

[15]  Bottom drawn high at the sides with all-round compression straps

[16]  Side pockets made of an elastic material

[17]  Material loops on the front with an integrated hiking stick/ice axe holder

[18]  First Aid Compartment (Contents not included)

[19]  Large zipped front pocket

1379 

NORIX 48

Measurements: 70 x 29 x 20 cm 

Volume: 48 l 

Weight: 1,75 kg 

Carrying system: V Comfort Vario-System 

Fabric: T-Square Rip / 450 HD Polyoxford / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom: 450 HD Polyoxford

A classic trekking and touring backpack made of tenacious materials. 
With the volume-specific adjustable V Comfort Vario carrying system, this 
reliable and long-lasting touring backpack provides you with a masterly 
combination of efficient weight transfer, light weight and overall flexibility. 
Meanwhile, the clever features guarantee comfort and ease of use. The 
carrying system is optimized for weights up to 15 kg and the pack comes in 
48, 55 or 65 liter versions.

Features:
[1]  V Comfort Vario Carrying System

[2]  Packsack with snow guard

[3]  Load control straps

[4]  Height adjustable chest belt

[5]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow  

for single-handed adjustment

[6]  Padded ventilated hip flaps

[7]  Side compression straps with lockable buckle

[8]  Handle on front and back

[9]  Height adjustable lid with gear loops

[10]  Key holder

[11]  Rain cover

[12]  Hydration system compatible

[13]  Large zipped front opening into the main compartment

[14]  Bottom drawn high at the sides with all-round compression straps

[15]  Side pockets made of an elastic material

[16]  Material loops on the front with an integrated hiking stick/ice axe holder

[17]  First Aid Compartment (Contents not included)

[18]  Large zipped front pocket
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063 teal green 040 black021 titan grey 004 navy

Measurements: 74 x 30 x 20 cm 

Volume:  55 l 

Weight:  1,95 kg 

Carrying system: V Comfort Vario-System 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip / 450 HD Polyoxford / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  450 HD Polyoxford

A classic trekking and touring backpack made of tenacious materials. 
With the volume-specific adjustable V Comfort Vario carrying system, this 
reliable and long-lasting touring backpack provides you with a masterly 
combination of efficient weight transfer, light weight and overall flexibility. 
Meanwhile, the clever features guarantee comfort and ease of use. The 
carrying system is optimized for weights up to 15 kg and the pack comes in 
48, 55 or 65 liter versions.

Features:
[1]  V Comfort Vario Carrying System

[2]  Packsack with snow guard

[3]  Removable section between main and bottom compartment

[4]  Load control straps

[5]  Height adjustable chest belt

[6]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow  

for single-handed adjustment

[7]  Padded ventilated hip flaps

[8]  Side compression straps with lockable buckle

[9]  Handle on front and back

[10]  Height adjustable lid with gear loops

[11]  Key holder

[12]  Rain cover

[13]  Hydration system compatible

[14]  Large zipped front opening into the main compartment

[15]  Bottom drawn high at the sides with all-round compression straps

[16]  Side pockets made of an elastic material

[17]  Material loops on the front with an integrated hiking stick/ice axe holder

[18]  First Aid Compartment (Contents not included)

[19]  Large zipped front pocket

Measurements: 74 x 32 x 20 cm 

Volume:  65 l 

Weight:  2,05 kg 

Carrying system: V Comfort Vario-System 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip / 450 HD Polyoxford / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  450 HD Polyoxford

A classic trekking and touring backpack made of tenacious materials. 
With the volume-specific adjustable V Comfort Vario carrying system, this 
reliable and long-lasting touring backpack provides you with a masterly 
combination of efficient weight transfer, light weight and overall flexibility. 
Meanwhile, the clever features guarantee comfort and ease of use. The 
carrying system is optimized for weights up to 15 kg and the pack comes in 
48, 55 or 65 liter versions.

Features:
[1]  V Comfort Vario Carrying System

[2]  Packsack with snow guard

[3]  Removable section between main and bottom compartment

[4]  Load control straps

[5]  Height adjustable chest belt

[6]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow  

for single-handed adjustment

[7]  Padded ventilated hip flaps

[8]  Side compression straps with lockable buckle

[9]  Handle on front and back

[10]  Height adjustable lid with gear loops

[11]  Key holder

[12]  Rain cover

[13]  Hydration system compatible

[14]  Large zipped front opening into the main compartment

[15]  Bottom drawn high at the sides with all-round compression straps

[16]  Side pockets made of an elastic material

[17]  Material loops on the front with an integrated hiking stick/ice axe holder

[18]  First Aid Compartment (Contents not included)

[19]  Large zipped front pocket

1385 

NORIX 55
1386 

NORIX 65
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331 olive 331 olive021 titan grey 040 black

1441 

AKELA 35

Measurements: 59 x 25 x 16 cm 

Volume: 35 l 

Weight: 1,40 kg 

Carrying system: V Comfort Vario-System 

Fabric: T-Snow Crust / Textreme 6.6 

Fabric bottom: Textreme 6.6

A reliable scout backpack for teenagers. This trekking backpack for teen-
agers and more petite bodies is equipped with the adjustable V Comfort 
Vario carrying system. The flexible design ensures maximum comfort for 
loads of up to 15 kg. Its main and lower compartments as well as the two 
zipper pockets on the sides offer more than enough space for your gear in-
side while the various loops and straps on the front and lid give you options 
for attaching accessories on the outside. The small trekking backpack 
comes in 35 or 45 liter sizes.

Features:
[1]  V Comfort Vario Carrying System

[2]  Divided main and bottom compartments

[3]  Fixation for hiking poles or ice axes

[4]  Load control straps

[5]  Height adjustable chest belt

[6]  Padded hip strap

[7]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow  

for single-handed adjustment

[8]  Compression around perimeter of base

[9]  Handle on front and back

[10]  Lid with gear loops

[11]  Lid pocket

[12]  Side pockets

[13]  Attached zipped side pockets

[14]  Open channel behind side pockets

[15]  Gear loops on the front

1442 

AKELA 45

Measurements: 65 x 27 x 18 cm 

Volume: 45 l 

Weight: 1,55 kg 

Carrying system: V Comfort Vario-System 

Fabric: T-Snow Crust / Textreme 6.6 

Fabric bottom: Textreme 6.6

A reliable scout backpack for teenagers. This trekking backpack for  
teenagers and more petite bodies is equipped with the adjustable V Com-
fort Vario carrying system. The flexible design ensures maximum comfort 
for loads of up to 15 kg. Its main and lower compartments as well as the two  
zipper pockets on the sides offer more than enough space for your gear  
inside while the various loops and straps on the front and lid give you 
options for attaching accessories on the outside. The small trekking back-
pack comes in 35 or 45 liter sizes.

Features:
[1]  V Comfort Vario Carrying System

[2]  Divided main and bottom compartments

[3]  Fixation for hiking poles or ice axes

[4]  Load control straps

[5]  Height adjustable chest belt

[6]  Padded hip strap

[7]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow  

for single-handed adjustment

[8]  Compression around perimeter of base

[9]  Handle on front and back

[10]  Lid with gear loops

[11]  Lid pocket

[12]  Side pockets

[13]  Attached zipped side pockets

[14]  Open channel behind side pockets

[15]  Gear loops on the front
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331 olive 331 olive040 black 040 black

Measurements: 42 x 25 x 14 cm 

Volume:  20 l 

Weight:  1,10 kg 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon / Aluminiumrahmen

Rucksack and seat in one. The fisherman‘s seat is the ideal angling  
companion. With the wide base compartment it‘s even safe and secure 
when standing on uneven surfaces, and with its aluminium folding frame, 
it is robust and easy to carry. In the large main compartment of the Fisher-
man‘s Seat and its mesh pockets there is space for everything you want to 
carry with you on a fishing trip. The sensible division of the front pocket 
is ideal for storing bait, lines, hooks and other fishing utensils neatly for 
easy access. And on your journey home there will still be enough room for 
your big catch. This Fisherman‘s Seat is also an ideal accompaniment for a 
picnic.

Features:
[1]  Stable aluminium frame

[2]  Seat height 45cm

[3]  Seat 26 x 22 cm

[4]  Main compartment with toggled string closure

[5]  Mesh pockets on sides

[6]  Front pocket with useful divider and flap

Measurements: 54 x 32 x 20 cm 

Volume:  35 l 

Weight:  1,80 kg 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon / Aluminiumrahmen

Fishing backpack for big fish. The Petri Chair has more capacity than our 
Fisherman s seat, and has a detachable front bag that can be used as a hip 
bag. Equipment or additional bags can be attached to the waist strap. And 
the sturdy integrated seat is, of course, also wider – after all, there are big 
fishermen as well as big fish.

Features:
[1]  Carrying loop

[2]  Stable aluminium frame

[3]  Zipped pocket integrated in the lid

[4]  Main compartment with toggled string closure

[5]  Key holder

[6]  Side pockets with volume extension

[7]  Detachable hip pocket with special features for anglers, e.g. hook pad

[8]  Small insert pockets on both sides

[9]  3M® reflective safety tape

[10]  Strap system to hold additional equipment

2295 

FISCHERSTUHL
2296 

PETRI CHAIR
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331 olive 331 olive040 black

1130 

LASTENKRAXE

Measurements: 78 x 35 x 28 cm 

Weight: 2,70 kg 

Carrying system: V2-System 

Fabric: 420 HD Nylon / Aluminiumrahmen

Combination of aluminium frame and V2 carrying system. The Lastenkra-
xe has a welded aluminium frame, and provides the necessary carrying 
comfort for heavy luggage. Suitable for a carrying load of up to 50 kg, it is 
extremely versatile. A 25-cm deep arm is the load area. The tubes of the 
main frame  
are 24 mm in diameter, those of the cross frame 20 mm. Stability is  
guaranteed by a total of four diagonal struts on the main frame. The  
one-piece reinforced hip strap and carrying straps are well padded to  
prevent pressure spots. Perfect stability even on uneven ground is  
guaranteed by a stand that also offers additional attachment options.

Features:
[1]  V2 Carrying System

[2]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow  

for single-handed adjustment

[3]  Integrated feet

[4]  Maximum frame load up to 50 kg

[5]  25 cm deep arm

[6]  Diameter main frame tubes: 24 mm

[7]  Four diagonal cross bars

1133 

PACKSACK LASTENKRACSE.

Measurements: 66 x 34 x 25 cm 

Volume:  80 l 

Weight:  850 g 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon 

Fabric bottom:  CORDURA® 500 den

80-liter stuff bag designed for the Tatonka Load Carrier. This durable stuff 
bag transforms the Load Carrier into a backpack with a carrying system. 
The bag is equipped with wrap-around compression straps, large pockets 
on the front
and sides, and gear loops on the front and on the lid. The bottom of the bag 
is made of tear-resistant Cordura

Features:
[1] Snow guard with two drawstrings under the lid

[2] Two continuous adjustable compression straps

[3] Base made from durable CORDURA® material

[4] Material loops on the lid and the front

[5] Very large voluminous pockets each side and on the front

[6] Suitable for Lastenkraxe (Article 1130)
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Measurements: 62 x 31 x 16 cm 

Volume:  38 l 

Weight:  1,35 kg 

Carrying system: Thermo Mold Back-System 

Fabric:  T-DIA Rip / CORDURA® 500 den 

Fabric bottom:  CORDURA® 500 den

Lightweight climbing backpack for women with 38 liters of volume and a 
RECCO® reflector. The Cima di Basso 38 RECCO® is a large single-com-
partment backpack that has a clever range of features selected to keep 
the overall weight down to 1350 grams despite the large volume. The light, 
thermoformed back panel combined with the padded hip belt, adjustable 
chest belt and the load control straps provide the perfect fit while the 
shoulder straps designed for the female figure give you superb carrying 
comfort. The hip belt can be removed so you can wear your climbing 
harness. You have direct access to your gear in the main compartment and 
the lateral zipper is waterproof. The large front pocket with elastic insert 
allows you to pack a helmet, a rope, an ice axe or hiking poles and the many 
gear loops provide loads of options for fastening other equipment. One 
very helpful safety feature is the RECCO® reflector built into the lid. The 
helicopter detector developed by RECCO® helps professional rescue units 
quickly locate missing persons from the air all year round in the mountains.

Features:
[1] Thermo Mold Carrying System  [2] Equipped with RECCO® reflector  [3] Fixation 

for climbing rope  [4] Fixation for hiking poles or ice axes  [5] Ergonomically formed, 

padded shoulder straps  [6] Load control straps  [7] Height adjustable chest belt   

[8] Removable, padded hip belt  [9] Side compression straps  [10] Lidded com-

partment with waterproof zipper and integrated key-holder  [11] Hydration system 

compatible  [12] Direct access to the main compartment via longitudinal,

waterproof zipper  [13] Bottom in strong CORDURA material is drawn high at the si-

des  [14] Zipped front pocket with elastic insert, e.g. for helmet, rope etc. [15] Insert 

pockets on both sides  [16] Large equipment loop on the side  [17] Material loops on 

the lid, the front and the waist belt  [18] Waterproof zip pocket on a hip fin

1488 

CIMA DI BASSO 38 W RECCO
1493 

CIMA DI BASSO 40 RECCO

Measurements: 62 x 31 x 17 cm 

Volume:  40 l 

Weight:  1,40 kg 

Carrying system: Thermo Mold Back-System 

Fabric:  T-DIA Rip / CORDURA® 500 den 

Fabric bottom:  CORDURA® 500 den

Lightweight climbing backpack with 40 liters of volume and a RECCO® 
reflector. The Cima di Basso 40 RECCO® is a large single-compartment 
backpack that has a clever range of features selected to keep the overall 
weight down to 1400 grams despite the large volume. The light, thermo-
formed back panel combined with the padded hip belt, adjustable chest 
belt and the load control straps provide the perfect fit. The hip belt can be 
removed so you can wear your climbing harness. You have direct access to 
your gear in the main compartment and the lateral zipper is waterproof. The 
large front pocket with elastic insert allows you to pack a helmet, a rope, an 
ice axe or hiking poles and the many gear loops provide loads of options for 
fastening other equipment. One very helpful safety feature is the RECCO® 
reflector built into the lid. The helicopter detector developed by RECCO® 
helps professional rescue units quickly locate missing persons from the air 
all year round in the mountains.

Features:
[1] Thermo Mold Carrying System  [2] Equipped with RECCO® reflector  [3] Fixation 

for climbing rope  [4] Fixation for hiking poles or ice axes  [5] Ergonomically formed, 

padded shoulder straps  [6] Load control straps  [7] Height adjustable chest belt   

[8] Removable, padded hip belt  [9] Side compression straps  [10] Lidded com-

partment with waterproof zipper and integrated key-holder  [11] Hydration system 

compatible  [12] Direct access to the main compartment via longitudinal,

waterproof zipper  [13] Bottom in strong CORDURA material is drawn high at the si-

des  [14] Zipped front pocket with elastic insert, e.g. for helmet, rope etc. [15] Insert 

pockets on both sides  [16] Large equipment loop on the side  [17] Material loops on 

the lid, the front and the waist belt  [18] Waterproof zip pocket on a hip fin

040 black 025 grey025 grey 040 black
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Measurements: 51 x 27 x 13 cm 

Volume:  22 l 

Weight:  680 g 

Carrying system: Thermo Mold Back-System 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon / T-Snow Crust 

  reTex 6.6 Tec Rip 5.0 

Fabric bottom:  CORDURA® 500 den

Light climbing backpack with thermoformed back panel. We gave our  
tried-and-tested Cima Di Basso climbing backpack a makeover for 2019.  
The back panel is now made of a thermoformed, lightweight foam that fits 
snuggly to your body while saving weight. This highly functional, stream-
lined single-compartment backpack weighs just 680 g (22 liters) or 890 g 
(35 liters).

Features:
[1]  Thermo Mold Carrying System

[2]  Fixation for climbing rope

[3]  Fixation for hiking poles or ice axes

[4]  Ergonomically formed, padded shoulder straps

[5]  Height adjustable chest belt

[6]  Removable 38mm webbing hip belt

[7]  Compression straps on sides

[8]  Lid compartment with key holder

[9]  Hydration system compatible

[10]  Gear loops on the front

[11]  Insert pockets on both sides

[12]  Gear loops on the lid

[13]  Large equipment loop on the side

Measurements: 58 x 28 x 16 cm 

Volume:  35 l 

Weight:  890 g 

Carrying system: Thermo Mold Back-System 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon / T-Snow Crust 

  reTex 6.6 Tec Rip 5.0 

Fabric bottom:  CORDURA® 500 den

Light climbing backpack with thermoformed back panel. We gave our  
tried-and-tested Cima Di Basso climbing backpack a makeover for 2019.  
The back panel is now made of a thermoformed, lightweight foam that fits 
snuggly to your body while saving weight. This highly functional, stream-
lined single-compartment backpack weighs just 680 g (22 liters) or 890 g 
(35 liters).

Features:
[1]  Thermo Mold Carrying System

[2]  Fixation for climbing rope

[3]  Fixation for hiking poles or ice axes

[4]  Ergonomically formed, padded shoulder straps

[5]  Load control straps

[6]  Height adjustable chest belt

[7]  Removable 38mm webbing hip belt

[8]  Compression straps on sides

[9]  Lid compartment with key holder

[10]  Hydration system compatible

[11]  Gear loops on the front

[12]  Insert pockets on both sides

[13]  Gear loops on the lid

[14]  Large equipment loop on the side

1495 

CIMA DI BASSO 22
1496 

CIMA DI BASSO 35

021 titan grey 065 ocean blue254 redbrown 040 black

024 yellow 024 yellow
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Measurements: 66 x 30 x 18 cm 

Volume:  35 l 

Weight:  1,80 kg 

Carrying system: Thermo Mold Back-System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / CORDURA® 700 den / Tec Rip 5.0 

  T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  CORDURA® 700 den

Mountain backpack with a RECCO® reflector and a full range of features. 
The Mountain Pack has the same design as the version we put together for 
the Bavarian Mountain Rescue service. The main compartment has a large 
opening to give you a quick overview of your gear while three removable 
hook-and-loop zipper pouches can be used to arrange equipment in the 
most sensible way. A zipper on the backside goes all the way around to 
give you access from behind and the front section can be separated with 
a divider. The padded hip belt, with hip flaps with gear loops and a small 
zipper pouch, can be removed so you can wear your climbing harness. The 
removable lid has a waterproof pocket. Two loops for ice picks, ski straps, 
a helmet pocket with a rope attachment on the front and a load of gear 
loops give you all of the fastening options you need on the outside of the 
backpack. 

[1] Thermo Mold Carrying System [2] Equipped with RECCO® reflector [3] Load 

control straps fixed by hooks on the backpack for access via the back  [4] Large 

snow skirt with roll closure for use of the backpack without lid  [5] Ergonomically 

formed, padded shoulder straps  [6] Two carrying straps for vertical hanging of the 

backpack  [7] Height adjustable chest belt  [8] Detachable padded hip strap with 

material loop right and a zip-up bag left [9] Side compression straps and fixation for 

skis [10] Detachable lid [11] Waterproof lid compartment with key holder and rain 

cover [12] Separating element to the main compartment, can be opened by

means of a zipper when accessed via the back [13] Quick access with all-round 

zip on the backside [14] Front pocket with integrated helmet attachment and rope 

holder [15] Reflective piping [16] Two fixation straps for ice axes [17] Fixation loops 

on the lid and on the front [18] Name tag between shoulder straps can be labeled

[19] If required, our Camera Insert L (Art. 2920) can be integrated in the backpack 

[20] Three color-assorted zip pockets (dimensions: 26x6x6 cm) with transparent lid, 

which are attached to the back of the backpack and are removable

1492 

MOUNTAIN PACK 35

024 yellow 211 red orange

1537 

KINGS PEAK 45 RECCO

Measurements: 67 x 30 x 17 cm 

Volume: 45 l 

Weight: 1,25 kg 

Carrying system: X Vent Zero-System 

Fabric: T-DIA Rip / Texamid 1.0 

Fabric bottom: 420 HD Nylon

Ultra lightweight touring backpack with ventilated carrying system and 
RECCO® reflector. For outdoor enthusiasts who always aim to pack as 
light as possible, we have developed the Kings Peak RECCO®. It is made of 
highly abrasion-resistant materials that are also used in workplace safety 
equipment, and with a weight of 1250 grams it is unbelievably light for a 
backpack of this size. The material-reduced X Vent Zero carrying system 
also contributes to reducing the weight of the backpack, and ensures 
optimal back ventilation as well. The Kings Peak RECCO® has a RECCO® 
reflector, a practical safety feature that has already been in use for some 
time in winter sports equipment. RECCO® detectors make it possible for 
mountain rescuers to quickly locate victims in emergencies. In some Alpine 
regions, the helicopters for the regional mountain rescue are already equip-
ped with RECCO® SAR detectors which can cover large areas in a very short 
time. The Kings Peak RECCO® is available in two sizes.

Features:
[1]  Packsack with snow guard

[2]  Fixation for climbing rope

[3]  Fixation for hiking poles

[4]  Load control straps

[5]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow  

for single-handed adjustment

[6]  Padded ventilated hip flaps

[7]  Detachable side compression straps with lockable buckle

[8]  Elastic side compression, detachable

[9]  Handle on front and back

[10]  Lid compartment with key holder

[11]  Hydration system compatible

[12]  Gear loops on the front

[13]  Insert pockets on both sides

025 grey 040 black
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Measurements: 55 x 26 x 17 cm 

Volume:  30 l 

Weight:  850 g 

Carrying system: X Vent Zero-System 

Fabric:  T-DIA Rip / Texamid 1.0 

Fabric bottom:  420 HD Nylon

Ultralight, ventilated hiking backpack with RECCO® reflector. For those 
weight-conscious hikers, we have developed our new Skill 30 RECCO®. It 
weighs exactly 850 grams. This light weight is achieved not only with the 
reduced material ventilated X Vent Zero carrying system, but also with the 
ultra lightweight yet extremely abrasion resistant material that is also used 
in workplace safety equipment. The Skill 30 RECCO® also has a RECCO®  
reflector. RECCO® detectors make it possible for mountain rescuers to 
quickly locate victims in emergencies. In some Alpine regions, the  
helicopters for the regional mountain rescue are already equipped with 
RECCO® SAR detectors which can cover large areas in a very short time.

Features:
[1]  X Vent Zero Carrying System

[2]  Equipped with RECCO® reflector

[3]  Fixation for hiking poles

[4]  Ergonomically shaped, padded, ventilated shoulder straps

[5]  Height adjustable chest belt

[6]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow  

for single-handed adjustment

[7]  Padded ventilated hip strap

[8]  Detachable compression straps on the side

[9]  Handle

[10]  Hydration system compatible

[11]  Gear loops on the front

[12]  Insert pockets on both sides

[13]  Small zip compartment inside

[14]  Gear loops on the lid

1464 

SKILL 30 RECCO

025 grey 040 black
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Measurements: 42 x 22 x 12 cm 

Volume:  15 l 

Weight:  785 g 

Carrying system: X Vent Zero System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / T-Snow Crust  / Tec Rip 5.0 

Small hiking backpack with a slick day pack design and a RECCO® 
reflector. If you like to pack light or if you have a small frame, this hiking 
backpack is perfect with just 15 liters of volume and the superbly aerated 
X Vent Zero carrying system. This backpack is equipped with hiking pole 
straps, is hydration system-ready and has a rain cover. It has outer pockets 
for water bottles, smartphones, snacks and more. The integrated RECCO® 
reflector is a useful safety feature that helps rescue units reliably find you 
in the mountains in the event of an emergency.

Features:
1] X Vent Zero Carrying System

[2] Equipped with RECCO® reflector

[3] Fixation for hiking poles

[4] Material reduced, very flexible, ventilated shoulder straps

[5] Height adjustable chest belt

[6] Ventilated hip belt with a zipped pocket

[7] Side compression straps

[8] Handle

[9] Key holder

[10] Rain cover

[11] Hydration system compatible

[12] Side pockets made of an elastic material

[13] Flat zip-up front pocket with insert compartments[

Measurements: 46 x 23 x 14 cm 

Volume:  20 l 

Weight:  835 g 

Carrying system: X Vent Zero System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / Tec Rip 5.0

Compact hiking backpack with a cool day pack design and a RECCO® 
reflector. Thanks to the perfectly ventilated X Vent Zero carrying system, 
your days of sweaty shirts are over, and thanks to a clever design it’s 
best equipped for hiking. The compact Hiking Pack 20 has a large main 
compartment and a range of outer pockets but keeps its slim figure as a 
perfect everyday companion. The integrated RECCO® reflector is a useful 
safety feature that helps rescue units reliably find you in the mountains in 
the event of an emergency.

Features:
[1] X Vent Zero Carrying System

[2] Equipped with RECCO® reflector

[3] Fixation for hiking poles

[4] Material reduced, very flexible, ventilated shoulder straps

[5] Height adjustable chest belt

[6] Ventilated hip belt with a zipped pocket

[7] Side compression straps

[8] Handle

[9] Key holder

[10] Rain cover

[11] Hydration system compatible

[12] Side pockets made of an elastic material

[13] Flat zip-up front pocket with insert compartments

[

1545 

HIKING PACK 15 
1546 

HIKING PACK 20

024 yellow 063 teal green021 titan grey 047 bordeaux red
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024 yellow 021 titan grey

047 bordeaux red

Measurements: 50 x 22 x 14 cm 

Volume:  20 l 

Weight:  890 g 

Carrying system: X Vent Zero-System 

Fabric:  T-Snow Crust / T-Rain Rip / Textreme 6.6 / 

  reTex 6.6 

Fabric bottom:  Textreme 6.6

A sporty hiking backpack with the super comfortable X Vent Zero carrying 
system. Thanks to our perfectly aerated X Vent Zero carrying system, 
your days of a sweaty back on tours are over with the Storm, even on long 
ascents. Light padding in the hip area and the long hip flaps help optimize 
carrying comfort for this compact top-loader. The Storm 2019 has a sleek 
look and comes in three different sizes.

Features:
[1]  X Vent Zero Carrying System

[2]  Fixation for hiking poles

[3]  Height adjustable chest belt

[4]  Padded hip strap

[5]  Compression straps on sides

[6]  Handle

[7]  Lid compartment with key holder

[8]  Zip compartment under the lid

[9]  Rain cover

[10]  Hydration system compatible

[11]  Mesh pockets on sides

1531 

STORM 20
1547 

HIKING PACK 30

Measurements: 52 x 25 x 15 cm

Volume:  30 l 

Weight:  990 g 

Carrying system: X Vent Zero System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / Tec Rip 5.0 

Large hiking backpack with a slick day pack design and a RECCO® re-
flector. The Hiking Pack 30 – perfect for hikes but also a sporty everyday 
companion. The extraordinary X Vent Zero carrying system really shines 
when you’re on strenuous hikes and the superbly comfortable fit will make 
it an ideal daily companion. The Hiking Pack 30 is divided into main and 
lower compartments and has a zipper closure on the front. It also has ela-
stic side pockets and a zipper pocket on the hip flaps and of course hiking 
pole straps and hydration system fixtures. And thanks to the integrated rain 
cover it doesn’t matter what the weather is doing. The integrated RECCO® 
reflector is a useful safety feature that helps rescue units reliably find 
missing persons in the mountains.

Features:
[1] X Vent Zero Carrying System

[2] Equipped with RECCO® reflector

[3] Divided main and bottom compartments

[4] Fixation for hiking poles

[5] Material reduced, very flexible, ventilated shoulder straps

[6] Height adjustable chest belt

[7] Ventilated hip belt with a zipped pocket

[8] Side compression straps

[9] Handle

[10] Key holder

[11] Rain cover

[12] Hydration system compatible

[13] Side pockets made of an elastic material

[14] Flat zip-up front pocket with insert compartments

040 black 211 red orange
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040 black

063 teal green

065 ocean blue

1532 

STORM 25

Measurements: 52 x 24 x 15 cm 

Volume:  25 l 

Weight:  950 g 

Carrying system: X Vent Zero-System 

Fabric:  T-Snow Crust / T-Rain Rip / Textreme 6.6 / 

  reTex 6.6 

Fabric bottom:  Textreme 6.6

A sporty hiking backpack with the super comfortable X Vent Zero carrying 
system. Thanks to our perfectly aerated X Vent Zero carrying system, 
your days of a sweaty back on tours are over with the Storm, even on long 
ascents. Light padding in the hip area and the long hip flaps help optimize 
carrying comfort for this compact top-loader. The Storm 2019 has a sleek 
look and comes in three different sizes.

Features:
[1]  X Vent Zero Carrying System

[2]  Fixation for hiking poles

[3]  Height adjustable chest belt

[4]  Padded hip strap

[5]  Compression straps on sides

[6]  Handle

[7]  Lid compartment with key holder

[8]  Zip compartment under the lid

[9]  Rain cover

[10]  Hydration system compatible

[11]  Mesh pockets on sides

021 titan grey063 teal green

1533 

STORM 30

Measurements: 57 x 26 x 16 cm 

Volume:  30 l 

Weight:  1,05 kg 

Carrying system: X Vent Zero-System 

Fabric:  T-Snow Crust / T-Rain Rip / Textreme 6.6 / 

  reTex 6.6 

Fabric bottom:  Textreme 6.6

A sporty hiking backpack with the super comfortable X Vent Zero carrying 
system. Thanks to our perfectly aerated X Vent Zero carrying system, 
your days of a sweaty back on tours are over with the Storm, even on long 
ascents. Light padding in the hip area and the long hip flaps help optimize 
carrying comfort for this compact top-loader. The Storm 2019 has a sleek 
look and comes in three different sizes.

Features:
[1]  X Vent Zero Carrying System

[2]  Fixation for hiking poles

[3]  Height adjustable chest belt

[4]  Padded hip strap

[5]  Compression straps on sides

[6]  Handle

[7]  Lid compartment with key holder

[8]  Zip compartment under the lid

[9]  Rain cover

[10]  Hydration system compatible

[11]  Mesh pockets on sides
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0063 teal green 211 red orange

021 titan grey

Measurements: 54 x 26 x 16 cm 

Volume:  25 l 

Weight:  870 g 

Carrying system: Frame Vent System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / Tec Rip 5.0

Sporty hiking backpack with a super comfortable ventilated mesh back 
panel. The Trail Pack 25 is part of Tatonka’s new hiking backpack line 
with mesh back panels that will be coming out for the 2020 season. The 
streamline front loader has ventilated shoulder straps and a hip belt. The 
3D opening to the main compartment offers you easy access to equipment 
while side pockets, a front zipper pocket, a lid pocket and a practical zipper 
pocket on one of the hip flaps provide space for all of your smaller acces-
sories and gear. To round out the range of features, the backpack also has 
hiking pole straps and is hydration system.

Features:
[1] Frame Vent Carrying System

[2] Fixation for hiking poles

[3] Ventilated shoulder straps

[4] Height adjustable chest belt

[5] Ventilated hip belt with a zipped pocket

[6] Side compression

[7] Handle on the frontside

[8] Lid compartment with key holder

[9] Rain cover

[10] Hydration system compatible

[11] Main compartment with 3D opening

[12] Side pockets

[13] Front pocket with zipper

1549 

TRAIL PACK 25 

040 black

211 red orange

063 teal green

Measurements: XX x XX x XX cm 

Volume:  22 l 

Weight:  850 g 

Carrying system: Frame Vent System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / Tec Rip 5.0

Classic hiking backpack with a super comfortable ventilated mesh back 
panel. The top loader Hike Pack 22 is part of Tatonka’s new line of hiking 
backpacks with mesh back panels. It has ventilated shoulder straps and a 
ventilated hip belt. The main compartment, a lid compartment, plus it has 
an organizer pocket on the front, two side pockets and a zipper pocket on 
one of the hip flaps to stow all your smaller belongings. On top of that, the 
Hike Pack 22 comes with hiking pole straps and is hydration system-ready.

Features:
[1] Frame Vent Carrying System

[2] Fixation for hiking poles

[3] Ventilated shoulder straps

[4] Height adjustable chest belt

[5] Ventilated hip belt with a zipped pocket

[6] Side compression

[7] Handle

[8] Lid with zip pocket

[9] Key holder

[10] Rain cover

[11] Hydration system compatible

[12] Side pockets

[13] Insert pocket at front

1560 

HIKE PACK 22 
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021 titan grey 024 yellow

047 bordeaux red

047 bordeaux red 065 ocean blue

021 titan grey

1554 

HIKE PACK 27

Measurements: 50 x 27 x 15 cm 

Volume:  27 l 

Weight:  915 g 

Carrying system: Frame Vent System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / Tec Rip 5.0

Classic hiking backpack with a super comfortable ventilated mesh back 
panel. The top loader Hike Pack 27 is part of Tatonka’s new line of hiking 
backpacks with mesh back panels. It has ventilated shoulder straps and a 
ventilated hip belt. The main compartment, a lid compartment, plus it has 
an organizer pocket on the front, two side pockets and a zipper pocket on 
one of the hip flaps to stow all your smaller belongings. On top of that, the 
Hike Pack 27 comes with hiking pole straps and is hydration system-ready.

Features:
[1] Frame Vent Carrying System

[2] Fixation for hiking poles

[3] Ventilated shoulder straps

[4] Height adjustable chest belt

[5] Ventilated hip belt with a zipped pocket

[6] Side compression

[7] Handle

[8] Lid with zip pocket

[9] Key holder

[10] Rain cover

[11] Hydration system compatible

[12] Side pockets

[13] Insert pocket at front

Measurements: 50 x 27 x 13 cm 

Volume:  25 l 

Weight:  900 g 

Carrying system: Frame Vent System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / Tec Rip 5.0

Hiking backpack with a modern day pack look and a comfortable venti-
lated mesh back panel. The Hike Pack 25 is part of Tatonka’s new hiking 
backpack line with mesh back panels. It has ventilated shoulder straps 
and a ventilated hip belt. The main compartment, a zipper front pocket, an 
organizer pocket on the front, two side pockets and a zipper pocket on one 
of the hip flaps to stow all your smaller belongings. On top of that, the Hike 
Pack 25 comes with hiking pole straps and is hydration system-ready.

Features:
[[1] Frame Vent Carrying System

[2] Fixation for hiking poles

[3] Ventilated shoulder straps

[4] Height adjustable chest belt

[5] Ventilated hip belt with a zipped pocket

[6] Side compression

[7] Handle

[8] Key holder

[9] Rain cover

[10] Hydration system compatible

[11] Side pockets

[12] Front compartment with zipper

[13] Insert pocket at front

1552 

HIKE PACK 25
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063 teal green 040 black

211 red orange

Measurements: 56 x 27 x 15 cm 

Volume:  32 l 

Weight:  980 g 

Carrying system: Frame Vent System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / Tec Rip 5.0

Classic hiking backpack with a super comfortable ventilated mesh back pa-
nel. The large top loader Hike Pack 32 is part of Tatonka’s new line of hiking 
backpacks with mesh back panels. It has ventilated shoulder straps and a 
ventilated hip belt. The main compartment, a lid compartment, plus it has 
an organizer pocket on the front, two side pockets and a zipper pocket on 
one of the hip flaps to stow all your smaller belongings. On top of that, the 
Hike Pack 32 comes with hiking pole straps and is hydration system-ready.

Features:
[1] Frame Vent Carrying System

[2] Fixation for hiking poles

[3] Load control straps

[4] Ventilated shoulder straps

[5] Height adjustable chest belt

[6] Ventilated hip belt with a zipped pocket

[7] Side compression

[8] Handle

[9] Lid with zip pocket

[10] Key holder

[11] Rain cover

[12] Hydration system compatible

[13] Side pockets

[14] Insert pocket at front

1555 

HIKE PACK 32

Measurements: 42 x 23 x 10 cm 

Volume:  10 l 

Weight:  355 g 

Carrying system: Padded Back-System 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon / T-Snow Crust

  reTex 6.6 / Tec Rip 5.0

Light active backpack. Ambitious outdoor-lovers will find in the Baix a 
lightweight, compact backpack that fits well against the back. It attaches 
by means of a waist strap, and is fitted with a hydration system, zip-up front 
compartment including helmet attachment and side mesh pockets. Baix is 
available in two sizes (10 and 15 liter).

Features:
[1]  Padded Back Carrying System

[2]  Lightweight HoneycombMesh shoulder straps

[3]  Height adjustable chest belt

[4]  Removable hip webbing

[5]  Hydration system compatible

[6]  Light fixation loop

[7]  Mesh pockets on sides

[8]  Front pocket with zipper

[9]  Gear loops on the front

[10]  Integrated helmet fixation

1534 

BAIX 10

021 titan grey

065 ocean blue

024 yellow
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Measurements: 44 x 24 x 12 cm 

Volume:  15 l 

Weight:  400 g 

Carrying system: Padded Back-System 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon / T-Snow Crust

  reTex 6.6 / Tec Rip 5.0

Light active backpack. Ambitious outdoor-lovers will find in the Baix a 
lightweight, compact backpack that fits well against the back. It attaches 
by means of a waist strap, and is fitted with a hydration system, zip-up front 
compartment including helmet attachment and side mesh pockets. Baix is 
available in two sizes (10 and 15 liter).

Features:
[1]  Padded Back Carrying System

[2]  Lightweight HoneycombMesh shoulder straps

[3]  Height adjustable chest belt

[4]  Removable hip webbing

[5]  Hydration system compatible

[6]  Light fixation loop

[7]  Mesh pockets on sides

[8]  Front pocket with zipper

[9]  Zigzag rubber lacing

[10]  Integrated helmet fixation

1535 

BAIX 15

040 black

047 bordeaux red

063 teal green
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Measurements: 42 x 24 x 12 cm

Volume:  15 l 

Weight:  370 g 

Carrying system: Frame Vent System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / Melange Tex / 

  reRip Tex

Unpretentious day pack made of recycled materials available in 10 different 
stylish designs. Choose from light pink with green accents or a dark 
camouflage print, among other models. The City Pack 15 has 10 different 
patterns and material variations, and the fabrics and zippers are made of up 
to 50% recycled polyester. The unpretentious and practical City Pack 15 is a 
sustainable and reliable companion for everyday use and leisure time.

Features:
[1] Padded Back Carrying System

[2] Ergonomically formed, padded shoulder straps

[3] Handle on the frontside

[4] Key holder

[5] Light fixation loop

[6] Side pocket

[7] Front compartment with zipper

[8] Insert compartment in the main compartment

[9] Use of recycled materials

Measurements: 49 x 28 x 12 cm 

Volume:  20 l 

Weight:  470 g 

Carrying system: Frame Vent System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / Melange Tex / 

  reRip Tex

Sporty day pack with 20 liter volume made of recycled materials available 
in 10 different stylish designs. Choose from light pink with green accents 
or a dark camouflage print, among other models. The City Pack 20 has 10 
different patterns and material variations, and the fabrics and zippers are 
made of up to 50% recycled polyester. This sporty everyday companion for 
the environmentally-conscious has multiple zippers and organizer pockets 
and can be equipped with a removable chest belt.

Features:
[1] Padded Back Carrying System

[2] Ergonomically formed, padded shoulder straps

[3] Chest strap preparation

[4] Side compression

[5] Handle on the frontside

[6] Key holder

[7] Light fixation loop

[8] Zip pocket in the main compartment

[9] Side pockets

[10] Front compartment with zipper

[11] Insert compartment in the main compartment

[12] Use of recycled materials

1665 

CITY PACK 15 
1666 

CITY PACK 20

004 navy 004 navy

056 Black digi camo 056 Black digi camo059 ash grey confetti 059 ash grey confetti 040 black

211 red orange 211 red orange

047 bordeaux red 047 bordeaux red
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1640 

CITY PACK 22

Measurements: 51 x 29 x 15 cm 

Volume:  22 l 

Weight:  620 g 

Carrying system: Frame Vent System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / Melange Tex / 

  reRip Tex

Laptop backpack made of recycled materials available in 10 different 
stylish designs. Choose from light pink with green accents or a dark 
camouflage print, among other models. The City Pack 22 has 10 different 
patterns and material variations, and the fabrics and zippers are made of 
up to 50% recycled polyester. The City Pack 22 is your everyday environ-
mentally-conscious companion for work, college or the office. It has a large 
3D front opening for easy packing, a padded laptop sleeve for devices up to 
15.4” and a range of handy outer pockets. If you need it, there is also a hip 
belt attachment and you can customize the look with colorful compression 
straps (Item 3258).

Features:
[1] Thermo Mold Carrying System

[2] Ventilated shoulder straps

[3] Height adjustable chest belt

[4] Possibility to fix a gut belt

[5] Side compression

[6] Handle on the frontside

[7] Lid pocket with small organizer

[8] Key holder

[9] Main compartment with 3D opening

[10] Side pockets

[11] Front compartment with zipper

[12] Sewn-in laptop compartment (not near the

bottom) made of lightly padded AirMesh material

[13] If required, our compression straps (item 3258)

can be attached to the backpack

[14] Use of recycled materials

color 021 titan grey [15] Laptop compartment for 15.4“ laptops

Measurements: 52 x 29 x 16 cm 

Volume:  25 l   

Weight:  710 g 

Carrying system: Frame Vent System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / Melange Tex / 

  reRip Tex

Laptop backpack with loads of features made of recycled materials and 
available in 10 different stylish designs. Choose from light pink with green 
accents or a dark camouflage print, among other models. The City Pack 
25 has 10 different patterns and material variations, and the fabrics and 
zippers are made of up to 50% recycled polyester. The City Pack 25 is a 
sustainable everyday companion that’s perfect for school, college or the of-
fice. It has two large main compartments. In the back is a padded sleeve for 
a 15.4” laptop and in the front is a practical organizer.  It also has a front 
pocket and two side pockets. If you need it, the City Pack 25 also has a hip 
belt attachment and you can customize the look with colorful compression 
straps (Item 3258).

Features:
[1] Thermo Mold Carrying System

[2] Ventilated shoulder straps

[3] Height adjustable chest belt

[4] Possibility to fix a gut belt

[5] Handle on the frontside

[6] Light fixation loop

[7] Front main compartment with organizer and key holder

[8] Side pockets

[9] Front compartment with zipper

[10] Gear loops on the front

[11] Sewn-in laptop compartment (not near the

bottom) made of lightly padded AirMesh material

[12] If required, our compression straps (item 3258)

can be attached to the backpack

[13] Use of recycled materials

[14] Laptop compartment for 15.4“ laptops

1667 

CITY PACK 25

040 black004 navy

004 navy040 Black 059 ash grey confetti059 ash grey confetti

211 red orange211 red orange

047 bordeaux red047 bordeaux red
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1668 

CITY PACK 30

Measurements: 56 x 28 x 18 cm 

Volume:  30 l 

Weight:  830 g 

Carrying system: Frame Vent System 

Fabric:  reTex 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / Melange Tex / 

  reRip Tex

Large laptop backpack made of recycled materials available in 10 different stylish 

designs. Choose from light pink with green accents or a dark camouflage print, 

among other models. The City Pack 30 has 10 different patterns and material vari-

ations, and the fabrics and zippers are made of up to 50% recycled polyester. Due 

to its size and features, this sustainable day pack is not just good for everyday use 

or as an office companion, but is also great for short trips or weekend getaways. 

It has a large front opening, a padded laptop sleeve for devices up to 15.4”, a lid 

compartment, a front pocket and two side pockets. The hip belt is removable and 

can be used as a sling bag or hip belt pouch.

Features:

[1] Thermo Mold Carrying System

[2] Load control straps

[3] Height adjustable chest belt

[4] Detachable waist belt to use separately as sling bag or hip pack

[5] Variable compression straps

[6] Handle on the frontside

[7] Lid compartment with key holder

[8] Hydration system compatible

[9] Light fixation loop

[10] Large zipped front opening into the main compartment

[11] Side pockets

[12] Organizer

[13] Sewn-in laptop compartment (not near the bottom) made of lightly padded 

AirMesh material

[14] Our compression straps (item 3258) can be attached to the backpack

[15] Use of recycled materials

[16] Zip-up front pocket with side access

[17] Laptop compartment for 15.4“ laptops

Measurements: 34 x 19,5 x 6,5 cm 

Volume:  5 l 

Weight:  240 g 

Fabric:  Materiales reciclados

It s versatile and can be used for travel or just around town. With its special 
carry strap the Hip Sling Pack can be used as a hip belt pouch or as a shoul-
der bag. The main
compartment opens completely and it has a front organizer. The back panel 
has comfortable padding.

Features:
[1] Main compartment with two-way zipper on all

sides to open it completely

[2] Zip front pocket with organizer and key holder

[3] Padded AirMesh back panel

2208 

HIP SLING PACK 

040 black               

047 bordeaux red 059 ash grey confetti                 

056 black digi camo     

056 black digi camo     

211 red orange

004 navy

040 black

004 navy 059 ash grey confetti

211 red orange

047 bordeaux red
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Measurements:  43 x 28 x 14 cm 

Volume:  19 l 

Weight:  560 g 

Carrying system: Vent Comfort-System 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip / 420 HD Nylon / Textreme 6.6

Versatile all-rounder for everyday use. The City Trail 19 is just the right 
size for an every-day daypack and, with the Vent Comfort back system, also 
offers the required carrying comfort. The features included a padded insert 
compartment for a 15.4“ laptop, specially and carefully sewn to ensure 
that the laptop doesn‘t touch the floor when the backpack is placed on the 
ground. Zip-up front compartment, a hanging zip-up pocket in the main 
compartment, key holder and mesh side pockets neatly accommodate ever-
ything that needs to be accommodated, and the elastic straps on the front 
not only catch the eye but will also keep various bits and pieces in place.

Features:
[1]  Vent Comfort Carrying System

[2]  Height adjustable chest belt

[3]  Compression strap

[4]  Handle

[5]  Key holder

[6]  Light fixation loop

[7]  Mesh pockets on sides

[8]  Front pocket with zipper

[9]  Sewn-in laptop compartment (not near the bottom) made of lightly padded  

AirMesh material

[10]  Zigzag rubber lacing

[11]  Small hanging zip-up inside pocket

[12]  Laptop compartment for 15.4“ laptops

1621 

CITY TRAIL 19

040 black

047 bordeaux red

331 olive

024 yellow 021 titan grey

Measurements:  42 x 24 x 12 cm 

Volume:  16 l 

Weight:  320 g 

Carrying system: Padded Back-System 

Fabric:  T-Snow Crust / 420 HD Nylon

Small, uncomplicated daypack. Looks good, has a zip-up compartment for a 
purse and mobile phone, and a key holder as well. A practical day backpack 
for those who like things to be plain and simple.

Features:
[1]  Padded Back Carrying System

[2]  Carrying loop

[3]  Key holder

[4]  Light fixation loop

[5]  Mesh pockets on sides

[6]  Front pocket with zipper

[7]  Insert compartment in the main compartment

1632 

CITY TRAIL 16

004 navy

047 bordeaux red

024 yellow

058 teal green zig zag  021 titan grey
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Measurements:  48 x 34 x 13 cm 

Volume:  29 l 

Weight:  760 g 

Carrying system: Vent Comfort-System 

Fabric:  T-Snow Crust / 420 HD Nylon / Textreme 6.6

Sporty laptop backpack for school, office or university. A padded home for a 15.4“ 

laptop and plenty of space for files, books and A4 documents   all in the Parrot‘s 

large main compartment and the zip-up front compartment. It also has a small front 

pocket, two mesh pockets on the sides and elastic straps on the front for a cycle 

helmet or jacket. Equipped with the padded Vent Comfort carrying system, the 

Parrot attaches securely to the back by means of the chest and waist straps.

Features:
[1]  Vent Comfort Carrying System

[2]  Ergonomically formed, padded shoulder straps

[3]  Height adjustable chest belt

[4]  Removable hip webbing

[5]  Compression strap

[6]  Carrying handle

[7]  Light fixation loop

[8]  Mesh pockets on sides

[9]  Front compartment with zipper

[10]  Large zip-up front pocket with organizer and padded smartphone  

compartment

[11]  Sewn-in laptop compartment (not near the bottom) made of lightly padded  

AirMesh material

[12]  Zigzag rubber lacing

[13]  Key holder with a detachable Tatonka keyring

[14]  Laptop compartment for 15.4“ laptops

1620 

PARROT 29

021 titan grey 047 bordeaux red

040 black 056 black digi camo     

024 yellow 211 red orange
004 navy
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1697 

GRIP ROLLTOP PACK S

Measurements:  50 x 28 x 13 cm 

Volume:  25 l 

Weight:  585 g 

Carrying system: Padded Back-System 

Fabric:  CORDURA® 500 den / T-Rain Rip

A stylish and rugged courier backpack. In addition to a large main  
compartment, the Grip Rolltop Pack features a padded laptop sleeve and 
two practical side pockets, and it s made of especially robust CORDURA® 
fabric. New: The Grip Rolltop Pack is also available in an S size.

Features:
[1]  Padded shoulder straps

[2]  Height adjustable chest belt

[3]  Removable hip webbing

[4]  Handle

[5]  Zip side pocket with key holder

[6]  Universal attachment options on the front

[7]  Side pocket

[8]  Padded back

[9]  Waterproof roll-up closure

[10]  Sleeve for 13” laptops

1698 

GRIP ROLLTOP PACK

Measurements:  55 x 32 x 17 cm 

Volume:  34 l 

Weight:  650 g 

Carrying system: Padded Back-System 

Fabric:  CORDURA® 500 den / T-Rain Rip

A stylish and rugged courier backpack. In addition to a large main com-
partment, the Grip Rolltop Pack features a padded laptop sleeve and two 
practical side pockets, and it s made of especially robust CORDURA® fabric. 
New: The Grip Rolltop Pack is also available in an S size.

Features:
[1]  Padded shoulder straps

[2]  Height adjustable chest belt

[3]  Removable hip webbing

[4]  Handle

[5]  Padded 15.4“ laptop compartment

[6]  Zip side pocket with key holder

[7]  Universal attachment options on the front

[8]  Side pocket

[9]  Padded back

[10]  Waterproof roll-up closure

063 teal green 063 teal green

047 bordeaux red
056 black digi camo040 black 040 black
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1633 

SERVER PACK 25

Measurements:  48 x 32 x 16 cm 

Volume:  25 l 

Weight:  840 g 

Carrying system: Thermo Mold Back-System 

Fabric:  CORDURA® 500 den / T-Snow Crust / T-Rain Rip

Office and school backpack with loads of space, a separate sleeve for  
electronics and a thermoformed back panel. The Server Pack was  
redesigned for 2019 and comes in three sizes. It offers a large main  
compartment for A4 document folders and a special media pouch for a  
laptop, tablet and accessories. The raised front pocket has organizer pou-
ches and a padded smartphone slot. The light Thermo Mold Back carrying 
system fits perfectly to your back, saves overall weight and the smooth 
surface is easy to clean. Depending on the size of your laptop (13 , 15.4 or 
17), you can choose from the 20, 25 or 29 liter versions of the Server Pack.

Features:
[1]  Thermo Mold Carrying System

[2]  Ergonomically formed, padded shoulder straps

[3]  Height adjustable chest belt

[4]  Removable hip webbing

[5]  Compression straps on sides

[6]  Handle

[7]  Large main compartment

[8]  Padded bottom

[9]  Side pockets made of an elastic material

[10]  Front pocket with organizers and padded smartphone slot

[11]  Key holder with a detachable Tatonka keyring

[12]  Zip-up front pocket with side access

[13]  Multimedia pouch with padded laptop and tablet sleeve as well as  

accessory pockets

[14]  Laptop compartment for 15.4“ laptops

040 black047 bordeaux red

Measurements:  45 x 30 x 14 cm 

Volume:  20 l 

Weight:  805 g 

Carrying system: Thermo Mold Back-System 

Fabric:  CORDURA® 500 den / T-Snow Crust / T-Rain Rip

Office and school backpack with loads of space, a separate sleeve for  
electronics and a thermoformed back panel. The Server Pack was  
redesigned for 2019 and comes in three sizes. It offers a large main  
compartment for A4 document folders and a special media pouch for a  
laptop, tablet and accessories. The raised front pocket has organizer pou-
ches and a padded smartphone slot. The light Thermo Mold Back carrying 
system fits perfectly to your back, saves overall weight and the smooth 
surface is easy to clean. Depending on the size of your laptop (13 , 15.4 or 
17), you can choose from the 20, 25 or 29 liter versions of the Server Pack.

Features:
[1]  Thermo Mold Carrying System

[2]  Ergonomically formed, padded shoulder straps

[3]  Height adjustable chest belt

[4]  Removable hip webbing

[5]  Compression straps on sides

[6]  Handle

[7]  Large main compartment

[8]  Padded bottom

[9]  Side pockets made of an elastic material

[10]  Front pocket with organizers and padded smartphone slot

[11]  Key holder with a detachable Tatonka keyring

[12]  Zip-up front pocket with side access

[13]  Multimedia pouch with padded laptop and tablet sleeve as well as  

accessory pockets

[14]  Sleeve for 13” laptops

1635 

SERVER PACK 20

040 black047 bordeaux red
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1634 

SERVER PACK 29

Measurements:  49 x 33 x 16 cm 

Volume:  29 l 

Weight:  855 g 

Carrying system: Thermo Mold Back-System 

Fabric:  CORDURA® 500 den / T-Snow Crust / T-Rain Rip

Office and school backpack with loads of space, a separate sleeve for  
electronics and a thermoformed back panel. The Server Pack was  
redesigned for 2019 and comes in three sizes. It offers a large main  
compartment for A4 document folders and a special media pouch for a  
laptop, tablet and accessories. The raised front pocket has organizer pou-
ches and a padded smartphone slot. The light Thermo Mold Back carrying 
system fits perfectly to your back, saves overall weight and the smooth 
surface is easy to clean. Depending on the size of your laptop (13 , 15.4 or 
17), you can choose from the 20, 25 or 29 liter versions of the Server Pack.

Features:
[1]  Thermo Mold Carrying System

[2]  Ergonomically formed, padded shoulder straps

[3]  Height adjustable chest belt

[4]  Removable hip webbing

[5]  Compression straps on sides

[6]  Handle

[7]  Large main compartment

[8]  Padded bottom

[9]  Side pockets made of an elastic material

[10]  Front pocket with organizers and padded smartphone slot

[11]  Key holder with a detachable Tatonka keyring

[12]  Zip-up front pocket with side access

[13]  Multimedia pouch with padded laptop and tablet sleeve as well as  

accessory pockets

[14]  Laptop compartment for 17“ laptops

040 black047 bordeaux red

Measurements: 41 x 32 x 10 cm 

Volume: 22 l 

Weight: 450 g 

Fabric: CORDURA® 500 den

Strong, practical shopper. This large shopping bag converts into a back-
pack. The shoulder straps hide away in a flat outer pocket on the back. The 
trendy backpack bag has a small zip-up inside pocket for a purse, a padded 
media compartment, a key holder and a flat front pocket with concealed 
access on the side. And there‘s more: the Grip Bag is made of CORDURA®, 
and so will keep for an amazing forever.

Features:
[1]  Stow-away shoulder straps

[2]  Integrated, padded laptop computer compartment

[3]  Small internal zipped pocket

[4]  Key holder with a detachable Tatonka keyring

[5]  Zip-up front pocket with side access

[6]  Two-way front zip

1631 

GRIP BAG

047 bordeaux red 056 black digi camo 040 black

331 olive
063 teal green

004 navy 059 ash grey confetti   021 titan grey
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040 black

056 black digi camo

063 teal green 047 bordeaux red

1750 

CAVALIER

Measurements: 20 x 14 x 6 cm 

Volume: 2 l 

Weight: 200 g 

Fabric: CORDURA® 500 den / T-Snow Crust

Small, sporty shoulder bag. There‘s plenty of space for your main bits and 
pieces, a funky magnetic catch, and it‘s made of hard-wearing CORDURA®.

Features:
[1]  Adjustable shoulder strap

[2]  Zipped main compartment

[3]  Various insert compartments in the main compartment

[4]  Small front pocket

[5]  Key holder with a detachable Tatonka keyring

[6]  Lid flap with concealed magnetic catch

040 black063 teal green

047 bordeaux red

1751 

BARON

Measurements: 35 x 25 x 11 cm 

Volume: 10 l 

Weight: 625 g 

Fabric: CORDURA® 500 den / T-Snow Crust

Versatile shoulder bag for everyday use, school or work. Baron  
accommodates DIN A4 documents, has various useful insert compartments 
in the main compartment, clever direct access on the back, and a funky 
magnetic catch. And because it‘s made of CORDURA®, the shoulder bag is 
also extremely hard-wearing.

Features:
[1]  Adjustable shoulder strap

[2]  Removable hip webbing

[3]  Access into main compartment from rear

[4]  Padded bottom

[5]  Front compartment with zipper

[6]  Divided front pocket

[7]  Padded main compartment with zipper

[8]  Adjustable and removable shoulder padding (Velcro)

[9]  Hanging loops

[10]  Key holder with a detachable Tatonka keyring

[11]  Lid flap with concealed magnetic catch
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040 black 015 red

Measurements:  41 x 31 x 16 cm 

Volume:  22 l 

Weight:  300 g 

Fabric:  200 den Polyester PU

The shopping bag with a volume of 22 litres. And as it holds so much,  
functionality also plays an important role. Which means that this shopping 
bag with adjustable shoulder straps can quickly be turned into a shopping 
rucksack, which can be comfortably carried home. And of course, it‘s not 
necessarily just for carrying food.

Features:
[1]  Packable to small volume

[2]  Adjustable backpack shoulder straps

[3]  Carrying handle

[4]  Zipped main compartment

[5]  Key holder

[6]  Attached front pocket with zipper

2219 

MARKET BAG

Measurements:  44 x 33 x 20 cm 

Volume:  21 l 

Weight:  1,20 kg 

Fabric:  CORDURA® 700 den

Roomy laptop bag with lots of useful functions. The Manager is a simple, 
highly functional office bag made of highly wear-resistant, durable  
CORDURA®. It has two large main compartments, one with an all-round 
zip-up laptop compartment, the other with plenty of storage space and 
easy access. An adjustable shoulder strap guarantees excellent carrying 
comfort. There is a separate padded side pocket for a mobile phone, and 
an organiser compartment that is in a class of its own. When required, the 
Manager can simply be attached to the handle of a wheelie bag.

Features:
[1]  Size adjustable carrying strap with shoulder pad

[2]  Variable attachment points for carrying straps

[3]  Handles

[4]  Trolley case compatible

[5]  Two main compartments with inner pockets

[6]  Padded 15.4“ laptop compartment

[7]  Key holder

[8]  Padded bottom

[9]  Front pocket with zipper

[10]  Front compartment with zipper

[11]  Large organizer pocket

[12]  Padded side pocket

[13]  Laptop cleaning cloth

2199 

MANAGER

040 black
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040 black

2216 

SUPERLIGHT

Measurements: 43 x 32 x 14 cm 

Volume: 18 l 

Weight: 190 g 

Packing size: 16 x 14 x 4 cm 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex / 420 HD Nylon

Basic folding rucksack. Superlight has a capacity of 18 litres, and folds 
away inside the integrated belt bag when not required. Ideal for those 
occasions when you arrive with empty hands and leave with them full. Or 
vice versa.

Features:
[1]  Packable to small volume

[2]  Adjustable backpack shoulder straps

[3]  Key holder

[4]  Outer mesh pocket

[5]  Integrated belt pocket
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Measurements:  32 x 21 x 10 cm 

Volume:  10 l 

Weight:  260 g 

Carrying system: Padded Back-System 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6 / 450 HD Polyoxford / T-Square Rip

A colorful backpack for kids between four and seven years of age. Ideal 
for kindergarten and school field trips, this practical daypack has enough 
space and extra pockets for rain gear, snacks, a drinking bottle and some of 
those random items found along the way. The padded back and ergonomi-
cally- 
formed shoulder and chest straps provide a perfect fit. It also includes the 
cute Tatonki keychain with secret zip pocket.

Features:
[1]  Padded Back Carrying System

[2]  Padded shoulder straps

[3]  Height adjustable chest belt

[4]  Carrying loop

[5]  Mesh pockets on sides

[6]  Front compartment with zipper

[7]  Gear loops on the front

[8]  Child‘s name tag inside

[9]  Includes TATONKI zip pocket with key holder

[10]  Reflective piping

[11]  3M® reflective safety tape

1771 

HUSKY BAG JR 10

015 red194 bright blue

404 lawn green

1772 

AUDAX JR 12

Measurements:  39 x 22 x 12 cm 

Volume:  12 l 

Weight:  375 g 

Carrying system: Vent Comfort-System 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6 / 450 HD Polyoxford / T-Snow Crust

Cycling-compatible backpack for elementary school kids. For enthusiastic 
young cyclists, the Audax JR offers a ventilated carrying system with snug 
fit, front pocket with helmet holder, hydration system fixtures and a light 
mount on the front. It is of course also a perfect companion when you‘re on 
foot. For creative interludes there is also a cool latch hook weaving set on 
top.

Features:
[1]  Vent Comfort Carrying System

[2]  Padded shoulder straps

[3]  Height adjustable chest belt

[4]  Mesh hip fins

[5]  Carrying loop

[6]  Hydration system compatible

[7]  Mesh pockets on sides

[8]  Front compartment with zipper

[9]  Front pocket with integrated helmet attachment

[10]  Gear loops on the front

[11]  Child‘s name tag inside

[12]  Incl. CORDFUN, a latch hook weaving and handicraft set with twine  

and closures

[13]  3M® reflective safety tape

[14]  Reflective light attachment

015 red

194 bright blue

065 ocean blue

254 redbrown
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1774 

WOKIN 15

Measurements:  45 x 22 x 13 cm 

Volume:  15 l 

Weight:  430 g 

Carrying system: Vent Comfort-System 

Fabric:  T-Snow Crust / Textreme 6.6

A trekking backpack for children over six years of age. With the sporty 
Wokin 15 kids backpack even your little ones will be ready for anything 
when they‘re out cruising around! The carrying system with padded back, 
adjustable waist belt, and movable shoulder and chest straps are designed 
for the anatomical contours of kids in this age group. Among all of its other 
great features, this backpack even comes with a portable seat cushion. And 
for those creative time-outs there is a handicrafts set included to make a 
cool bracelet.

Features:
[1]  Vent Comfort Carrying System

[2]  Packsack with snow guard

[3]  Padded shoulder straps

[4]  Height adjustable chest belt

[5]  Adjustable hip webbing

[6]  Handle

[7]  Zipped pocket integrated in the lid

[8]  Mesh pockets on sides

[9]  Front compartment with zipper

[10]  Child‘s name tag inside

[11]  Incl. CORDFUN, a latch hook weaving and handicraft set with twine  

and closures

[12]  3M® reflective safety tape

[13]  Gear loops

[14]  Includes seat pad

[15]  Reflective light attachment

194 bright blue254 redbrown

1775 

MANI 20

Measurements:  48 x 23 x 15 cm 

Volume:  20 l 

Weight:  530 g 

Carrying system: Vent Comfort-System 

Fabric:  T-Snow Crust / Textreme 6.6

A trekking backpack for children over 10 years of age. The Mani offers 
happy hikers over 10 years plenty of space and clever organizational fea-
tures including side mesh pockets as well as a small pocket and equipment 
loops on the lid and front. The comfortable carrying system is designed 
specifically for the anatomical contours of kids in this age group. The seat 
cushion for recess is of course a must and there‘s even a cool handicrafts 
set thrown in.

Features:
[1]  Vent Comfort Carrying System

[2]  Packsack with snow guard

[3]  Padded shoulder straps

[4]  Height adjustable chest belt

[5]  Padded hip strap

[6]  Side compression straps with lockable buckle

[7]  Handle

[8]  Zipped pocket integrated in the lid

[9]  Mesh pockets on sides

[10]  Front compartment with zipper

[11]  Child‘s name tag inside

[12]  Incl. CORDFUN, a latch hook weaving and handicraft set with twine  

and closures

[13]  3M® reflective safety tape

[14]  Gear loops

[15]  Includes seat pad

[16]  Reflective light attachment

021 titan grey065 ocean blue
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1777 

YUKON JR 32

Measurements:  58 x 26 x 16 cm 

Volume:  32 l 

Weight:  1,50 kg 

Carrying system: Y1-System 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / T-Rain Rip 

Fabric bottom:  Textreme 6.6

This trekking backpack for teenagers has a clear, no-frills design with 32 
liters of volume divided into a number of clever storage compartments 
that offer your young trekking fans enough space for everything they need 
on tour. The adjustable Y1 carrying system is tailored for its volume and 
ensures wonderful carrying comfort. The lateral compression and load 
control straps keep the weight balanced and make this backpack impressi-
vely adjustable.

Features:
[1]  Y1 Carrying System

[2]  Packsack with snow guard

[3]  Divided main and bottom compartments

[4]  Fixation for hiking poles

[5]  Load control straps

[6]  Height adjustable chest belt

[7]  Padded hip strap

[8]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow for  

single-handed adjustment

[9]  Compression straps on sides

[10]  Compression around perimeter of base

[11]  Handle

[12]  Lid compartment with key holder

[13]  Rain cover

[14]  Hydration system compatible

[15]  Side pockets

[16]  Zipped side pockets with expansion pleats

[17]  Gear loops

021 titan grey

254 redbrown

065 ocean blue
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047 bordeaux red 047 bordeaux red021 titan grey 021 titan grey

Measurements:  64 x 32 x 18 cm 

Volume:  50 l + 10 l 

Weight:  1,95 kg 

Carrying system: Vent Comfort-System / Padded Back-System 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon / T-Rain Rip / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  Textreme 6.6

One of Tatonka s first and most successful products is back: the legendary 
Great Escape travel backpack! Now back for 2019 with a modernized design 
and even more of those clever features you loved the first time around. In 
addition to its padded, stowable carrying system, this backpack of course 
also offers a large main compartment opening with lockable zippers so you 
can easily pack away and access your gear. The backpack is equipped with 
a full carrying system as well as a removable daypack with fastener loops 
so you can quickly and securely attach it in front of you to the shoulder 
straps of the main pack. The Great Escape also features fastening options 
on the hip belt so you can equip it with the Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340). Our 
remodeled travel specialist is available in three sizes.

[1]  Back carrying system that can be stowed away

[2]  Load control straps

[3]  Padded carrying strap on the side

[4]  Padded hip strap

[5]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow for sing-

le-handed adjustment

[6]  If you need to, the Tatonka Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can be attached  

to the hip belt

[7]  Compression straps for securing the luggage in the main compartment

[8]  Handles on the top and the bottom

[9]  Insert pocket on the inside

[10]  Fastener loops on the shoulder straps for attaching the removable daypack in 

the front

[11]  Large main compartment opening with lockable zippers

[12]  Removable and separate front backpack secured with extra fastener loops

[13] Fully equipped Daypack

Measurements:  67 x 33 x 20 cm 

Volume:  60 l + 10 l 

Weight:  2,00 kg 

Carrying system: Vent Comfort-System / Padded Back-System 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon / T-Rain Rip / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  Textreme 6.6

One of Tatonka s first and most successful products is back: the legendary 
Great Escape travel backpack! Now back for 2019 with a modernized design 
and even more of those clever features you loved the first time around. In 
addition to its padded, stowable carrying system, this backpack of course 
also offers a large main compartment opening with lockable zippers so you 
can easily pack away and access your gear. The backpack is equipped with 
a full carrying system as well as a removable daypack with fastener loops 
so you can quickly and securely attach it in front of you to the shoulder 
straps of the main pack. The Great Escape also features fastening options 
on the hip belt so you can equip it with the Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340). Our 
remodeled travel specialist is available in three sizes.

[1]  Back carrying system that can be stowed away

[2]  Load control straps

[3]  Padded carrying strap on the side

[4]  Padded hip strap

[5]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow  

for single-handed adjustment

[6]  If you need to, the Tatonka Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can be attached  

to the hip belt

[7]  Compression straps for securing the luggage in the main compartment

[8]  Handles on the top and the bottom

[9]  Insert pocket on the inside

[10]  Fastener loops on the shoulder straps for attaching the removable daypack in 

the front

[11]  Large main compartment opening with lockable zippers

[12]  Removable and separate front backpack secured with extra fastener loops

[13] Fully equipped Daypack

1139 

GREAT ESCAPE 50+10
1140 

GREAT ESCAPE 60+10
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1440 

GREAT ESCAPE 75+10

Measurements:  74 x 33 x 23 cm 

Volume:  75 l + 10 l 

Weight:  2,30 kg 

Carrying system: Y1-System / Padded Back-System 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon / T-Rain Rip / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  Textreme 6.6

One of the first and most successful products from the Tatonka brand is 
back: the legendary travel backpack, Great Escape! It is presented for the 
2019 season in a contemporary design and with even more smart features. 
Along with the padded, coverable carrying system, the backpack of course 
offers a large opening that makes it easy to pack. The main compartment 
has a lockable zipper slider. The removable front daypack is equipped with 
a full-featured carrying system, and can also be carried in front on the 
stomach with special securing straps on the shoulder harness of the large 
backpack. In addition, the Great Escape can be equipped with a hip pouch 
(Item 1340 Hip Belt Pouch) that attaches to the fastening point provided on 
the hip fins. Our new travel specialist is available in three different sizes.

[1]  Back carrying system that can be stowed away

[2]  Divided main and bottom compartments

[3]  Ergonomically formed, padded shoulder straps

[4]  Load control straps

[5]  Padded carrying strap on the side

[6]  Padded hip strap

[7]  Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow for sing-

le-handed adjustment

[8]  If you need to, the Tatonka Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can be attached to the hip 

belt

[9]  Compression straps for securing the luggage in the main compartment

[10]  Handles on the top and the bottom

[11]  Insert pocket on the inside

[12]  Fastener loops on the shoulder straps for attaching the removable daypack in the 

front

[13]  Large main compartment opening with lockable zippers

[14]  Removable and separate front backpack secured with extra fastener loops

[15] Fully equipped Daypack

047 bordeaux red 021 titan grey
047 bordeaux red 021 titan grey

1160 

FLIGHTCASE

Measurements:  56 x 33 x 18 cm 

Volume:  40 l 

Weight:  1,30 kg 

Carrying system: Thermo Mold Back-System 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon / T-Rain Rip

Handy travel backpack with stowable carrying system. Our clever, carry- 
on-ready travel companion has been given an attractive new design for 
2019 and it s compatible now with the big Great Escape travel backpack. 
The new thermoformed back panel fits snuggly to your body making the 
Flight Case significantly lighter. In addition to the main compartment, there 
is also a laptop case that you can access from the outside while travel 
documents and the like can be stowed away in the front pocket. With the 
stowable carrying system, the Flight Case can be easily converted to a 
travel bag.

[1]  Thermo Mold Carrying System

[2]  Back carrying system that can be stowed away

[3]  Ergonomically formed, padded shoulder straps

[4]  Load control straps

[5]  Two carrying handles (horizontal and vertical)

[6]  Option for attaching a shoulder strap (Item 3260, Item 3262)

[7]  Height adjustable chest belt

[8]  Removable hip webbing

[9]  Mesh pocket inside the lid

[10]  Main compartment with mesh cover

[11]  Separate sleeve for 15” laptops, accessible from outside the bag

[12]  Large main compartment opening with lockable zippers

[13]  Front pocket with organizer and key holder

[14]  Side pocket
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047 bordeaux red 021 titan grey

1930 

2IN1 TRAVEL PACK

Measurements:  55 x 34 x 25 cm 

Volume:  45 l (35 l) 

Weight:  1,70 kg (1,05 kg) 

Carrying system: Padded Back-System 

Fabric:  CORDURA® 500 den / T-X Cross / T-Snow Crust 

Fabric bottom:  Rugg Tex 

Travel clever with a unique piece of luggage! The 2-in-1 Travel Pack is not 
only a compact travel backpack with hand luggage dimensions but also a 
big business daypack. Particularly refined: The travel luggage module, a 
large bag, can be detached from the carrying system by a zipper that goes 
all the way around the piece without having to empty the bag first. To use it 
as a daypack, the daypack front on the inside can be zipped to the carrying 
system including the laptop sleeve. That creates a main compartment 
of roughly 35 liters in volume. The daypack lid itself has a small front 
compartment and side pockets, one of which has a tidy organizer with little 
pockets inside. Last but not least, the 2-in-1 Travel Pack wins you over with 
his clean and puristic design.

Features:
[1] Carrying module can be used with luggage module (45 l) or daypack module 

(35 l) [2] Padded handles [3] Luggage module can be separated from the carrying 

system and used as single travel bag [4] Carrying module: Padded back [5] Carrying 

module: Padded shoulder straps with load control straps [6] Carrying module: 

Height adjustable chest belt [7] Carrying module: Hidden zip compartment on the 

back [8] Carrying module: Large insert pocket inside [9] Carrying module: Padded 

touch pad and 15,4“ laptop compartment [10] Carrying module: Zip mesh pocket for 

electronics and fragile accessories [11] Luggage module: Large zip front opening 

[12] Luggage module: Removable padded accessory pouch with 3 liter capacity in 

the lid compartment [13] Luggage module: Zip pocket with insert compartments 

and key holder on the side [14] Luggage module: Compression straps for fixation 

of the luggage [15] Daypack module is stowed inside the carrying module in a 

velcro pocket [16] Daypack module: Side zip pockets with insert compartments 

[17] Daypack module: Insert pocket on the side [18] Daypack module: Small zip 

compartment on the frontside

1933 

FLIGHTCASE 25

Measurements:  50 x 30 x 14 cm 

Volume:  25 l 

Weight:  1,00 kg 

Carrying system: Thermo Mold Back-System 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon / T-Rain Rip

A small, smart travel backpack. The Flight Case 25 tucks into our new travel 
series as a clever, small carry-on backpack. Its lightweight thermoformed 
carrying system is super comfortable, saves overall weight and has the 
added bonus of being very easy to clean. The backpack can also be fitted 
with a shoulder strap. The separate laptop sleeve on the back is easily 
accessed from outside.

Features:
[1]  Thermo Mold Carrying System

[2]  Ergonomically formed, padded shoulder straps

[3]  Load control straps

[4]  Two carrying handles (horizontal and vertical)

[5]  Option for attaching a shoulder strap (Item 3260, Item 3262)

[6]  Height adjustable chest belt

[7]  Compression straps on sides

[8]  Compression straps for securing the luggage in the main compartment

[9]  Padded bottom

[10]  Front pocket with organizer and key holder

[11]  Side pocket

[12]  Easily accessible separate sleeve for 15” laptops – can be completely opened 

for laptop and touch pads, etc.

021 titan grey
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Measurements:  55 x 32 x 17 cm 

Volume:  34 l 

Weight:  940 g 

Carrying system: Padded Back-System 

Fabric:  CORDURA® 500 den / T-X Cross / Rugg Tex

Trendy courier backpack with laptop sleeve. The Rolltop Pack will persuade 
you with fine technical materials and savvy details. In your everyday life 
and when you travel, it scores points with its clever, easy-to-reach features. 
The large zipper opening on the back ensures quick access to the laptop 
while the spacious main compartment offers you sufficient storage. One 
of the side pockets has an integrated, padded accessories pouch for your 
camera or other delicate items while the second has a handy organizer. The 
back of the pack is padded and the waterproof rolltop closes elegantly with 
a safety magnet.

Features:
[1]  Large zip opening with easy access to the main compartment on the backside

[2]  Height adjustable chest belt

[3]  Handle

[4]  Padded 15.4“ laptop compartment

[5]  Large zip side pocket with divider and key holder

[6]  Universal attachment options on the front

[7]  Padded back

[8]  Waterproof roll-up closure

[9]  Zip side pocket including removable padded accessory pocket with 3 liters 

of volume

[10]  Magnetic safety closure

1931 

ROLLTOP PACK

Measurements:  90 x 35 x 30 cm 

Volume:  100 l 

Weight:  1,05 kg 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6

Padded equipment bag. The Gear Bag measures 90 x 35 x 30 cm, which 
makes it ideal for bulky items which, thanks to the all-round padding, are 
kept perfectly safe when on the go. Side handles and wide carrying handles 
for easy carrying.

Features:
[1]  Handles at sides

[2]  Extra-wide handles

[3]  Lockable zipper slider

[4]  Sturdy no. 10 2-way zip

[5]  Extensive additional padding

1940 

GEAR BAG 100

040 black               
021 titan grey
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254 redbrown            254 redbrown            021 titan grey 021 titan grey

Measurements:  M: 29 x 59 x 26 cm / L: 32 x 67 x 31 cm 

Volume:  M 50 l / L: 68 l 

Weight:  M 250 g / L: 290 g 

Packing size:   15 x 15 x 6 cm 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip Light

The lightweight companion for travel and shopping. Ideal for when you have 
to transport a little extra - the Squeezy Duffle is not only lightweight due to 
the T-Square Rip Light Material, but through an integrated reversible bag 
can also be folded and stored in no time at all.

Features:
[1]  Packable to small volume

[2]  Reversible bag

[3]  Adjustable shoulder strap

[4]  Padded handles

[5]  Front pocket with zipper

Measurements:  45 x 27 x 17 cm 

Volume:  18 l 

Weight:  190 g 

Packing size:  15 x 14 x 4 cm 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip Light

Variable lightweight backpack with front pocket. Thanks to the T-Square 
Rip Light material, Squeezy is unbelievably light, while the small zip-up 
pocket on the inside saves a great amount of space since Squeezy simply 
fits inside it and hangs on your luggage. Open it out, and it has shoulder 
straps and a front compartment with key holder.

Features:
[1]  Packable to small volume

[2]  Reversible bag

[3]  Lightweight AirMesh shoulder straps

[4]  Key holder

[5]  Front pocket

2202 / 2203 

SQUEEZY DUFFLE M-L
2200 

SQUEEZY
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1947 

TRAVEL TROLLEY M

Measurements: 55 x 36 x 24 cm 

Volume: 60 l 

Weight: 3,10 kg 

Fabric: Textreme 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / T-Square Tec

Easy-to-use wheelie bag in two sizes. The special feature of this simple, 
elegant wheelie bag is the large front compartment that is accessible both 
from the outside and from the inside, and which is perfect, for instance, 
for storing a second set of travel clothing. Available in a 60 or 80 l version, 
the Travel Trolley has a strong wheel system and a telescopic handle that 
locks in two positions. Three sturdy handles are used when the wheelie bag 
has to be carried. Comes with stretch webbing so your hand luggage can be 
secured to the telescopic handle or, if required, will compress the item.

Features:
[1]  Compression straps for securing the luggage in the main compartment

[2]  Three sturdy padded handles

[3]  Lockable zipper slider

[4]  Sturdy no. 10 2-way zip

[5]  Wheel system with telescopic handle

[6]  Silent PU wheels

[7]  Key holder

[8]  Main compartment with mesh cover

[9]  Front pocket with zipper

[10]  Large divided zip-up front compartment accessible from the inside  

and outside

[11]  Includes a multifunctional webbing strap to secure your hand luggage 

to the telescopic handle or to use as a compression strap

[12]  Name tag

1948 

TRAVEL TROLLEY L

Measurements: 70 x 40 x 28 cm 

Volume: 80 l 

Weight: 3,50 kg 

Fabric: Textreme 6.6 / T-Snow Crust / T-Square Tec

Easy-to-use wheelie bag in two sizes. The special feature of this simple, 
elegant wheelie bag is the large front compartment that is accessible both 
from the outside and from the inside, and which is perfect, for instance, 
for storing a second set of travel clothing. Available in a 60 or 80 l version, 
the Travel Trolley has a strong wheel system and a telescopic handle that 
locks in two positions. Three sturdy handles are used when the wheelie bag 
has to be carried. Comes with stretch webbing so your hand luggage can be 
secured to the telescopic handle or, if required, will compress the item.

Features:
[1]  Compression straps for securing the luggage in the main compartment

[2]  Three sturdy padded handles

[3]  Lockable zipper slider

[4]  Sturdy no. 10 2-way zip

[5]  Wheel system with telescopic handle

[6]  Silent PU wheels

[7]  Key holder

[8]  Main compartment with mesh cover

[9]  Front pocket with zipper

[10]  Large divided zip-up front compartment accessible from the inside  

and outside

[11]  Includes a multifunctional webbing strap to secure your hand luggage  

to the telescopic handle or to use as a compression strap

[12]  Name tag

040 black               040 black               
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Measurements:  M: 57 x 37 x 35 cm / L: 75 x 42 x 38 cm 

Volume:  M: 60 l / L: 80 l 

Weight:  M: 3,20 kg / L: 3,90 kg 

Fabric:  Tarpaulin 1000 

Fabric bottom   Textreme 6.6

Tatonka‘s strong and sturdy wheelie bag. The large opening makes packing 
the bag as easy as can be, and likewise carrying it (which, let‘s face it, does 
happen from time to time) thanks to the handles on the side. Barrel Roller 
is seen here in a harmonious tone-in-tone look, and is available in two sizes 
and colors.

Features:
[1]  Extra-wide handles and shoulder straps

[2]  Strong No.10 zipper

[3]  Telescopic handle

[4]  Silent PU wheels

[5]  Mesh pocket inside the lid

[6]  Padded bottom

[7]  Name tag

[8]  Durable and easy-to-clean materials

1961 / 1962 

BARREL ROLLER M-L

040 black
047 bordeaux red

1965 

FLIGHT ROLLER L

Measurements: 104 x 40 x 35 cm 

Volume: 135 l 

Weight: 4,30 kg 

Fabric: Tarpaulin 1000 / Textreme 6.6 

Fabric bottom: Textreme 6.6

Mobile carrying case with a capacity of 135 l. Thanks to the reinforced 
base, our biggest carrying case is easy to pull along by the strong handle. 
The flat insert pockets on the inside are perfect for storing small utensils, 
and there s a mesh zip pocket under the lid. Like all our travel bags, the 
Flight Roller is made of extremely strong tarpaulin and Textreme. Available 
in two colors.

Features:
[1]  Main compartment with compression straps

[2]  Durable rubberised handles on both sides

[3]  Extra-stable wheel construction

[4]  Silent PU wheels

[5]  Mesh pocket inside the lid

[6]  Padded bottom

[7]  Flat mesh pockets inside

[8]  Durable and easy-to-clean materials

040 black               
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Measurements:  XS: 42 x 27 x 27 cm / S: 53 x 33 x 33 cm / M: 61 x 38 x 38 cm / L: 

69 x 42 x 42 cm / XL: 74 x 44 x 44 cm / XXL: 82 x 52 x 52 cm

Volume: XS: 25 l / S: 45 l / M 65 l / L: 85 l / M: 110 l / XL: 110 l   

 / XXL: 130 l

Weight: XS: 850 g / 1,30 kg / M: 1,50 kg / L: 1,85 kg / XL:   

 1,95 kg / XXL: 2,40 kg 

Fabric: Tarpaulin 1000 / Textreme 6.6 

Fabric bottom Textreme 6.6

Tatonka‘s indestructible travel bag. The large opening makes it easier to 
load the bag, while the handles on the two sides make using the bag much 
easier, especially the large Barrel. The bag is in a single color, while the 
Textreme bottom matches the color of the tarpaulin. Available in six sizes 
and five colors. Sizes S-XXL have stow-away shoulder straps.

Features:
[1]  Detachable, size adjustable carrying strap with shoulder pad

[2]  Durable rubberised handles on both sides

[3]  Extra-wide handles and shoulder straps

[4]  Strong No.10 zipper

[5]  Mesh pocket inside the lid

[6]  Padded bottom

[7]  Two insert pockets on the side of the main compartment

[8]  Name tag

[9]  Durable and easy-to-clean materials

1950 / 1951 / 1952 / 1953 / 1954 / 1955 

BARREL XS-XXL

192 bright blue II

047 bordeaux red

040 black               
021 titan grey

015 red

1970 

FLIGHT BARREL

Measurements: 50 x 36 x 20 cm 

Volume: 35 l 

Weight: 1,20 kg 

Fabric: Tarpaulin 1000 / Textreme 6.6

Compact barrel-style bag in hand luggage dimensions. Check-in will never 
be a problem with the practical Flight Barrel in hand baggage dimensions 
with a capacity of 35 l. The generous suitcase opening makes it easy to 
pack and unpack. And the covered carrying system comes into its own when 
you re on the go. It s perfect for carrying the Flight Barrel on your back. 
Insert and mesh pockets on the inside keep the contents in order. Flight 
Barrel is available in four colours.

Features:
[1]  Two stowable shoulder straps

[2]  Detachable, size adjustable carrying strap

[3]  Extra-durable handle

[4]  Strong No.10 zipper

[5]  Padded bottom

[6]  Front pocket with zipper

[7]  Internal insert and mesh pockets

021 titan grey
047 bordeaux red

040 black               
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Measurements:   S 32 x 16 x 6 cm / M: 34 x 12 x 9 cm 

Weight:  S: 110 g / M: 150 g 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6

Ultra light hip bag in two sizes. The Funny Bag, with its either two (S) or  
four (M) insert pockets, has enough space for everything you may need 
when on the move. The content is kept safe inside the zipped pockets, and 
the  
M variation also has a Velcro fastener.

Features:
[1]  Adjustable hip belt

[2]  Two zipped pockets

Measurements  S: 31 x 13 x 9 cm / M: 35 x 14 x 10 cm /  

  L: 37 x 16 x 10 cm 

Weight:  S: 95 g / M: 120 g / L: 150 g 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip / 450 HD Polyoxford

Sporty hip bag in three sizes (S, M and L). Our active and versatile hip bag 
has a zipper main compartment in all three sizes while the M and L have an 
additional zipper pouch on the front. The hip belt can be adjusted to suit 
your waist.

Features S:
[1]  Adjustable hip belt

[2]  Zipped main compartment

[3]  Key holder

Features M / L:
[1]  Adjustable hip belt

[2]  Zipped main compartment

[3]  Key holder

[4]  Attached front pocket with zipper

2210 / 2215 

FUNNY BAG S / M
2211 / 2212 / 2213 

ILIUM S / M / L

063 teal green

254 redbrown 040 black               040 black               021 titan grey
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2227 

HIP BOTTLE SINGLE

Measurements: 35 x 13 x 17 cm 

Weight: 130 g 

Fabric: T-Snow Crust / T-Rain Rip

Sporty hip bag with bottle holder. The lightweight Hip Bottle Single is ideal 
for runners or speed hikers. In addition to the bottle holder it also has a 
zipper pouch for smartphones, keys and your wallet.

Features:
[1]  Hip belt with side release buckle on the side

[2]  Zipper pocket with volume expansion folds

[3]  Padded AirMesh back panel

[4]  Bottle holder with fastener

2228 

HIP BOTTLE DOUBLE

Measurements: 24 x 16,5 x 6 cm 

Weight: 240 g 

Fabric: T-Snow Crust / T-Rain Rip

Large hip bag with two bottle holders. The Hip Bottle Double has a hip belt 
and is padded on the back so it sits perfectly. The bottle holders can also 
be nearly completely hidden if need be.

Features:
[1]  Hip belt with zipper pocket on one hip flap

[2]  Handle

[3]  Large main compartment with zipper

[4]  Front compartment with zipper

[5]  Flat insert pocket in the main compartment

[6]  Padded AirMesh back panel

[7]  Two stowable bottle holders

021 titan grey 021 titan grey254 redbrown 254 redbrown
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Measurements:  6 x 11,5 x 2 cm 

Volume:  1 l 

Weight:  50 g 

Fabric:  T-Rain Rip

Water bottle holder that takes up minimal space. The lightweight bottle 
pouch can be attached to the belt or backpack. It folds up when not in use. 
Fits many common water bottle sizes.

Features:
[1]  Bottle holder with fastener

[2]  Rotating hanging hook

[3]  Can be worn directly on the belt with loop on the backside

[4]  Easy to open with complete all-round zipper

Measurements:  9,5 x 12 x 2 cm 

Volume:  3 l 

Weight:  55 g 

Fabric:  T-Rain Rip

Foldable pouch for odds and ends. This expandable pouch is just the thing 
for explorers, junk collectors, and those who love orderliness.

Features:
[1]  Rotating hanging hook

[2]  Can be worn directly on the belt with loop on the backside

[3]  Easy to open with complete all-round zipper

2230 

BOTTLE POUCH
2231 

DUMP POUCH

021 titan grey 021 titan grey
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2209 / 2214 

HIP BAG M / L

Measurements: M: 18 x 26 x 10 cm / L: 32 x 19,5 x 12,5 cm 

Volume: M: 3 l / L: 5 l 

Weight: M: 140 g / L: 200 g 

Fabric: T-Square Rip Light / 450 HD Polyoxford

Voluminous hip bag with practical features. The Hip Bag is available in 
sizes M (3 l) and L (5 l), has a large main compartment with various inside 
pocket, plus a front pocket and one side pocket of elastic material. Thanks 
to the ventilated AirMesh back, the bag is also pleasant to take on longer 
trips.

Features:
[1]  Padded back

[2]  Adjustable hip belt

[3]  Main compartment with inside pockets

[4]  Key holder

[5]  One side pocket made of an elastic material

021 titan grey 040 black               

2865 / 2867 / 2870 

STRETCH BELT 25 MM / 32 MM / 38MM

Measurements: 110 x 2,5 cm / 125 x 3,2 cm / 125 x 3,8 cm 

Weight: 60 g / 80 g / 95 g 

Fabric: Spandex Webbing

Ultra-comfortable stretchy belt with a practical metal hook closure.  
Available in two different widths.

Features:
[1]  Length adjustable

[2]  Tatonka logo on the buckle

[3]  Elastic webbing

[4]  Nickel free aluminium hook closure

040 black346 coyote brown

048 warm grey

332 stone grey olive
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2866 

TRAVEL LADY BELT 25MM

Measurements: 105 x 2,5 cm 

Weight: 40 g 

Fabric: Polyester Webbing

Narrow belt with an elastic zip-up bag. The little bag on this practical belt is 
perfect for keeping valuables or money close to the body. And thanks to the 
folded stretch material, it will also accommodate a smartphone. The belt 
can be shortened individually, and it s 2.5 cm wide.

Features:
[1]  Length adjustable

[2]  Integrated safety zip-up pocket made of an elastic material

[3]  Handy Tatonka belt buckle

040 black048 warm grey

Measurements:  149 x 3,2 cm 

Weight:  95 g 

Fabric:  Polyester Webbing

Practical belt with an elastic zip-up bag. The small pocket is ideal for 
carrying money or other valuables safely close to the body. And thanks to 
the folded stretch material, it will also accommodate a smartphone. The 
belt can be shortened individually, and it s 32 mm wide.

Features:
[1]  Unisex size

[2]  Length adjustable

[3]  Integrated safety zip-up pocket made of an elastic material

[4]  Handy Tatonka belt buckle

2864 

TRAVEL BELT 32MM

040 black343 khaki
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2869 

UNI BELT 38MM

Measurements: 124 x 3,8 cm 

Weight: 200 g 

Fabric: Polyester Webbing

Strong belt with Tatonka metal buckle. Its hallmark: high quality embossed 
bison on the buckle and a practical zip-up pocket on the inside for money or 
other important small items.

Features:
[1]  Unisex size

[2]  Length adjustable

[3]  Internally hidden safety zipped pocket

[4]  Tatonka metal buckle

040 black

Measurements:  130 x 3 cm 

Weight:  100 g 

Fabric:  Polyester Webbing

Strong and functional belt with secret compartment. At fi rst glance, the 
Travel Waistbelt is simply an attractive and robust belt. But there‘s a lot 
more to it than meets the eye, as it has a secret zip-up pocket on the inside. 
So even in large crowds you can be sure that you won‘t be at risk from 
pickpockets.

Features:
[1]  Unisex size

[2]  Length adjustable

[3]  Internally hidden safety zipped pocket

[4]  Handy Tatonka belt buckle

2863 

TRAVEL WAISTBELT 30MM

040 black

021 titan grey
047 bordeaux red

065 ocean blue
254 redbrown

331 olive
343 khaki
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Measurements:  19 x 13 x 1 cm 

Weight:  40 g 

Fabric:  210T Nylon Ripstop / CRYPTALLOY®

Small, lightweight neck bag with read protection. The neck bag is made of 
skin-friendly material, and is very pleasant to wear. There is plenty of space 
in the zip-up compartment and add-on pockets for money, credit cards and 
passport, and the integrated CRYPTALLOY® foil prevents details from being 
read unintentionally.

Features:
[1]  Zipped pocket

[2]  Organizer

[3]  Adjustable strap length

[4]  EU passport size

[5]  Soft neck or shoulder support

[6]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[7]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

2959 

SKIN NECK POUCH RFID B

040 black               225 natural
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2947 

SKIN MONEYBELT INT. RFID B

Measurements: 14 x 28 cm 

Weight: 55 g 

Fabric: 210T Nylon Ripstop / CRYPTALLOY®

Flat money and document belt with read protection. The Moneybelt is 
comfortable to wear under clothing - and hardly visible. The integrated 
CRYPTALLOY® foil blocks radio waves, preventing passport details from 
being read unintentionally.

Features:
[1]  Width adjustment

[2]  Extremely thin hip webbing with quick-release buckle

[3]  Two zipped pockets

[4]  Soft material on the back

[5]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[6]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

2961 

SKIN CHEST HOLSTER RFID B

Measurements: 19 x 19 cm 

Weight: 80 g 

Fabric: 210T Nylon Ripstop / CRYPTALLOY®

Safety bag with read protection. The Skin Chest Holster is worn like a gun 
holster so it is always right next to the body. It is attached by two belts and 
has two zip-up compartments. The integrated CRYPTALLOY® foil prevents 
data from being read unintentionally.

Features:
[1]  Two zipped pockets

[2]  EU passport size

[3]  Soft material on the back

[4]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[5]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

[6]  Adjustable elastic loop with side release buckle

040 black               040 black               225 natural 225 natural
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Measurements:  19 x 13 x 1 cm 

Weight:  35 g 

Fabric:  210T Nylon Ripstop

Small, lightweight neck pouch. The back of the Skin Neck Pouch lies flat 
against the skin, and is made of a pleasantly soft material. The length of 
the tape that hangs around the neck is adjustable and includes neck and 
shoulder pads to prevent uncomfortable rubbing or chafing. The zip-up 
compartment and add-on pocket will hold money, credit cards and a  
passport.

Features:
[1]  Zipped pocket

[2]  Organizer

[3]  Adjustable strap length

[4]  EU passport size

[5]  Soft neck or shoulder support

Measurements:  19 x 14 x 1 cm 

Weight:  50 g 

Fabric:  210T Nylon Ripstop

Large folding neck bag. Whether worn around the neck or folded down to 
make a compact bag, the Skin Folded Neck Pouch is absolutely reliable. 
And thanks to the soft material on the back, is also extremely pleasant 
when worn next to the skin.

Features:
[1]  Adjustable strap length

[2]  Large cover flap featuring integrated compartment for coins

[3]  EU passport size

[4]  Soft material on the back

2858 

SKIN NECK POUCH RFID B
2845 

SKIN FOLDED NECK POUCH RFID B

040 black               225 natural 040 black               225 natural
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2844 

SKIN ID POCKET RFID B

Measurements: 10 x 13 cm 

Weight: 20 g 

Fabric: 210T Nylon Ripstop

Discreet money bag. With a compartment for your most important docu-
ments and a zip-up compartment for your small change.

Features:
[1]  Adjustable strap length

[2]  Fits to ID card

[3]  Coin compartment with zipped closure

[4]  Soft material on the back

040 black               225 natural
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2850 

SKIN MONEYBELT

Measurements:  12 x 33 cm 

Weight:  45 g 

Fabric:  65/35 Polycotton PU

Ultra flat and inconspicuous money and document belt. With two closable 
pockets for everything that needs to be close at hand.

Features:
[1]  Width adjustment

[2]  Extremely thin hip webbing with quick-release buckle

[3]  Two zipped pockets with space for passport/ driver‘s license/ money

2849 

SKIN DOCUMENT BELT „L“

Measurements:  14 x 33 cm 

Weight:  60 g 

Fabric:  210T Nylon Ripstop

Hidden storage place for documents. Thanks to the soft material on the 
back and the extremely flat form, the Skin Document Belt can easily be 
worn under clothing and directly against the skin, which is both safe and 
comfortable.

Features:
[1]  Two sizes

[2]  Extremely thin hip webbing with quick-release buckle

[3]  Large zipped pocket

[4]  Soft material on the back

2846 

SKIN DOCUMENT BELT

Measurements:  12 x 23 cm 

Weight:  40 g 

Fabric:  210T Nylon Ripstop

Hidden storage place for documents. Thanks to the soft material on the 
back and the extremely flat form, the Skin Document Belt can easily be 
worn under clothing and directly against the skin, which is both safe and 
comfortable.

Features:
[1]  Two sizes

[2]  Width adjustment

[3]  Extremely thin hip webbing with quick-release buckle

[4]  Large zipped pocket

[5]  Soft material on the back

2848 

SKIN MONEYBELT INT.

Measurements:  14 x 28 cm 

Weight:  50 g 

Fabric:  210T Nylon Ripstop

Money belt that is hidden from sight. The Moneybelt is worn safely, and 
above all almost invisibly, under the clothing and next to the skin thanks to 
the soft material on the back and the extremely flat form.

Features:
[1]  Width adjustment

[2]  Extremely thin hip webbing with quick-release buckle

[3]  Two zipped pockets

[4]  Soft material on the back

040 black               225 natural 040 black               225 natural

040 black               225 natural 225 natural
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2860 

SKIN WAIST POUCH

Measurements: 13 x 33 cm 

Weight: 80 g 

Fabric: 210T Nylon Ripstop

The safe place to keep money and documents. Just tighten the belt and you 
can keep your cash and documents well protected against your body.

Features:
[1]  Large zipped pocket

[2]  Flap with Velcro closure

[3]  EU passport size

[4]  Flat hip bag with organizer

[5]  Soft material on the back

[6]  Adjustable elastic loop with side release buckle

2859 

SKIN CHEST HOLSTER

Measurements: 19 x 19 cm 

Weight: 55 g 

Fabric: 210T Nylon Ripstop

Holster-style safety pouch. The Skin Chest Holster is worn like a gun 
holster, so it can safely be carried against the body. With two attachment 
straps, it is twice as safe – and also extremely functional thanks to the two 
zip-up compartments.

Features:
[1]  Two zipped pockets

[2]  EU passport size

[3]  Soft material on the back

[4]  Adjustable elastic loop with side release buckle

2855 

SKIN WRIST WALLET

Measurements: 26 x 8 cm 

Weight: 30 g 

Fabric: 210T Nylon Ripstop

Wrist band with zip pocket. Or the wallet for the wrist. Easy to strap on with 
Velcro fastening and, like all the products from the Skin collection, it is 
pleasant to wear against the skin.

Features:
[1]  Velcro closure

[2]  Coin compartment with zipped closure

[3]  Soft material on the back

2854 

SKIN SECRET POCKET

Measurements: 19 x 19 cm 

Weight: 40 g 

Fabric: 210T Nylon Ripstop

Discreet leg pocket. The Skin Secret Pocket can be attached to the calf with 
two straps and worn invisibly underneath the trousers. There is plenty of 
space for money and documents in the two zip-up compartments.

Features:
[1]  Two zipped pockets

[2]  EU passport size

[3]  Simple and practical attachment to the leg

[4]  Soft material on the back

040 black               040 black               225 natural 225 natural

040 black               040 black               225 natural225 natural
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Measurements:  12,5 x 19 x 1 cm 

Weight:  25 g 

Fabric:  210T Nylon Ripstop

Small safety pouch, which is worn inside trousers. The Flip In Pocket has 
one light and one dark belt loop, which is attached onto a belt with the 
corresponding coloured loop. It is then folded inside the trousers like an 
inside pocket and simple as that: your cash and documents are absolutely 
discreet and safe.

Features:
[1]  Dark and light belt loop for different coloured belts

[2]  Extremely slim zipped pocket

[3]  EU passport size

Measurements:  22 x 8  cm 

Weight:  20 g 

Fabric:  210T Nylon Ripstop

Sleep well, even in the light! The Eye Mask is made of a soft, skin-friendly 
material, and has a soft elastic band with a quick-release buckle.

Features:
[1]  Unisex size

[2]  Soft material on the back

[3]  Adjustable elastic loop with side release buckle

2861 

FLIP IN POCKET
2893 

EYE MASK

040 black               
040 black               

225 natural
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Measurements:  21 x 15 x 7 cm 

Weight:  180 g 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip / CRYPTALLOY®

Document wallet with integrated read protection. The new RFID technology 
is advancing: data stored electronically on RFID chips that are used, for 
instance, on debit and credit cards, mobile phones, passports and ID cards, 
is read quickly and without physical contact using remote technology. 
However, this also attracts criminal interest, so you should protect any 
of your documents and devices that have this feature. The incorporated 
CRYPTALLOY® foil in the Check In RFID B blocks these radio waves, making 
data theft impossible. Check In RFID B can be worn over the shoulder or 
attached to a belt. It has one large zip-up main compartment and several 
others under the cover.

Features:
[1]  Detachable, size adjustable carrying strap

[2]  Handle

[3]  Main compartment  with internal zipped pocket

[4]  Zipped pocket

[5]  Flap with zipped pocket

[6]  Organizer with zipped pocket underneath flap

[7]  Universal belt loop on back

[8]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[9]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

Measurements:  27,5 x 20,5 x 9 cm 

Weight:  330 g 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip / CRYPTALLOY®

Travel companion with integrated read protection. Keep travel documents, 
passports, smartphones and Touch Pad safe in the Check In XL RFID B. This 
user-friendly shoulder bag has a main compartment, zip pockets on and un-
der the lid, and a practical organiser. Integrated CRYPTALLOY® foil blocks 
radio waves, thereby preventing the stored data on electronic devices from 
being read unintentionally.

Features:
[1]  Detachable, size adjustable carrying strap

[2]  Handle

[3]  Main compartment  with internal zipped pocket

[4]  Zipped pocket

[5]  Flap with zipped pocket

[6]  Small insert pocket on the side

[7]  Organizer with zipped pocket underneath flap

[8]  Universal belt loop on back

[9]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[10]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

2986 

CHECK IN RFID B
2962 

CHECK IN XL RFID B

331 olive 331 olive040 black               040 black               
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2963 

HANG LOOSE RFID B

Measurements: 20 x 14 x 2 cm 

Weight: 90 g 

Fabric: T-Square Rip / CRYPTALLOY®

Lockable bag with integrated read protection. Credit or ID cards and 
passports with an RFID chip can be safely stored in the Hang Loose RFID B 
because an incorporated CRYPTALLOY® foil blocks radio waves, preventing 
data theft. Hang Loose can be worn on a belt, over the shoulder or carried  
as a wallet.

Features:
[1]  Integrated spacious bellow pockets

[2]  Adjustable strap length

[3]  Two diagonally placed compartments for credit cards and pens

[4]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[5]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

2995 

CARD HOLDER RFID B

Measurements: 9,5 x 6 cm 

Weight: 15 g 

Fabric: T-Square Rip / CRYPTALLOY®

Foldout sleeve with RFID reader protection for at least four credit cards, 
bank cards, key cards or ID cards in credit card format.

Features:
[1]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[2]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

[3]  Space for at least four cards

[4]  Elastic strap closure

040 black               040 black               331 olive 331 olive
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Measurements:  9 x 6,5 cm 

Weight:  6 g (set) 

Fabric:  T-Square Rp / CRYPTALLOY®

Credit card-sized data protection folder. Set of 2 in different colours.

Features:
[1]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[2]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

[3]  Available as a set of 2

Measurements:  10,5 x 14,5 x 1 cm 

Weight:  40 g 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip / CRYPTALLOY®

Passport sleeve with RFID read-out protection. The integrated CRYPTAL-
LOY® layer blocks radio waves and prevents unwanted read-out of data from 
your ID.

Features:
[1]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[2]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

2992 

SLEEVE RFID B SET(2)
2996 

PASSPORT SAFE RFID B

001 assorted 331 olive040 black
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331 olive 331 olive040 black 040 black

2958 

TRAVEL ZIP M RFID B

Measurements: 17 x 12 x 3 cm 

Weight: 100 g 

Fabric: T-Square Rip / CRYPTALLOY®

Flat document wallet with read protection in two sizes. The zip bag in a 
practical format opens out, and has various slit pockets for cards, IDs 
and documents. The integrated CRYPTALLOY® foil blocks radio waves to 
prevent data theft.

Features:
[1]  Hand loop

[2]  All-round zip

[3]  Various, functional internal insert pockets

[4]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[5]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

[6]  Transparent map pocket

[7]  Inside with secure zipper pockets for money etc.

2957 

TRAVEL ZIP L RFID B

Measurements: 23 x 13 x 3 cm 

Weight: 150 g 

Fabric: T-Square Rip / CRYPTALLOY®

Flat document wallet with read protection in two sizes. The zip bag in a 
practical format opens out, and has various slit pockets for cards, IDs 
and documents. The integrated CRYPTALLOY® foil blocks radio waves to 
prevent data theft.

Features:
[1]  Hand loop

[2]  All-round zip

[3]  Zip compartment on back

[4]  Organizer for memory cards

[5]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[6]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

[7]  Card and coin compartments

[8]  Inside with secure zipper pockets for money etc.

[9]  Large transparent pocket
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Measurements:  11 x 17,5 x 1 cm 

Weight:  30 g 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip / CRYPTALLOY®

Basic passport protector with read protection. Integrated CRYPTALLOY®  
foil blocks radio waves, preventing passport data from being read  
unintentionally.

Features:
[1]  Large main compartment

[2]  Opens out, with Velcro fastening

[3]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[4]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

Measurements:  9 x 12 x 2 cm 

Weight:  60 g 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip / CRYPTALLOY®

Protects against data theft: wallet with integrated read protection.  
The Folder RFID B is a safe place to keep debit and ID cards since it  
incorporates a metal-coated material that blocks radio waves and thus 
prevents any attempts at data theft. The wallet s compartments are clearly 
designed and very well made.

Features:
[1]  Zipped pocket

[2]  Various compartments

[3]  Opens out, with Velcro fastening

[4]  Fits to ID card

[5]  Coin compartment inside

[6]  Transparent window

[7]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[8]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

2956 

TRAVEL FOLDER RFID B
2964 

FOLDER RFID B

040 black               040 black               331 olive 331 olive
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2969 

MONEY BOX RFID B

Measurements: 9 x 13 x 1 cm 

Weight: 40 g 

Fabric: T-Square Rip / CRYPTALLOY®

Small wallet with integrated read protection. Credit cards are increasingly 
being fitted with RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) chips with personal 
details that, thanks to radio technology, can be read quickly and without 
physical contact. Unfortunately, this can also occur when you don t want it 
to. With the Money Box RFID B, an incorporated CRYPTALLOY® foil blocks 
the radio waves, preventing any attempts at data theft. Needless to say, the 
wallet also has lots of compartments and a zip for change.

Features:
[1]  Small zipped pocket

[2]  Insert pockets in various sizes

[3]  Opens out, with Velcro fastening

[4]  Fits to ID card

[5]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[6]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

2991 

EURO WALLET RFID B

Measurements: 10 x 14 x 2 cm 

Weight: 70 g 

Fabric: T-Square Rip / CRYPTALLOY®

Open-out wallet with lots of compartments and integrated read protection. 
The new RFID technology is advancing: data stored electronically on RFID 
chips that are used, for instance, on debit and credit cards, mobile phones, 
passports and ID cards, is read quickly and without physical contact using 
remote technology. However, this also attracts criminal interest, so you 
should protect any of your documents and devices that have this feature. 
There is plenty of space in the Euro Wallet for notes, business and credit 
cards. And there‘s a separate compartment for change as well.

Features:
[1]  Zipped pocket

[2]  Various compartments

[3]  Opens out, with Velcro fastening

[4]  Fits to ID card

[5]  External zipped compartment for coins

[6]  Transparent window

[7]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[8]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

040 black               040 black331 olive 331 olive
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Measurements:  9 x 11 x 2 cm 

Weight:  55 g 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip / CRYPTALLOY®

Foldable wallet with integrated RFID protection. This wallet has a zipper 
that goes all the way around, can be unfolded completely and has all the 
organizer slots you need for your stuff. The integrated CRYPTALLOY® layer 
blocks radio waves and prevents unwanted read-out of data from your ID or 
credit cards.

Features:
[1]  Best RFID scan protection with TÜV certified RFID blocking material  

CRYPTALLOY®

[2]  Shielding against all frequencies and can be used for all cards

[3]  Bill compartment

[4]  Four credit card slots

[5]  Coin pouch with Velcro closure

[6]  Foldable with full zipper

2946 

ZIPPED MONEY BOX RFID B

040 black               331 olive
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021 titan grey047 bordeaux red

Measurements:  14,5 x 21 x 6 cm 

Weight:  160 g 

Fabric:  450 HD Polyoxford / T-Rain Rip

Universal travel companion. This practical bag can be worn over the shoul-
der or on a belt. It has a large main compartment for all your travel docu-
ments, and plane tickets or passports can also be carried in the additional 
zip pockets on and under the lid.

Features:
[1]  Detachable, size adjustable carrying strap

[2]  Handle

[3]  Main compartment  with internal zipped pocket

[4]  Zipped pocket

[5]  Flap with zipped pocket

[6]  Organizer with zipped pocket underneath flap

[7]  Universal belt loop on back

2999 

CHECK IN
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021 titan grey047 bordeaux red
021 titan grey047 bordeaux red

3000 

CHECK IN XT

Measurements:  17 x 24 x 8 cm 

Weight:  195 g 

Fabric:  450 HD Polyoxford / T-Rain Rip

Universal travel companion. This practical bag can be worn over the shoul-
der or on a belt. It has a large main compartment for all your travel docu-
ments, and plane tickets or passports can also be carried in the additional 
zip pockets on and under the lid.

Features:
[1]  Detachable, size adjustable carrying strap

[2]  Handle

[3]  Main compartment  with internal zipped pocket

[4]  Zipped pocket

[5]  Flap with zipped pocket

[6]  Small insert pocket on the side

[7]  Organizer with zipped pocket underneath flap

[8]  Universal belt loop on back

Measurements: 16 x 23 x 1,5 cm 

Weight: 145 g 

Fabric: 450 HD Polyoxford / T-Rain Rip

Small documents pouch with a carry strap and full zipper. The Check-In 
Folder can be opened flat so you can see all of your important travel docu-
ments at a glance.

Features:

[1]  Stowable, length adjustable carrying strap

[2]  Zip compartment under the lid flap

[3]  Front pocket with lid flap

[4]  Elastic loops for pencils

[5]  Various slots in different sizes

[6]  Small zip compartment

[7]  Easy to open with complete all-round zipper

2998 

CHECK IN FOLDER
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021 titan grey 021 titan grey047 bordeaux red 047 bordeaux red

Measurements:  17,5 x 14,5 x 3,5 cm 

Weight:  130 g 

Fabric:  450 HD Polyoxford / T-Rain Rip

Small waist or belt bag. The Travel Organizer has a main compartment, a 
covered expanding front pocket with a pen holder, and a credit card-shaped 
zipper pocket on the back. The waistband can be adjusted and has a quick 
release closure.

Features:
[1]  Zip compartment on back

[2]  Covered, expanding front pocket with pen holder

[3]  Two-way front zip

Measurements:  21 x 13,5 x 2 cm 

Weight:  95 g 

Fabric:  450 HD Polyoxford / T-Rain Rip

Practical travel wallet. Travel Wallet is more than just a wallet, as it has a 
loop that can be used to carry it around the neck.

Features:
[1]  Reversible zipper

[2]  Flat insert pocket

[3]  Adjustable strap length

[4]  Opens out, with Velcro fastening

2872 

TRAVEL ORGANIZER
2873 

TRAVEL WALLET
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021 titan grey 021 titan grey047 bordeaux red 047 bordeaux red

2874 

NECK WALLET

Measurements: 14 x 22 x 1 cm 

Weight: 50 g 

Fabric: 450 HD Polyoxford / T-Rain Rip

Comfortable neck pouch. The Neck Wallet‘s large cover flap has an integra-
ted compartment for coins, which covers the large main compartment and 
another third compartment.

Features:
[1]  Adjustable strap length

[2]  Large cover flap featuring integrated compartment for coins

[3]  Third compartment with side zipper underneath

2877 

HANG LOOSE

Measurements: 14 x 19 x 1 cm 

Weight: 70 g 

Fabric: 450 HD Polyoxford / T-Rain Rip

Lockable pocket. Hang Loose can be worn either on your belt or around the 
shoulder or used as a wallet.

Features:
[1]  Integrated spacious bellow pockets

[2]  Adjustable strap length

[3]  Two diagonally placed compartments for credit cards and pens
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040 black

Measurements:  12 x 8 x 3 cm / 15 x 7 x 3 cm 

Weight:  28 g / 30 g 

Fabric:  Neopren

Practical neoprene belt bag in two sizes. Shock-absorbent protection for 
your digital camera, mobile phone or spectacles. The case has a Velcro 
mechanism so the bag can be worn horizontally or vertically on a belt or on 
the shoulder strap of a rucksack.

Ausstattung Neopren Case 1:
[1]  Dimensions inside: 11,5 x 7,5 cm

[2]  Opens out, with Velcro fastening

[3]  Velcro for horizontal or vertical attachment to belt or shoulder strap

[4]  Shock- and water-resistant neoprene

Ausstattung Neopren Case 2:
[1]  Dimensions inside: 14,5 x 6,5 cm

[2]  Opens out, with Velcro fastening

[3]  Velcro for horizontal or vertical attachment to belt or shoulder strap

[4]  Shock- and water-resistant neoprene

[5]  Size due to the elastic material suitable for many mobile phone models, e.g. 

iPhone 6s, 7s, 8s, 10x

2938 / 2939 

NEOPREN CASE 1 / 2

040 black

2933 / 2935 

NEOPREN ZIP BAG 1 / 2

Measurements:  15 x 10 x 4 cm / 17 x 8 x 2 cm 

Weight:  60 g / 40 g 

Fabric:  Neopren

Universal neoprene belt bag. This zip bag made of neoprene is small and 
manageable, can be flexibly attached to a belt and reliably protects con-
tents such as digital camera, keys or spectacles from knocks and bumps 
thanks to its material properties.

Features:
[1]  Zipper

[2]  Dimensions inside: 14 x 9,5 cm / 16 x 7,5 cm

[3]  Universal belt loop on back

[4]  Shock- and water-resistant neoprene
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040 black
021 titan grey047 bordeaux red

2926 / 2146 

NP SMARTPHONE CASE / L

Measurements: 12,5 x 9 x 1,5 cm / L: 15,5 x 9,5 x 1,5 cm 

Weight: 50 g / L: 60 g 

Fabric: Neopren

Handy and robust smartphone case made of shock-absorbent neoprene.A 
practical inside pocket keeps headphones in their place, and the hypalone 
loop on the back attaches the bag to your belt horizontally or vertically. 
Available in two sizes.

Features:
[1]  Dimensions inside: 12 x 6,5 cm

[2]  Hypalone loop on reverse for vertical or horizontal attachment to your belt

[3]  Shock- and water-resistant neoprene

Ausstattung L:
[1]  Dimensions inside: 14 x 7 cm

[2]  Hypalone loop on reverse for vertical or horizontal attachment to your belt

[3]  Shock- and water-resistant neoprene

[4]  Suitable e.g. for iPhone 6s, iPhone 8

Measurements:  9,5 x 14 x 1 cm 

Weight:  30 g 

Fabric:  450 HD Polyoxford / T-Rain Rip

Practical belt bag for a mobile phone. The phone is easy to access thanks 
to the drawstring mechanism. Using the hypalone loop on the back, the 
bag can be attached horizontally or vertically to your belt. Available in four 
different sizes.

Features:
[1]  Available in four sizes

[2]  Dimensions inside: 12 x 7 cm

[3]  Extensive additional padding

[4]  Hypalone loop on reverse for vertical or horizontal attachment to your belt

[5]  Cable port for headphones

2879 

SMARTPHONE CASE
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021 titan grey
047 bordeaux red

Measurements:  9,5 x 15,5 x 1 cm 

Weight:  32 g 

Fabric:  450 HD Polyoxford / T-Rain Rip

Practical belt bag for a mobile phone. The phone can be simply removed 
thanks to the drawstring mechanism. Using &nbsp;the hypalone loop on the 
back, the bag can be attached horizontally or &nbsp;vertically to your belt. 
Available in four different sizes.

Features:
[1]  Available in four sizes

[2]  Dimensions inside: 14 x 7 cm

[3]  Extensive additional padding

[4]  Hypalone loop on reverse for vertical or horizontal attachment to your belt

[5]  Suitable e.g. for iPhone 6s, iPhone 8

[6]  Cable port for headphones

2880 

SMARTPHONE CASE L

021 titan grey047 bordeaux red

2881 

SMARTPHONE CASE XL

Measurements: 10 x 17 x 1 cm 

Weight: 35 g 

Fabric: 450 HD Polyoxford / T-Rain Rip

Practical belt bag for a mobile phone. The phone can be simply removed 
thanks to the drawstring mechanism. Using the hypalone loop on the back 
of the bag, the bag can be attached horizontally or vertically to your belt. 
Available in four different sizes.

Features:
[1]  Available in four sizes

[2]  Dimensions inside: 15 x 8 cm

[3]  Extensive additional padding

[4]  Hypalone loop on reverse for vertical or horizontal attachment to your belt

[5]  Suitable e.g. for iPhone X, iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, Samsung Galaxy S8,  

Huawei P10, Sony Xperia XZ1, Nokia 5

[6]  Cable port for headphones
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021 titan grey047 bordeaux red 021 titan grey047 bordeaux red

2882 

SMARTPHONE CASE XXL

Measurements: 11 x 18,5 x 1 cm 

Weight: 40 g 

Fabric: 450 HD Polyoxford / T-Rain Rip

Practical belt bag for a mobile phone. The phone can be simply removed 
thanks to the drawstring mechanism. Using the hypalone loop on the back 
of the bag, the bag can be attached horizontally or vertically to your belt. 
Available in four different sizes.

Features:
[1]  Available in four sizes

[2]  Dimensions inside: 16,5 x 8,5 cm

[3]  Extensive additional padding

[4]  Hypalone loop on reverse for vertical or horizontal attachment to your belt

[5]  Suitable e.g. for iPhone X, iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, Samsung Galaxy S8,  

Samsung Galaxy Note 8, Huawei P10, Huawei Mate 10 lite, Sony Xperia XZ1, 

Nokia 5, Nokia 6

[6]  Cable port for headphones

Measurements: 13 x 9,5 x 1 cm 

Weight:  30 g 

Fabric:  T-Rain Rip

Perfect for your daily business. Small, practical wallet with Velcro fas-
tening and lots of compartments.

Features:
[1]  Small zipped pocket

[2]  Insert pockets in various sizes

[3]  Opens out, with Velcro fastening

[4]  Fits to ID card

2883 

MONEY BOX
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021 titan grey047 bordeaux red

Measurements:  12,5 x 8,5 x 1 cm 

Weight:  40 g 

Fabric:  T-Rain Rip

Wallet with high quality features. This wallet offers you a clear overview 
with various well-designed insert compartments and a transparent window.

Features:
[1]  Zipped pocket

[2]  Various compartments

[3]  Opens out, with Velcro fastening

[4]  Fits to ID card

[5]  Coin compartment inside

[6]  Transparent window

2888 

FOLDER

021 titan grey047 bordeaux red

2889 

EURO WALLET

Measurements: 13,5 x 11 x 1 cm 

Weight: 55 g 

Fabric: T-Rain Rip

Fold-out wallet with lots of compartments. The Euro Wallet has plenty of 
room for notes, business cards and credit cards. And of course there is also 
a separate zip compartment for small change.

Features:
[1]  Zipped pocket

[2]  Various compartments

[3]  Opens out, with Velcro fastening

[4]  Fits to ID card

[5]  External zipped compartment for coins

[6]  Transparent window
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021 titan grey047 bordeaux red 021 titan grey047 bordeaux red

2884 

ZIPPED MONEY BOX

Measurements: 9 x 11 x 2 cm 

Weight: 50 g 

Fabric: T-Rain Rip

Folding wallet. The Zipped Money Box displays all of your stuff clearly and 
cleverly in a folding wallet format.

Features:
[1]  Bill compartment

[2]  Four credit card slots

[3]  Coin pouch with Velcro closure

[4]  Foldable with full zipper

Measurements:  14,5 x 9,5 x 1 cm 

Weight:  50 g 

Fabric:  T-Rain Rip

Fold-out wallet with a clear compartment on the back. In addition to slots 
for credit cards and two zip-up compartments for large and small money, 
this large wallet also has a clear compartment on the back for an ID card 
that needs to be kept conveniently close at hand.

Features:
[1]  Various compartments

[2]  Opens out, with Velcro fastening

[3]  External zipped compartment for coins

[4]  Large clear compartment on the back

[5]  Clear compartment on the inside

2894 

ID WALLET
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021 titan grey 021 titan grey047 bordeaux red 047 bordeaux red

2895 

PLAIN WALLET

Measurements: 11 x 7 x 2 cm 

Weight: 40 g 

Fabric: T-Rain Rip

Small wallet with zip compartments. All-round zip makes it a safe credit 
card-sized storage place.

Features:
[1]  All-round zip

[2]  Various insert compartments in the main compartment

[3]  Zipped internal pocket

[4]  Extensive additional padding

2896 

BIG PLAIN WALLET

Measurements: 13 x 9 x 2 cm 

Weight: 55 g 

Fabric: T-Rain Rip

Wallet with zip-up compartments. The allround zip makes this is a very safe 
hiding place – even for an ID card.

Features:
[1]  All-round zip
[2]  Various insert compartments in the main compartment

[3]  Two zip pockets inside

[4]  Extensive additional padding
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Measurements:  17 x 25 x 4 cm 

Weight:  160 g 

Fabric:  T-Rain Rip / 450 HD Polyoxford

Foldable toiletries bag. Our classic outdoor toiletries bag organizes all your 
stuff, has a hook to hang it up and even looks stylish.

Features:
[1]  Large, flat zipper pocket to store a quick-dry hand towel, for example

[2]  Mesh pocket with zip

[3]  Four small insert pockets

[4]  Detachable unbreakable mirror

[5]  Stowable hanging hook

[6]  Adjustable webbing strap with closure

2781 

SMALL TRAVELCARE

004 navy                021 titan grey

047 bordeaux red

Measurements:  17 x 32 x 4 cm 

Weight:  200 g 

Fabric:  T-Rain Rip / 450 HD Polyoxford

Large foldable toiletries bag. Those who don‘t travel quite so lightly will 
prefer the larger version of our smart classic outdoor toiletries bag.

Features:
[1]  Large, flat zipper pocket to store a quick-dry hand towel, for example

[2]  Mesh pocket with zip

[3]  Four small insert pockets

[4]  Detachable unbreakable mirror

[5]  Stowable hanging hook

[6]  Adjustable webbing strap with closure

2782 

TRAVELCARE

004 navy                021 titan grey

047 bordeaux red
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2784 

WASHBAG DLX

Measurements: 25 x 23 x 10 cm 

Volume: 6 l 

Weight: 235 g 

Fabric: T-Rain Rip / 450 HD Polyoxford

Large padded washbag with a strap. The Washbag DLX will hold large 
bottles of shampoo and shower gel upright, the top flap opens out wide and, 
thanks to the practical hanging strap, it provides easy access to the zip-up 
pockets on the inside. A smart, practical item for camping and travelling.

Features:
[1]  Handle

[2]  Large, wide opening lid flap with zip-up mesh pockets

[3]  Padded main compartment with insert compartments

[4]  Front compartment with zipper

[5]  Detachable unbreakable mirror

[6]  Hanging hook

047 bordeaux red 021 titan grey

004 navy

2783 

WASH CASE

Measurements: 17 x 17 x 29 cm 

Volume: 9 l 

Weight: 260 g 

Fabric: T-Rain Rip / 450 HD Polyoxford

Padded stable bag for personal care items. In fact, this circular padded 
Wash Case is a small suitcase in which bottles can be transported upright 
and it even has space for a hair drier. A more than adequate solution for 
holiday-makers and travellers who still like to have some comforts.

Features:
[1]  Handle

[2]  Trolley attachment on the back

[3]  Mesh pocket inside the lid

[4]  Flap with two way zip

[5]  Various compartments

[6]  Extensive additional padding

[7]  Elastic loops

047 bordeaux red 021 titan grey

004 navy
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Measurements:  23 x 13 x 8 cm 

Weight:  85 g 

Fabric:  T-Rain Rip / 450 HD Polyoxford

Small toiletries bag for when you spend a night away. Everything you need 
for an overnight stay can be kept in this plain zip-up bag – the insert po-
ckets help to keep things tidy and in their place. Of course, the slightly less 
discerning will be able to use it for several nights away from home.

Features:
[1]  Carrying loop

[2]  Internal pocket with small sub-pockets

2785 

ONE DAY

047 bordeaux red 021 titan grey

004 navy

Measurements:  19 x 21 x 14 cm 

Weight:  150 g 

Fabric:  T-Rain Rip / 450 HD Polyoxford

Large toiletries bag with a padded base. Stand it up or hang it up – very 
practical alternatives, for instance in wet laundry rooms. There s plenty of 
storage in the One Week – and thanks to the small insert pockets, you won t 
have to spend time rummaging around for tweezers or cotton buds.

Features:
[1]  Handle

[2]  Mesh pocket inside the lid

[3]  Zipped pocket and mesh pocket on the sides

[4]  Detachable unbreakable mirror

[5]  Hanging hook

2786 

ONE WEEK

047 bordeaux red
021 titan grey

004 navy
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2787 

CARE BARREL

Measurements: 26 x 14 x 14 cm 

Volume: 3 l 

Weight: 165 g 

Fabric: T-Rain Rip / 450 HD Polyoxford

Compact, well-designed laundry bag with bison logo. The Care Barrel looks 
good, holds a lot, and makes a statement about the Tatonka brand in the 
laundry room.

Features:
[1]  Flat mesh pocket inside the lid

[2]  Three flat insert pockets in the main compartment

[3]  Detachable unbreakable mirror

[4]  Hanging hook

047 bordeaux red 021 titan grey

004 navy
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015 red 036 cub

Volume: 45-65 l Backpacks 

Weight: 225 g 

Packing size: 14 x Ø 11cm 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex

Pack sack for your backpack. The Luggage Cover by Tatonka is a fully- 
fledged cover - all you have to do is pull the zip to reveal the carrying sys-
tem of your trekking backpack. Fits rucksacks of 45 to 65 liters.

Features:
[1]  Cover to protect carrying system of backpack

[2]  Two handles

[3]  All-round zip

[4]  Reflective logo print

[5]  Elastic loop for compression

[6]  Including protection bag

[7]  Lightweight, waterproof fabric

Volume: 65-80 l Backpacks 

Weight: 250 g 

Packing size: 16 x Ø 11cm 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex

Pack sack for your backpack. You can pack your trekking backpack in the 
Luggage Cover so that it will be accepted at any check-in desk. But the 
Luggage Cover is also a fully-fledged cover, all you have to do is pull the zip 
to reveal the carrying system. Fits backpacks of 65 to 80 liters.

Features:
[1]  Cover to protect carrying system of backpack

[2]  Two handles

[3]  All-round zip

[4]  Reflective logo print

[5]  Elastic loop for compression

[6]  Including protection bag

[7]  Lightweight, waterproof fabric

3101 

LUGGAGE COVER „M“
3102 

LUGGAGE COVER „L“
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040 black 316 spring015 red

036 cub

Volume: XXS: 10-22 l Backpacks / XS: 20-30 l Backpacks /  

 S: 30-40 l Backpacks / M: 40-55 l Backpacks /  

 L: 55-70 l Backpacks / XL: 70-80 l Backpacks / 

 XXL: 80-100 l Backpacks 

Weight: XXS: 80 g / XS: 80 g /  

 S: 100 g / M: 120 g / 

 L: 140 g / XL: 150 g /  

 XXL: 170 g 

Packing size:  XXS: 9 x Ø 9 cm / XS: 9 x Ø 9 cm /  

 S: 9 x Ø 9 cm / M: 10 x Ø 9 cm /  

 L: 10 x Ø 9 cm / XL: 12 x Ø 9 cm / 

 XXL: 12 x Ø 9 cm 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex

The individual rain protection for backpacks of 10 to 22 liters (XXS), 20 to 
30 liters (XS), 30 to 40 liters (S), 40 to 55 liters (M), 55 to 70 liters (L), 70 to 
80 liters (XL) and 80 to 100 liters (XXL) capacity.

Features:
[1]  Including sewn-on stuff bag

[2]  Reflective logo print

[3]  Lightweight, waterproof fabric

3106 / 3106 / 3107 / 3108 / 3109 / 3110 / 3111 / 3112 

RAIN FLAP XXS – XXL
3103 

LUGGAGE COVER „XL“

Volume: 80-100 l Backpacks 

Weight: 300 g 

Packing size: 19 x Ø 11cm 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex

Pack sack for your backpack. The Luggage Cover by TATONKA is a ful-
ly-fledged cover - all you have to do is pull the zip to reveal the carrying 
system of your trekking backpack. Fits rucksacks of 80 to 100 liters.

Features:
[1]  Cover to protect carrying system of backpack

[2]  Two handles

[3]  All-round zip

[4]  Reflective logo print

[5]  Elastic loop for compression

[6]  Including protection bag

[7]  Lightweight, waterproof fabric
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3095 

SCHUTZSACK EINFACH

Measurements: 148 x 70 cm 

Weight: 215 g 

Fabric: Reinforced PE-Foil

Simple protective cover for rucksacks. Especially useful if your airport 
doesn‘t allow trekking rucksacks to avoid the risk of them getting caught  
up in the baggage conveyors. Fits Backpacks to 80 liters.

Features:
[1]  String closure

040 black

Measurements:  100 x 40 x 29 cm 

Volume:  < 85 l 

Weight:  200 g 

Fabric:  200 den Polyester PU

Practical protective cover for rucksacks with name tag and rull-up closure. 
Especially useful if your airport doesn‘t allow trekking rucksacks to avoid 
the risk of them getting caught up in the baggage conveyors. Fits rucksacks 
to 85 litre capacity.

Features:
[1]  Roll closure

[2]  Volume adjustment

[3]  Name tag

3084 

SCHUTZSACK UNIVERSAL
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040 black
040 black 040 black

3085 / 3090 

SCHUTZSACK M / L

Abmessungen: M: 84 x 40 x 25 cm / L: 99 x 51 x 30 cm 

Volumen: M: < 80 l / L: < 150 l 

Gewicht: M: 450 g / L: 650 g 

Material: 420 HD Nylon

Practical protective cover for rucksacks with a zip, name tag, handle and 
detachable shoulder strap. Especially useful if your airport doesn‘t allow 
trekking rucksacks to avoid the risk of them getting caught up in the  
baggage conveyors. Fits rucksacks to 80 litre capacity and up to 150 liters 
volume (L).

Features:
[1]  Detachable, size adjustable carrying strap

[2]  Handle

[3]  Extra wide zipped opening

[4]  Name tag

Measurements:  M: 17 x 8 x 4,5 cm / L: 19 x 11 x 4,5 cm 

Weight:  M: 60 g / L: 90 g 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip

Padded zip-up bag with universal attachment. Attaches individually to 
rucksack, belt or clothing, and will also accommodate delicate electronic 
equipment safely. Available in sizes M and L.

Features:
[1]  Extensive additional padding

[2]  Universal attachment

[3]  Designed to be attachable for e.g. vests, hip belts, etc.

3275 / 3276 

STRAP CASE M / L
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040 black 040 black

3304 

EXPEDITION SIDE POCKET

Measurements: 58 x 20 x 7 cm 

Volume: 8 l 

Weight: 210 g 

Fabric: Textreme 6.6

Optional volume expander for rucksacks. The Expedition Side Pocket can 
be attached as required to the outside of your rucksack.

Features:
[1]  Large zipped front accessible pocket

[2]  Gear loops

[3]  Can be carried horizontally or vertically

Measurements:   32 x 14 x 9 cm 

Volume:  4 l 

Weight:  100 g 

Fabric:  Textreme 6.6

Optional volume expander for rucksacks. The Side Pocket can be attached 
as required to the outside of your rucksack.

Features:
[1]  Large zipped front accessible pocket

[2]  Can be carried horizontally or vertically

3303 

SIDE POCKET
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040 black 040 black 040 black

2916 / 2917 / 2918 

TOOL POCKET S / M / L

Measurements: S: 12 x 3,8 x 1,5 cm / M: 12 x 5 x 1,5 cm / L: 12 x 7 x 2,5 cm 

Weight: S: 25 g / M: 35 g / L: 60 g 

Fabric: CORDURA® 700 den

Belt pocket for multi-functional tools. The Tool Pocket is extremely robust 
thanks to the CORDURA® material, and reliably protects the contents from 
damage and dirt. The pocket can be securely attached to the belt so you 
always have your tool close to hand. Available in sizes S, M and L.

Features:
[1]  Universal belt loop on back

[2]  Opens out, with Velcro fastening

2901 

MAPPER

Measurements:  39 x 34 cm 

Weight:  80 g 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip Light / Vinyl

Dirt and water-repellent case for maps. Thanks to the Mapper, your maps 
will be protected from rain and dirt when you‘re on the move. Another 
advantage: when you‘re not looking for directions, the Mapper can be rolled 
up and stored away in your rucksack to save space.

Features:
[1]  Roll-up map cover with harness connector

[2]  Transparent material

[3]  Water- and soil-resistant

040 black
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Measurements:  30 x 25 x 11 cm / 35 x 30 x 14 cm 

Weight:  290 g / 420 g 

Fabric:  450 HD Polyoxford / T-Snow Crust

Padded camera bag that can be integrated into your backpack or travel bag. 
The Camera Insert L has a modular divider system inside for your camera 
gear and can be opened up completely with the full circumference zipper on 
the back. The zipper on the top gives you quick access to your camera when 
the bag is integrated into a backpack. The Camera Insert L works with large 
backpacks like the Mountain Pack (Art. 1492) or with the Rolltop Pack (Art. 
1931) from Tatonka.

Features:
[1] Length adjustable

[2] Tatonka logo on the buckle

[3] Elastic webbing

[4] Nickel free aluminium hook closure

2919 / 2920 

CAMERA INSERT M / L

040 black               
040 black040 black

Measurements:  12 x 9 x 9 cm  /  17 x 10 x 10 cm 

Weight:  65 g / 90 g 

Fabric:  450 HD Polyoxford / T-Snow Crust

Padded lens pouch. Works with lenses up to 11 cm or 16 cm in length.

Features:
[1] Lid with zipper

[2] Dimensions inside: 11 x Ø 7 cm (size S) / 16 x Ø 8 cm (size M)

[3] Extensive additional padding

[4] Can be worn directly on the belt with loop on

the backside

2921 / 2922 

LENS POCKET S / M 
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3210 / 3211 / 3212 / 3213 

RIEMEN ST-18 MM 0,75 / 1,0 / 1,5 / 3

Measurements: 75 x 1,8 cm / 100 x 1,8 cm / 150 x 1,8 cm / 300 x 1,8 cm 

Weight: 32 g / 36 g / 42 g / 84 g 

Fabric: Polyester Webbing

Pack strap for minimising volume. This strap enables you to compress your 
luggage and save volume. Or the strap can be used to attach baggage to the 
outside of your rucksack. Available 75, 100, 150 und 300 cm length.

Features:
[1]  Length adjustable

2973 

ALU-SITZKISSEN

Measurements: 35 x 45 cm 

Weight: 30 g 

Fabric: PE-Sponge / Foil

Warming base for sitting on. The PE-foam covered in aluminium foil is the 
ideal cushioned base for when you‘re on the go. It is as light as a feather 
and reflects your own body heat, which makes it perfect for use on cold and 
dirty grounds.

Features:
[1]  PE-foam covered in aluminium foil

040 black

040 black

3272 / 3273 

HIP BELT 25 MM / 38 MM

Measurements:  110 x 2,5 cm / 110 x 3,8 cm 

Weight:  50 g / 80 g 

Fabric:  Polyester Webbing

Functional waist belt for ergonomic carrying. This accessory for compatib-
le Tatonka rucksacks is simply attached to the existing eyelets at hip height 
to add extra stability. Also available in 38 mm width.

Features:
[1]  Length adjustable

040 black

3270 / 3271 

CHEST BELT 20 MM / 25 MM

Measurements:  50 x 2 cm / 50 x 2,5 cm 

Weight:  30 g / 40 g 

Fabric:  Polyester Webbing

Functional chest belt for ergonomic carrying. This accessory for compa-
tible Tatonka rucksacks is simply attached to the existing eyelets on the 
shoulder straps to add extra stability.

Features:
[1]  Length adjustable

040 black
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Measurements:  120 x 3,8 cm 

Weight:  105 g 

Fabric:  Polyester Webbing / Textreme 6.6

Padded shoulder strap. The length of the shoulder strap can be individually 
adjusted and is very comfortable to carry thanks to the sewn-in shoulder 
padding. The carrying strap can be used as a replacement strap or on a bag 
with a compatible attachment.

Features:
[1]  Size adjustable carrying strap with shoulder pad

[2]  Includes two metal snaphooks

[3]  NON-slip material

Measurements:  120 x 5 cm 

Weight:  130 g 

Fabric:  Polyester Webbing / Textreme 6.6

Padded shoulder strap. The length of the shoulder strap can be individually 
adjusted and is very comfortable to carry thanks to the sewn-in shoulder 
padding. The carrying strap can be used as a replacement strap or on a bag 
with a compatible attachment.

Features:
[1]  Size adjustable carrying strap with shoulder pad

[2]  Includes two metal snaphooks

[3]  NON-slip material

3262 

CARRYING STRAP 38MM
3260 

CARRYING STRAP 50MM

040 black 040 black
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3261 

SHOULDER PAD 50MM

Measurements: 25 x 6 cm 

Weight: 50 g 

Fabric: Textreme 6.6

Shoulder pad to make carrying heavy loads easier. Absorbs the load trans-
fer on the shoulder and fits on a strap up to 5 cm wide.

Features:
[1]  Extra shoulder cushion for heavier loads

[2]  Highly tear-resistant textreme offers additional stability for the shoulder strap

[3]  NON-slip material

2960 

TRAVELHANDTUCH

Measurements: 76 x 40 cm 

Weight: 40 g 

Fabric: Viscose

Absorbent travel hand towel that folds up small. A travel towel made of  
100 % viscose that can absorb up to ten times its own weight.

Features:
[1]  Minimal packing size

3259 

TRAVEL STRAP

Measurements: 150 x 2,5 cm 

Weight: 50 g 

Packing size: 9 x 5 x 3 cm 

Fabric: Polypropylene / Spandex Webbing

Practical, part-elastic strap with a clip fastener. For baggage compression 
or to attach hand luggage to a trolley.

Features:
[1]  Including stuff bag

3201 

TRAVEL NAME TAG

Measurements: 11,5 x 7,5 cm 

Weight: 20 g 

Fabric: T-Snow Crust / Vinyl

A protective sleeve for bag tag or business cards that can be attached to 
your luggage.

Features:
[1]  Including fixation loop

[2]  Slot for business cards or bag tag

040 black
040 black

040 black 040 black
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Measurements:  45 x 2 cm 

Weight:  35 g (pair) 

Fabric:  Polypropylene

Colorful compression straps to customize the City Pack 22 (Item 1640) and 
the City Pack 25 (Item 1667).

Features:
[1] Length adjustable

[2] Can be used as chest belt or compression strap

[3] Sold in pairs

[4] Easy-to-use side release buckle

3258 

COMPRESSION STRAPS

063 teal green

021 titan grey

062 mint

047 bordeaux red

024 yellow

Measurements: 3365:  20 x 42 mm   20 mm (pair) 

  3370:  25 x 55 mm   25 mm (pair) 

  3375:  38 x 60 mm   38 mm Dual 

  3380:  50 x 72 mm   50 mm Dual 

Weight:  3365:  15 g (pair) 

  3370:  20 g (pair) 

  3375:  25 g 

  3380:  40 g

Fabric:  Acetal

Quick release fasteners with a variety of uses. As replacement or for  
additional use. Available in four sizes.

Features:
[1]  Suitable for 20mm webbing (3365)

[1]  Suitable for 25mm webbing (3370)

[1]  Suitable for 38mm webbing (3375)

[1]  Suitable for 50mm webbing (3380)

3365 / 3370 / 3375 / 3380 

SR-BUCKLE

040 black040 black

040 black

040 black
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3371 / 3372 

SR-BUCKLE QA

Measurements: 3371:  20 x 50 mm   20 mm QA (pair) 

 3372:  25 x 55 mm   25 mm QA (pair) 

Weight: 3371:   14 g (pair) 

 3372:  26 g (pair) 

Fabric: Acetal

Versatile quick-release buckle with open bar to thread through stitched 
loops. Available in two sizes.

Features:
[1]  Suitable for 20mm webbing (3371)

[1]  Suitable for 25mm webbing (3372)

3386 / 3388 

CHEST BELT BUCKLE QA

Measurements: 3386: 20 x 35 mm   20/20 mm QA (pair)

 3388:  25 x 40 mm   25/20 mm QA (pair)

Weight: 3386: 6 g (pair)

 3388: 8 g (pair)

Fabric: Acetal

Thread-in buckle to secure a chest strap on the backpack. Available in two 
sizes.

Features:
[1]  Suitable for 20mm webbing (3386)
[1]  Suitable for 25mm webbing (3388)

3382 / 3384 

OPEN LOOP QA

Measurements: 3382: 15 x 20 mm   20 mm QA (pair)

 3384: 16 x 25 mm   25 mm QA (pair)

Weight: 3382:  2 g (pair)

 3384:  4 g (pair)

Fabric: Acetal

  

Connecting buckle with open bar to thread through stitched webbing.  
Available in two sizes.

Features:
[1]  Suitable for 20mm webbing (3382)

[1]  Suitable for 25mm webbing (3384)

3680 

TANKA 5-ER PACK

Measurements: 25 x 12 x 5 mm 

Weight: 20 g (set) 

Fabric: Acetal

Cord topper. Available as a set of 5.

040 black 040 black 040 black040 black

040 black 040 black
040 black
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040 black 040 black

040 black 040 black 040 black

3315 

ZIPPER PULLER (PAAR)

Measurements: 7,5 cm (loop) 

Weight:  10 g (pair) 

Fabric:  Acetal

Zip extension with ergonomically shaped plastic button.

Features:
[1]  Suitable for many zip closures

[2]  Flexible loop

3394 

WEBBING ROLLER 20 MM

Measurements: 16 x 20 x 5 mm 

Weight:  2 g (pair) 

Fabric:  Acetal

Roll-up device for webbing.

Features:
[1]  Suitable for 20mm webbing

3390 

OPEN LADDERLOCK 25MM QA (PAIR)

Measurements:  38 x 25 x 8 mm 

Weight:  8 g (pair) 

Fabric:  Acetal

Guide buckle for securing webbing. With open bar to thread through stit-
ched webbing.

Features:
[1]  Suitable for 25mm webbing

3398 / 3399 

WEBBING KEEPER

Measurements: 3398: 10 x 20 x 10 mm   20 mm (Paar)

  3399: 12 x 25 x 12 mm   25 mm (Paar)

Weight:  3398: 2 g (pair)   /  3399: 6 g (pair)

Fabric:  Acetal

Clip to secure webbing. With open bar for threading. Available in two sizes.

Features:
[1]  Suitable for 20mm webbing (3398) or for 25mm webbing (3399)
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040 black 040 black

3320 

ZIPPER PULLER KNOT (PAAR)

Measurements: 80 x 9 x 9 mm 

Weight: 4 g (pair) 

Fabric: Polyester Webbing

Zip extension with woven textile knot for carrying.

Features:
[1]  Suitable for many zip closures

3737 

ABSPANNLEINE 25M

Measurements: 25 m 

Weight: 80 g 

Fabric: Polypropylene

Practical and versatile. Whether as a replacement for lost guy ropes, a 
safety reserve or for use as a washing line: a few metres of additional guy 
rope are a must-have item on every expedition. Diameter 2,5 mm.

3325 

LOOP ZIPPER PULLER

Measurements: 78 x 10 mm 

Weight: 2 g (pair) 

Fabric: Acetal / Polyester Webbing

Zip extension with handle strap.

Features:
[1]  Suitable for many zip closures

[2]  Flexible loop

[3]  Tatonka logo
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015 red 015 red 040 black 040 black

331 olive 331 olive

Measurements:  H: 29cm / U: 49cm 

Weight:  120 g 

Packing size:  10 x 8 x 6 cm 

Fabric:  T-Square Rip Light

Short gaiters made of ultra light, tear-resistant Ripstop material in a useful 
bag. Because they are so light, these gaiters are very pleasant to wear and 
yet absolutely tear-resistant. They offer reliable protection against wet, 
dirt and shrubs for shoes and trouser legs.

Features:
[1]  Including protection bag

[2]  Attachment hook for shoe laces

[3]  Base secured by cord

[4]  Minimal weight

[5]  Minimal packing size

Measurements:  H: 29cm / U: 49cm 

Weight:  95 g 

Fabric:  200 den Polyester PU

Reliable protection for shoes and trouser legs. Whether wet grass, deep 
powder snow or desert brush – Gaiters will protect your feet and trouser 
legs.

Features:
[1]  Attachment hook for shoe laces

[2]  Base secured by cord

[3]  Minimal weight

[4]  Minimal packing size

2746 

GAITER RIPSTOP SHORT LIGHT
2747 

GAITER 210 HD SHORT LIGHT
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015 red 

015 red 

040 black 040 black331 olive

2749 

GAITER 420 HD SHORT

Measurements: H: 29cm / U: 40cm 

Weight: 150 g 

Fabric: 420 HD Nylon

Reliable protection for shoes and trouser legs. Whether wet grass, deep 
powder snow or desert brush – Gaiters will protect your feet and trouser 
legs.

Features:
[1]  Adjustable Hypalone loops for your boots

[2]  Attachment hook for shoe laces

2751 

GAITER 420 HD JUNIOR

Measurements: H: 35cm / U: 35cm 

Weight: 180 g 

Fabric: 420 HD Nylon

Reliable protection for shoes and trouser legs. Whether wet grass, deep 
powder snow or desert brush – Gaiters will protect your feet and trouser 
legs.

Features:
[1]  Adjustable Hypalone loops for your boots

[2]  Attachment hook for shoe laces
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Measurements: (M) H: 42 cm / U: 40-42 cm

 (L)  H:47 cm / U: 41-46 cm  

Weight: (M) 220 g (M)

 (L) 240 g 

Fabric: 420 HD Nylon

Reliable protection for shoes and trouser legs. Whether wet grass, deep 
powder snow or desert brush – Gaiters will protect your feet and trouser 
legs.

Features:
[1]  Adjustable Hypalone loops for your boots

[2]  Attachment hook for shoe laces

[3]  String with cord lock

2750 

GAITER 420 HD  M/L

015 red 

040 black

331 olive
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036 cub 036 cub 

2635 

MOSKITO KOPFSCHUTZ

Measurements: 40 x 31 x 31 cm 

Weight: 70 g 

Fabric: Bug Beater Mesh

The mosquito head protection reliably keeps annoying mosquitoes at  
a distance without restricting your field of vision.

Features:
[1]  Drawstring to adjust the width at the neck

2636 

MOSKITO KOPFSCHUTZ SIMPLE

Measurements: 35 x 25 x 25 cm 

Weight: 30 g 

Packing size: 9 x Ø 5 cm 

Fabric: Bug Beater Mesh

The mosquito head protection reliably keeps annoying mosquitoes at  
a distance without restricting your field of vision.

Features:
[1]  Including stuff bag

[2]  Drawstring to adjust the width at the neck
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015 red 015 red036 cub

2794 / 2795 / 2796 / 2797 / 2798 

CAPE XS-XL

Weight: 435 g / 475 g / 505 g / 545 g / 575 g

Packing size: XS: 20 x Ø 11 cm / S-XL: 25 x Ø 11 cm

Fabric: T-Cover Tex

Seam type: versiegelt / taped

Size run: Größe XS / S / M / L / XL

Water column: 1500 mm

Back Length: 99 cm / 106 cm / 114 cm / 125 cm / 135 cm

Weather protection with integrated rucksack rain protection. Thanks to the 
volume expansion by zip, there s still room for the rucksack under a cape. 
The peaked hood and drawstring with cord stoppers make the cape perfect 
in bad weather. Available in sizes XS-XL.

Features:
[1]  Including protection bag

[2]  Fixation securing fabric in heavy wind conditions

[3]  Volume extension as backpack cover

[4]  All important seams are taped

[5]  Hood with drawstring and cord stopper

[6]  Hood with brim

Weight: 240 g 

Packing size: 20 x Ø 11cm 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex 

Seam type: versiegelt / taped 

Size run: Größe 164 

Water column: 1 500 mm 

Back Length: 94 cm

Weather protection with integrated rucksack rain protection. Thanks to the 
volume expansion by zip, there s still room for the rucksack under a cape. 
The peaked hood and drawstring with cord stoppers make the cape perfect 
in bad weather.

Features:
[1]  Including protection bag

[2]  Fixation securing fabric in heavy wind conditions

[3]  Volume extension as backpack cover

[4]  All important seams are taped

[5]  Hood with drawstring and cord stopper

[6]  Hood with brim

2793 

CAPE KIDS
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015 red015 red 036 cub036 cub

Weight: 280 g 

Packing size: 16 x Ø 11cm 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex 

Seam type: versiegelt / taped 

Size run: XS-S 

Water column: 1 500 mm 

Back Length: 115 cm

Poncho made of lightweight PU-coated polyester. With its integrated hood 
with drawstring and storm protection to prevent it from riding up, the Pon-
cho offers generous and reliable protection even in heavy downpours.

Features:
[1]  Including protection bag

[2]  Fixation securing fabric in heavy wind conditions

[3]  Hood with drawstring and cord stopper

Weight: 330 g 

Packing size: 16 x Ø 11cm 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex 

Seam type: versiegelt / taped 

Size run: M-L 

Water column: 1 500 mm 

Back Length: 135 cm

Poncho made of lightweight PU-coated polyester. With its integrated hood 
with drawstring and storm protection to prevent it from riding up, the Pon-
cho offers generous and reliable protection even in heavy downpours.

Features:
[1]  Including protection bag

[2]  Fixation securing fabric in heavy wind conditions

[3]  Hood with drawstring and cord stopper

2799 

PONCHO 1 (XS-S)
2800 

PONCHO 2 (M-L)
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015 red036 cub

2801 

PONCHO 3 (XL-XXL)

Weight: 410 g 

Packing size: 18 x Ø 11cm 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex 

Seam type: versiegelt / taped 

Size run: XL-XXL 

Water column: 1 500 mm 

Back Length: 145 cm

Poncho made of lightweight PU-coated polyester. With its integrated hood 
with drawstring and storm protection to prevent it from riding up, the Pon-
cho offers generous and reliable protection even in heavy downpours.

Features:
[1]  Including protection bag

[2]  Fixation securing fabric in heavy wind conditions

[3]  Hood with drawstring and cord stopper
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015 red 015 red

Measurements:  45 x 37 x 22 cm 

Volume:  20 l 

Weight:  650 g 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon

First aid for the back: the First Aid Pack (contents not included) was  
designed for outdoor use. The First Aid Pack has a carrying system and 
waist strap so it can also be taken to locations that are difficult to access.

Features:
[1]  Ergonomically formed, padded shoulder straps

[2]  Handle

[3]  Large main compartment with functional divider

[4]  Universal loops at both sides

[5]  Front pocket with zipper

[6]  3M® reflective safety tape

[7]  Without contents

[8]  Transparent pouch for name tag

Measurements:  25 x 18 x 18 cm 

Weight:  400 g 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon

Large first-aid box (without contents). This practical box with plenty of spa-
ce can be filled with everything you need to be prepared for emergencies on 
a family holiday.

Features:
[1]  Detachable carrying strap

[2]  Handle

[3]  All-round zip

[4]  Zipped internal pocket

[5]  Extensive additional padding

[6]  Fixation loops

[7]  Without contents

[8]  Transparent pouch for name tag

2730 

FIRST AID PACK
2720 

FIRST AID FAMILY
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015 red 015 red

2985 

RETTUNGSDECKE

Measurements: 210 x 160 cm 

Weight: 35 g 

Packing size: 12 x 5 x 1,5 cm 

Fabric: Aluminium coated PE-foil

A must-have item. No trip is complete without this rescue blanket! It re-
flects body heat, and is vital for people who have just been rescued.

Features:
[1]  Minimal weight

[2]  One side gold, one side silver

[3]  Minimal packing size

2807 / 2810 / 2815 

FIRST AID XS / S / M

Measurements: XS: 10 x 7 x 4 cm / S: 18 x 12,5 x 5,5 cm / M: 24 x 12,5 x 6,5 cm 

Weight: XS: 65 g / S: 140 g / M: 160 g 

Fabric: 420 HD Nylon

First-aid bags in three sizes (contents not included).

Features:
[1]  Handle

[2]  All-round zip

[3]  Divided main compartment

[4]  Hypalone loop on reverse for vertical or horizontal attachment to your belt

[5]  Without contents
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015 red 015 red

Measurements:  14 x 10 x 3 cm 

Weight:  65 g 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon

First Aid Set for our young rescue teams.

Features:
[1]  Zipper

[2]  Practical hanging clip hooks

[3]  1x compress 5 × 5 cm, non-adhesive

[4]  1x elasticated gauze bandage 6 cm

[5]  1x small bandage pack, non-adhesive compress

[6]  4x Dino motif plaster strips 7,2 × 1,9 cm

[7]  1 roll of silk plaster 2,5 cm × 5 m

[8]  Can be worn directly on the belt with loop on the backside

Measurements:  10 x 7 x 4 cm 

Weight:  120 g 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon

Small support for minor emergency situations.

Features:
[1]  Handle

[2]  All-round zip

[3]  Divided main compartment

[4]  Hypalone loop on reverse for vertical or horizontal attachment to your belt

[5]  1x small bandage pack, non-adhesive compress

[6]  2x wound bandage 10 × 6 cm, elastic

[7]  5x plaster strip 7,2 × 2,5 cm

[8]  1 roll of sticking plaster 5 m × 2.5 cm

[9]  1x tick tweezers

2704 

FIRST AID SCHOOL
2706 

FIRST AID MINI
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015 red 015 red

2708 

FIRST AID BASIC

Measurements: 18 x 12,5 x 5,5 cm 

Weight: 230 g 

Fabric: 420 HD Nylon

Basic First Aid kit. Outdoorschule Süd recommends it for one-day trips and 
one person only.

Features:
[1]  Handle

[2]  All-round zip

[3]  Divided main compartment

[4]  Hypalone loop on reverse for vertical or horizontal attachment to your belt

[5]  2x wound dressings 10 × 6 cm, sterile

[6]  1x medium-sized bandage pack, non-adhesive compress

[7]  5x plaster strip 7,2 × 2,5 cm

[8]  1x Leukoplast® plaster roll 5 m × 1,25 cm

[9]  1 pair of vinyl gloves

[10]  1x rescue blanket 160 × 210 cm

[11]  1x first-aid outdoor set of instructions

[12]  1x checklist

2710 

FIRST AID BASIC WATERPROOF

Measurements: Ø: 24 x 40 x  cm 

Weight: 200 g 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex 

Seam type: versiegelt / taped

Basic First Aid kit with a waterproof pouch. Outdoorschule Süd recom-
mends it for one-day trips and one person only.

Features:
[1]  Hypalone loop on reverse for vertical or horizontal attachment to your belt

[2]  Waterproof roll-up closure

[3]  2x wound dressings 10 × 6 cm, sterile

[4]  1x medium-sized bandage pack, non-adhesive compress

[5]  5x plaster strip 7,2 × 2,5 cm

[6]  1x Leukoplast® plaster roll 5 m × 1,25 cm

[7]  1 pair of vinyl gloves

[8]  1x rescue blanket 160 × 210 cm

[9]  1x first-aid outdoor set of instructions

[10]  1x checklist

[11]  Waterproof, taped seams
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015 red 015 red

Measurements:  18 x 12,5 x 5,5 cm 

Weight:  390 g 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon

Basic First Aid kit for one- to three-day trips and one or two people.

Features:
[1]  Handle

[2]  All-round zip

[3]  Divided main compartment

[4]  Hypalone loop on reverse for vertical or horizontal attachment to your belt

[5]  1x SAN wound compress 10 × 10cm, non-adhesive

[6]  2x wound dressings 10 × 6 cm, sterile

[7]  1x large bandage pack, non-adhesive compress

[8]  2 x Leukoplast® wound plaster 20 × 6 cm

[9]  1x Leukoplast® plaster roll 5 m × 1,25 cm

[10]  1x straight pair of bandage scissors, sharp/blunt

[11]  1x tweezers 9 cm

[12]  2 pairs of vinyl gloves

[13]  1x triangular bandage (viscose)

[14]  1x rescue blanket 160 × 210 cm

[15]  1x first-aid outdoor set of instructions

[16]  1x checklist

[17]  10x alcohol swabs

2714 

FIRST AID COMPACT
2716 

FIRST AID COMPLETE

Measurements:  18 x 12,5 x 5,5 cm 

Weight:  500 g 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon

Perfect First Aid Equipment for all outdoor activities – ideal for tours of 
up to 7 days and groups of up to 4 people. Tatonka recommend this set for 
mountaineering and alpine activities.

Features:
[1]  Handle

[2]  All-round zip

[3]  Divided main compartment

[4]  Hypalone loop on reverse for vertical or horizontal attachment to your belt

[5]  3x SAN wound compress 10 × 10 cm, non-adhesive

[6]  1x medium-sized bandage pack, non-adhesive compress

[7]  1x large bandage pack, non-adhesive compress

[8]  1x Leukoplast® wound plaster 50 × 6 cm

[9]  1x fixation plaster 30 × 15 cm

[10]  1 roll of sport tape 10 m × 2,5 cm

[11]  1x straight pair of bandage scissors, sharp/blunt

[12]  1x tweezers 9 cm

[13]  2 pairs of vinyl gloves

[14]  1x triangular bandage (viscose)

[15]  1x dressing 60 × 80 cm

[16]  1x rescue blanket 160 × 210 cm

[17]  1x first-aid outdoor set of instructions

[18]  1x checklist

[19]  10x alcohol swabs
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015 red

2718 

FIRST AID ADVANCED

Measurements:  27,5 x 15,5 x 12 cm 

Weight:  700 g 

Fabric:  420 HD Nylon

Extended First Aid Equipment for responsible people such as tour guides, 
etc. The “Outdoor Schule Süd” has compile this set for tours of up to 14 
days and groups of up to 6 members.

Features:
[1]  Handle

[2]  All-round zip

[3]  Divided main compartment

[4]  Hypalone loop on reverse for vertical or horizontal attachment to your belt

[5]  5x SAN wound compress 10 × 10 cm, non-adhesive

[6]  1x medium stretch bandage 8 cm

[7]  1x medium-sized bandage pack, non-adhesive compress

[8]  1x large bandage pack, non-adhesive compress

[9]  1x Leukoplast® wound plaster 50 × 6 cm

[10]  1x fixation plaster 30 × 15 cm

[11]  5x Compeed® blister pads

[12]  1 roll of sport tape 10 m × 2,5 cm

[13]  1x straight pair of bandage scissors, sharp/blunt

[14]  1 flexible fever thermometer NexTemp

[15]  1x tweezers 9 cm

[16]  3 pairs of vinyl gloves

[17]  1x triangular bandage (viscose)

[18]  1x dressing 60 × 80 cm

[19]  1x rescue blanket 160 × 210 cm

[20]  1x first-aid outdoor set of instructions

[21]  1x checklist

[22]  10x alcohol swabs

[23]  1x SAM splint
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325 transparent 025 grey 

Measurements:  A6: 16 x 12 cm / A5: 22 x 18 cm / A4: 30,5 x 22 cm  

Weight:  15 g / 25 g / 40 g 

Fabric:  Vinyl 

Transparent bag for taking liquids onto aeroplanes. In this transparent zip-
up bag, all liquids and creams up to 100 ml can be taken on board in your 
hand luggage, as it fulfils all of the latest safety regulation requirements. 
Available in A6, A5 or A4 size.

Features:
[1]  Zipped pocket

[2]  Practical hanging clip hooks

[3]  Transparent material

Measurements:  XS: 18 x 8 x 5 cm / S: 20 x 15 x 5 cm /  

  M: 25 x 20 x 5 cm / L: 35 x 25 x 5 cm 

Weight:  30 g / 40 g / 60 g / 100 g 

Fabric:  Laminated Square Mesh 

Damp-proofing for your luggage. The Dodgers pack things so that they‘re 
protected against the damp. Thanks to the see-through material, you can 
always see what‘s where. Dodger is available in four different sizes.

Features:
[1]  Mesh pocket with zip

[2]  Practical hanging clip hooks

[3]  Transparent material

3134 / 3135 / 3136 

ZIP FLIGHT BAG A6 / A5 / A4
3130 / 3131 / 3132 / 3133 

DODGER XS-L
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025 grey 015 red194.bright blue

065.ocean blue

3040 / 3045 / 3050 

FLACHBEUTEL

Measurements:  16 x 19 cm / 20 x 29 cm / 29 x 40 cm 

Weight:  15 g / 20 g / 30 g 

Fabric:  T-Cover Tex

Flat bags for order in your rucksack. Available in three different sizes and 
colours. Individually or as a set.

Features:
[1]  Three sizes

[2]  String with cord lock

3115 / 3120 / 3125 

THERMOBEUTEL

Measurements:  Ø 9 x 25 cm / Ø 10 x 27 cm / Ø 11 x 33 cm 

Volume:  0,6 l / 1,0 l / 1,5 l 

Weight:  65 g / 80 g / 95 g 

Fabric:  200 den Polyester PU

Thermal cover for all standard drinking bottles. The Thermal Bag insulated 
with PE-foam in three sizes keeps hot drinks hot for a long time, and cold 
drinks colder for longer and fits all standard drinking bottles.

Features:
[1]  Variable attachment points for carrying straps

[2]  Universal belt loop on back

[3]  String with cord lock
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S 

065 ocean blue
M 

316 spring
XXS 

316 spring

XL 

331 olive

XS 

194 bright blue
S 

015 red
M 

065 ocean blue
L 

194 bright blue
L 

194 bright blue

Measurements: S: Ø 18 x 33 cm / M: Ø 23 x 48 cm / L: Ø 28 x 53 cm 

Volume: 8 l / 18 l / 30 l 

Weight: 130 g / 160 g / 190 g 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex / 210T Nylon Ripstop 

Transport bag with compression straps. When space is tight, compact all 
of your travelling utensils such as sleeping bags and clothing down the 
smallest volume with the Tight Bag. In three sizes.

Features:
[1]  Three sizes

[2]  Two continuous adjustable compression straps with side release buckles

[3]  Minimal weight

[4]  Minimal packing size

Measurements: XXS: Ø 11 x 22 cm / XS: Ø 15 x 30 cm / S: Ø 20 x 35 cm / 

 M: Ø 25 x 40 cm / L: Ø 25 x 50 cm / XL: Ø 30 x 60 cm 

Volume: 1 l / 4 l  / 8 l / 15 l / 18 l / 32 l 

Weight: 20 g / 30 g / 40 g / 50 g / 60 g / 75 g 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex 

Protective and storage bags in six sizes. These universal Round Bags make 
transporting items a whole lot easier and are ideal for protection and  
storage. Easy to close with drawstring and cord stopper.

Features:
[1]  Six sizes

[2]  String with cord lock

[3]  Minimal weight

3022 / 3023 / 3024 

TIGHT BAG S / M / L
3059 / 3060 / 3065 / 3070 / 3071 / 3075 

RUNDBEUTEL XXS – XL
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XL 

331 olive

XS 

194 bright blue
S 

015 red
M 

065 ocean blue
L 

194 bright blue

3076 / 3077 / 3078 / 3079 / 3080 

STAUSACK XS – XL

Measurements: XS: Ø 14,5 x 25 cm / S: Ø 18,5 x 28 cm / M: Ø 24 x 34 cm /  

 L: Ø 30 x 40 cm / XL: Ø 37,5 x 70 cm 

Volume: 4 l / 10 l / 18 l / 30 l / 80 l 

Weight: 50 g / 60 g / 70 g / 80 g / 150 g 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex 

Seam type: versiegelt / taped 

Waterproof bag in five sizes. The roll-down closure provides optimum  
volume. With waterproof taped seams.

Features:
[1]  Roll closure

[2]  Volume adjustment

[3]  Waterproof, taped seams

001 assorted

Weight: 120 g (Set) 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex

Pack set for camping, travel and everyday. Comes in three different sizes.

Features:
[1]  Set of 3 packsacks in different sizes: XS: Ø 15 x 30 cm, 4 l, 30 g // 

S: Ø 20 x 35 cm, 8 l, 40 g // M: Ø 25 x 40 cm, 15 l, 50 g

[2]  String with cord lock

[3]  Minimal weight

3061 

STUFFBAG SET
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001 assorted 325 transparent 

Volume: 10 l / 18 l / 30 l 

Weight: 210 g (Set) 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex 

Seam type: taped

Pack set contains three sizes. The pack bags have a rolltop closure and 
waterproof taped seams.

Features:
[1]  Set of 3 packsacks in different sizes: S: Ø 18,5 x 28 cm, 10 l, 60 g //  

M: Ø 24 x 34 cm, 18 l, 70 g // L: Ø 30 x 40 cm, 30 l, 80 g

[2]  Roll closure

[3]  Volume adjustment

[4]  Waterproof, taped seams

3074 

DRY BAG SET
3137 

ZIP FLIGHT BAG SET

Weight: 80 g (Set) 

Fabric: Vinyl

Transparent bag set for carrying fluids in your hand luggage. Comes in 
three different sizes.

Features:
[1]  Set of 3 zip pockets in different sizes: A6: 16 x 12 cm, 15 g // A5: 22 x 18 cm,  

25 g // A4: 30,5 x 22 cm, 40 g

[2]  Practical hanging clip hooks

[3]  Transparent material
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025 grey 

3129 

ZIP POUCH SET

Weight: 130 g (Set) 

Fabric: Laminated Square Mesh

Mesh pocket set for traveling and everyday use. The set has three bags in 
different sizes.

Features:
[1]  Set of 3 zip mesh pockets in different sizes: XS: 18 x 8 x 5 cm, 30 g //  

S: 20 x 15 x 5 cm, 40 g // M: 25 x 20 x 5 cm, 60 g

[2]  Practical hanging clip hooks

[3]  Transparent material

001 assorted

Weight: 65g / Set 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex

Flat bags for order in your rucksack. Available in three different sizes and 
colours. Individually or as a set.

Features:
[1]  Three sizes
[2]  Set of 3 in different sizes: 16 x 19 cm, 15 g  // 20 x 29 cm, 20 g //  

29 x 40 cm, 30 g

[3]  String with cord lock

3038 

FLACHBEUTEL SET
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001 assorted 

Weight: 175 g (Set) 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex / Bug Beater Mesh

Handy mesh pocket set for traveling and everyday use. Consists of three 
zipper pouches in different sizes.

Features:
[1]  Set of 3 mesh pockets in different sizes: S: 25 x 16 x 5,5 cm, 45 g //  

M: 30 x 19 x 7,5 cm, 60 g // L: 35 x 22 x 8 cm, 70 g

[2]  Handle

[3]  All-round zip

[4]  Two way zipper

[5]  Transparent material

3055 

MESH BAG SET
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001 assorted 

001 assorted 

3037 

MESH POCKET SET

Weight: 105 g / Set 

Fabric: 150 den Polyester Mesh

 

Flat mesh bags, set of three different sizes. With zip and hand loop.

Features:
[1]  Set of 3 sizes: 16 x 19 cm, 20 x 29 cm, 29 x 40 cm

[2]  Hand loop

3051 

STUFFSACK ZIP SET

Weight: 90 g (Set) 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex

A perfect set of zipper pockets to organize your luggage. Consists of three 
zipper pouches in different sizes.

[1]  Set of 3 zip pockets in sizes 32 x 20 x 9 cm, 21 x 14 x 5 cm, 15 x 9 x 4 cm

[2]  Variable attachment points for carrying straps

025 grey  

025 grey  

3155 

TREKKING SHOE BAG

Measurements: 33 x 29 x 40 cm 

Weight: 120 g 

Fabric: 200 den Polyester PU / T-Cover Tex

Dirt-repellent carrying and storage bag for hiking or ski boots. The name 
tag on the outside prevents mix-ups in the hut, and is an aid to  
organisation in large storage rooms e.g. in a basement. For boots up to 
continental (European) size 48.

[1]  Large zipped front accessible pocket

[2]  Carrying handle

3154 

SHOE BAG

Measurements:  45 x 28 cm 

Weight:  65 g 

Fabric:  200 den Polyester PU / T-Cover Tex

Dirt-repellent shoe bag. Holds one pair of shoes.

Features:
[1]  Hanging loops

[2]  String with cord lock
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040 black

065 ocean blue 325 transparent 

194 bright blue  

3150 

SHIRT POUCH

Measurements: 35 x 30 x 5 cm 

Weight: 125 g 

Fabric: 150 den Polyester Mesh

Storage bag for shirts. This zip-up bag with reinforced edges will ensure 
that ironed shirts stay crease-free.

Features:
[1]  All-round zip

3052 

STUFFSACK MIT RV

Measurements: 32 x 20 x 9 cm 

Weight: 40 g 

Fabric: T-Cover Tex

The compact and safe storage solution. The Stuff Sack offers plenty of 
room for clothing, books, a compass or maps. The zip fastener ensures that 
nothing will fall out.

Features:
[1]  Variable attachment points for carrying straps

[2]  Zipped pocket

3146 

BESTECKTASCHE

Measurements: 25 x 10 cm 

Weight: 35 g 

Fabric: 420 HD Nylon

Functional storage bag for outdoor cutlery. Also a small fancier‘s item.

Features:
[1]  Extensive additional padding

[2]  Without contents

[3]  Closure with snap-fastener

Measurements: 21 x 15 x 5 cm 

Weight: 40 g 

Fabric: Vinyl / T-Cover Tex

Transparent storage bag. For the clear storage of all kinds of small items. 
Also suitable for taking liquids onto an aeroplane.

Features:
[1]  Variable attachment points for carrying straps

[2]  Two-way front zip

3053 

CLEAR BAG A5
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036 cub

049 ash grey036 cub

049 ash grey

Measurements: 100 x 145 cm 

Weight: 50g 

Fabric: Bug Beater Mesh

The safe fabric to ward off mosquitoes: For universal mosquito protection 
at home, in your garden and on the campsite.

2654 

MOSKITOSTOFF 145X100

2655 

MOSKITOSTOFF 145X300

Measurements: 300 x 145 cm 

Weight: 150g 

Fabric: Bug Beater Mesh

The safe fabric to ward off mosquitoes. For universal mosquito protection  
at home, in your garden and on the campsite.
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036 cub 036 cub

2624 

SINGLE MOSKITO DOME

Measurements:   220 x 90 x 110 cm 

Weight:   1,20 kg 

Packing size:   57 x 23 x 5 cm 

Fabric:   Bug Beater Mesh 

Fabric bottom:   70 den Nylon Taffeta 190T PU 

Water column floor:  10000 

Pole / Specification:  Fiberglas-Gestänge 

Pole  Qty:    2 

Tent Style:    Kuppel 

Persons:    1 

Loops Qty:    4 

Inner tent entrance Qty:  1 

Inner tent Qty:    1 

Mosquito net inner tent Qty:  komplett

Self-supporting mosquito net in an optimised new material. Designed as a 
sleeping space for one person, the dome tent construction offers reliable 
protection against insects. The strong base also helps to keep them out. 
The Mosquito Dome is also a good choice for indoor sleeping opportunities 
where the standards of hygiene are dubious. It also makes an excellent 
storage tent.

2625 

DOUBLE MOSKITO DOME

Measurements: 220 x 130 x 134 cm 

Weight: 1,50 kg 

Packing size: 57 x 24 x 7 cm 

Fabric: Bug Beater Mesh 

Fabric bottom: 70 den Nylon Taffeta 190T PU 

Water column floor: 10000 

Pole / Specification:  Fiberglas-Gestänge 

Persons:  2 

Loops Qty:  4 

Inner tent Qty:  1 

Mosquito net inner tent Qty:  komplett

Self-supporting mosquito net in an optimised new material. Designed 
as a sleeping space for two, the dome tent construction offers reliable 
protection against insects. The strong base also helps to keep them out. 
The Mosquito Dome is also a good choice for indoor sleeping opportunities 
where the standards of hygiene are dubious. It also makes an excellent 
storage tent.
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210 brazil 210 brazil

Measurements: 425 x 445 cm 

Weight: 1,75 kg 

Packing size: 58 x 24 x 3 cm 

Fabric: 75 den Polyester 185T PU 

Seam type: versiegelt / taped 

Water column fly: 8000 

Fixation points Qty:  20 

Storm rope Qty:  4

Tarpaulin for lots of uses. Can be used as a rudimentary tent, wind pro-
tection and sun sail, as a central meeting area on a camp site or as a cover 
sheet. Tarp 1 is made from coated polyester fabric, has sealed seams and 
measures 425 x 445 cm.

Features:
[1]  Fixation loops

[2]  Waterproof, taped seams

[3]  High quality tension points

[4]  Eyelets for fixation of tarp poles

[5]  Reinforced tension points

[6]  Including guy ropes

2485 

TARP 1
2490 

TARP 2

Measurements: 285 x 300 cm 

Weight: 900 g 

Packing size: 57 x 25 x 4 cm 

Fabric: 75 den Polyester 185T PU 

Seam type: versiegelt / taped 

Water column fly: 8000 

Fixation points Qty:  9 

Storm rope Qty:  4

Tarpaulin for lots of uses. Can be used as a rudimentary tent, wind protecti-
on and sun sail, to extend the tent entrance area or as a tarpaulin. Tarp 2 is 
made from coated polyester fabric, has sealed seams and measures  
285 x 300 cm.

Features:
[1]  Fixation loops

[2]  Waterproof, taped seams

[3]  High quality tension points

[4]  Eyelets for fixation of tarp poles

[5]  Reinforced tension points

[6]  Including guy ropes
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210 brazil

2493 

TARP 4

Measurements: 285 x 400 cm 

Weight: 1,20 kg 

Packing size: 58 x 24 x 4 cm 

Fabric: 75 den Polyester 185T PU 

Seam type: versiegelt / taped 

Water column fly: 8000 

Fixation points Qty: 14 

Storm rope Qty:  4

Tarp for lots of uses. Can be used as a rudimentary tent, wind protection 
and sun sail or as a cover sheet. Tarp 4 is made from coated polyester 
fabric, has sealed seams and measures 285 x 400 cm.

Features:
[1]  Fixation loops

[2]  Waterproof, taped seams

[3]  High quality tension points

[4]  Eyelets for fixation of tarp poles

[5]  Reinforced tension points

[6]  Including guy ropes
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Measurements: 425 x 445 cm 

Weight: 1,75 kg 

Packing size: 60 x 24 x 3 cm 

Fabric: 75 den Polyester 185T PU 

Water column fly: min 1500 

Fixation points Qty:  20 

Storm rope Qty:  4

Features:
[1]  Fixation loops

[2]  High quality tension points

[3]  Eyelets for fixation of tarp poles

[4]  Reinforced tension points

[5]  Including guy ropes

Measurements: 285 x 300 cm 

Weight: 900 g 

Packing size: 58 x 24 x 2 cm 

Fabric: 75 den Polyester 185T PU 

Water column fly: min 1500 

Fixation points Qty:  9 

Storm rope Qty:  4

Features:
[1]  Fixation loops

[2]  High quality tension points

[3]  Eyelets for fixation of tarp poles

[4]  Reinforced tension points

[5]  Including guy ropes

2478 

TARP 1 – SIMPLE
2479 

TARP 2 – SIMPLE
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2481 

TARP 4 – SIMPLE

Measurements: 285 x 400 cm 

Weight: 1,20 kg 

Packing size: 57 x 23 x 2 cm 

Fabric: 75 den Polyester 185T PU 

Water column fly: min 1500 

Fixation points Qty:  14 

Storm rope Qty:  4

Features:
[1]  Fixation loops

[2]  High quality tension points

[3]  Eyelets for fixation of tarp poles

[4]  Reinforced tension points

[5]  Including guy ropes
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Measurements: 425 x 445 cm 

Weight: 2,50 kg 

Packing size: 58 x 26 x 6 cm 

Fabric: 65/35 Polycotton PU 

Seam type: versiegelt / taped 

Water column fly: < 1300 mm 

Fixation points Qty:  20 

Storm rope Qty:  4

Perfect sun sail. Tarp 1 TC is made of a cotton blend, and provides the  
perfect shade in hot regions since it has a better UV stability in strong and 
long sun exposure than tarps made of polyester fabric. The fabric has a 
double PU coating on the inside which, in the interplay with the swelling 
of the cotton in wetness, makes the tarp waterproof. All seams are sealed. 
Dimensions: 425 x 445 cm.

Features:
[1]  Fixation loops

[2]  Waterproof, taped seams

[3]  High quality tension points

[4]  Eyelets for fixation of tarp poles

[5]  Reinforced tension points

[6]  Including guy ropes

Measurements: 285 x 300 cm 

Weight: 1,15 kg 

Packing size: 57 x 24 x 5 cm 

Fabric: 65/35 Polycotton PU 

Seam type: versiegelt / taped 

Water column fly: < 1300 mm 

Fixation points Qty:  9 

Storm rope Qty:  4

Tarp made of cotton blend with good UV stability. Tarp 2 TC provides the 
perfect shade in hot regions since it has a better UV stability in strong and 
long sun exposure than tarps made of polyester fabric. The fabric has a 
double PU coating on the inside which, in the interplay with the swelling 
of the cotton in wetness, makes the tarp waterproof. All seams are sealed. 
Dimensions: 285 x 300 cm.

Features:
[1]  Fixation loops

[2]  Waterproof, taped seams

[3]  High quality tension points

[4]  Eyelets for fixation of tarp poles

[5]  Reinforced tension points

[6]  Including guy ropes

2460 

TARP 1 TC
2461 

TARP 2 TC
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2462 

TARP 3 TC

Measurements: 400 x 400 cm 

Weight: 2,20 kg 

Packing size: 55 x 33 x 5 cm 

Fabric: 65/35 Polycotton PU 

Seam type: versiegelt / taped 

Water column fly: < 1300 mm 

Fixation points Qty:  8 

Storm rope Qty:  4

Tarp made of a cotton blend with rounded edges. With the diagonal placed 
over a line as the ridge line, Tarp 3 TC with the rounded edges tightens ele-
gantly. The material offers good UV stability even in strong sunshine. It is 
PU-coated on the inside, and all seams are sealed. The cotton swells in wet 
weather, which seals the seams and makes them waterproof. Diagonal:  
560 cm.

Features:
[1]  Fixation loops

[2]  Waterproof, taped seams

[3]  High quality tension points

[4]  Eyelets for fixation of tarp poles

[5]  Reinforced tension points

[6]  Including guy ropes

2463 

TARP 4 TC

Measurements: 285 x 400 cm 

Weight: 1,50 kg 

Packing size: 58 x 24 x 5 cm 

Fabric: 65/35 Polycotton PU 

Seam type: versiegelt / taped 

Water column fly: < 1300 mm 

Fixation points Qty:  14 

Storm rope Qty:  4

Rectangular tarp in a coated cotton blend with good UV stability. Tarp 4 TC 
provides the perfect shade in hot regions since it has a better UV stability 
in strong and long sun exposure than tarps made of polyester fabric. The 
fabric has a double PU coating on the inside which, in the interplay with the 
swelling of the cotton in wetness, makes Tarp 4 TC waterproof. All seams 
are sealed. Dimensions: 285 x 400 cm.

Features:
[1]  Fixation loops

[2]  Waterproof, taped seams

[3]  High quality tension points

[4]  Eyelets for fixation of tarp poles

[5]  Reinforced tension points

[6]  Including guy ropes
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Measurements: 250 x 220 cm 

Weight: 600 g 

Fabric: Reinforced PE-Foil

Protects the base of the tent from damp and stones. The ground sheet 
protects the base of the tent from damage caused by stones, branches etc., 
and fend off the rain and cold for longer. When making a purchase, always 
remember that the ground sheet should not be larger than the erected outer 
tent in order to avoid the funnel effect. Fits for Alaska 4 PU, Buffin 4, Alaska 
Family DLX and also usable for Alaska 3 DLX, Family Camp, Family Trek.

Features:
[1]  Eylets at the corners for the possibilty of fixation

Measurements: 230 x 160 cm 

Weight: 350 g 

Fabric: Reinforced PE-Foil

Protects the base of the tent from damp and stones. The ground sheet 
protects the base of the tent from damage caused by stones, branches etc., 
and fend off the rain and cold for longer. When making a purchase, always 
remember that the ground sheet should not be larger than the erected outer 
tent in order to avoid the funnel effect. Fits for Kiruna, Okisba, Narvik 2 and 
also usable for Kyrkja, Orbit 3, Polar 3, Koli, Grönland 2.

Features:
[1]  Eylets at the corners for the possibilty of fixation

3700 

ZELTUNTERL. 250X220
3705 

ZELTUNTERL. 230X160

3716 

ZELTUNTLAGE 250X155
3717 

ZELTUNTLAGE 250X185

Measurements: 250 x 155/ 110 cm 

Weight: 400 g 

Fabric: Reinforced PE-Foil

Protects the base of the tent from damp and stones. The ground sheet 
protects the base of the tent from damage caused by stones, branches etc., 
and fend off the rain and cold for longer. When making a purchase, always 
remember that the ground sheet should not be larger than the erected outer 
tent in order to avoid the funnel effect. Fits for Arctis 2.235 PU, Alaska 
2.235 PU, Narvik 3, Grönland 3, Grönland 3 Vent and also usable for Koli.

Features:
[1]  Eylets at the corners for the possibilty of fixation

Measurements: 250 x 185 / 115 cm 

Weight: 420 g 

Fabric: Reinforced PE-Foil

Protects the base of the tent from damp and stones. The ground sheet 
protects the base of the tent from damage caused by stones, branches etc., 
and fend off the rain and cold for longer. When making a purchase, always 
remember that the ground sheet should not be larger than the erected outer 
tent in order to avoid the funnel effect. Fits for Orbit 3, Polar 3, Arctis 3.235 
PU, Alaska 3.235 PU.

Features:
[1]  Eylets at the corners for the possibilty of fixation
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3707 

APSIDENUNTERLAGE 2
3708 

APSIDENUNTERLAGE 3

Measurements: 185 x 95 / 155 cm 

Weight: 420 g 

Fabric: Reinforced PE-Foil

Porch groundsheets. The ground sheet will make your vestibule a clean 
and dry space where you can store everything that isn‘t required in the 
inner tent. Fits for Okisba, Alaska 2.235 PU, Grönland 2 and also usable for 
Kiruna, Arctis 2.235 PU, Narvik 2.

Features:
[1]  Eylets at the corners for the possibilty of fixation

Measurements: 195 x 100 / 185 cm 

Weight: 480 g 

Fabric: Reinforced PE-Foil

Porch groundsheets. The ground sheet will make your vestibule a clean and 
dry space where you can store everything that isn‘t required in the inner 
tent. Fits for Polar 3, Alaska 3.235 PU, Grönland 3, Grönland 3 Vent and 
also usable for Orbit 3, Arctis 3.235 PU, Narvik 3.

Features:
[1]  Eylets at the corners for the possibilty of fixation

3709 

APSIDENUNTERLAGE FAMILY

Measurements: 170 x 105 / 230 cm 

Weight: 520 g 

Fabric: Reinforced PE-Foil

Porch groundsheets. The ground sheet will make your vestibule a clean and 
dry space where you can store everything that isn‘t required in the inner 
tent. Fits for Alaska 4 PU, Buffin 4 and also usable for Alaska 3 DLX, Alaska 
Family DLX, Family Camp, Family Trek.

Features:
[1]  Eylets at the corners for the possibilty of fixation
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024 yellow

3736 

ABSPANNLEINE 4X4M
3330 

TENT FASTENER (10 PCS.)

Measurements: 4 x 4 m 

Weight: 60 g 

Fabric: Polypropylene / Acetal

Practical and versatile. Whether as a replacement for lost guy ropes, a 
safety reserve or for use as a washing line: a few metres of additional guy 
rope are a must-have item on every expedition.

Features:
[1]  Four guy ropes each 4 m length and one tent plastic fastener

Measurements: 37 x 19 x 5 mm 

Weight: 30 g (10pcs) 

Fabric: Acetal

The tent fastener is also available as a spare part to match the guy ropes. 
Can also be used on many other ropes for safe loosening.

3726 / 3727 / 3728 

REPARATURHÜLSEN
3800 

ZELTHERING 19CM/10ST

Measurements: 8,8-9,5 x 130 mm / 11 x 130 mm / 13 x 130 mm 

Weight: 8 g / 12 g / 18 g 

Fabric: 7001/T6 Aluminium / 7001/6061 Multipole 

With the repair sleeves in three sizes, broken tent poles can be repaired wi-
thout any problems. The sleeves are available to fit all Tatonka tent poles. 
Our tip: Just to be on the safe side, always make sure you have one with you 
when you‘re camping.

Measurements: 19 cm 

Weight: 190 g (10pcs.) 

Fabric: Aluminium 

Set Qty: 10

As replacement peg or for additional attachment points.
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2470 

TENT STUFF BAG RELAX MEDIUM

Measurements: 54 x 39 x 10 cm 

Weight: 130 g 

Fabric: 200 den Polyester PU

User-friendly compressible tent bag. This tent bag with large outer  
dimensions is perfect for people who wish to pack their tents away with 
ease – when done, it is compressed by the roll-up closure. Available in two 
sizes.

Features:
[1]  Roll closure with side release buckle

2471 

TENT STUFF BAG RELAX LARGE

Measurements: 70 x 50 x 10 cm 

Weight: 175 g 

Fabric: 200 den Polyester PU

User-friendly compressible tent bag. This tent bag with large outer 
 dimensions is perfect for people who wish to pack their tents away with 
ease – when done, it is compressed by the roll-up closure. Available in two 
sizes.

Features:
[1]  Roll closure with side release buckle
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4069 / 4070  

MUG 250 / MUG 500

Measurements  7,5 x 9 cm /  9 x 9,5 cm 

Volume:  0,25 l  / 0,50 l 

Weight:  85/ g / 120 g 

Material:  Stainless steel 18/8

Classic stainless steel cup with 250 or 500 ml capacity and a volume scale 
on the inside. The single wall Mug is light, strong, and among the all-time 
Tatonka classics.

Features:
[1] With measuring scale

[3] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit.

4067 

SHOT CUP SET

Measurements: Ø 6 x 6 cm 

Volume: 60 ml (pcs) 

Weight: 50 g (Set) 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

Set Qty: 2

Stainless steel shot glass with double shot capacity. Set of two   no need to 
drink alone.

Features:
[1]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

[2]  Available as a set of 2

4071 

EXPEDITION MUG

Measurements: 9 x 9 cm 

Volume: 0,375 l 

Weight: 120 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8

Stackable stainless steel cup with 375 ml capacity and volume scale on 
inside. The Expedition Mug has a detachable handle.

Features:
[1]  With measuring scale

[2]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

[3]  Detachable handle
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4078 

PINT MUG
4077 

MUG 350

Measurements: 9 x 13 cm 

Volume: 0,5 l 

Weight: 120 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8

Versatile stainless steel mug, 0,5 l capacity. Also makes an ideal tooth 
mug!

Features:
[1]  With measuring scale

[2]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

Measurements: 9,5 x 9 cm 

Volume: 0,35 l 

Weight: 85 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8

Versatile stainless steel mug, 0,35 l capacity. Also makes an ideal tooth 
mug!

Features:
[1] Stackable

[2] With measuring scale

[3] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4100 

THERMO PLUS

Measurements: 9,5 x 9,5 cm 

Volume: 0,375 l 

Weight: 180 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8

Double-walled stainless steel mug with volume scale on the inside. Ther-
mos mug without handle and with an exterior that is always pleasant to the 
touch.

Features:
[1]  With measuring scale

[2]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4072 / 4073 / 4074 

HANDLE MUG / 600 / 850

Measurements 10 x 8,5 cm / 10 x 10,8 cm / 10 x 13,5 cm 

Volume: 0,5 l / 0,6 l / 0,85 l 

Weight: 150 g / 180 g / 210 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8

The stainless steel cup Handle Mug has folding handle and a volume scale 
on the inside. It is tremendously popular with packing experts because it 
fits perfectly around the classic American Nalgene bottle (1 litre). Available 
with 0,5/ 0,6/ 0,85 liter capacity.

Features:
[1]  With measuring scale

[2]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

[3]  Foldable handle
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4080 / 4081 

THERMO 250 / 350

Measurements 7,5 x 8,5 cm / 7,5 x 12 cm 

Volume: 0,25 l / 0,35 l 

Weight: 220 g / 280 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8

Stainless steel mug with foldable handle and a measuring scale on the in-
side. The included lid provides additional insulation for hot or cold drinks. 
Available in two sizes.

Features:
[1]  Including lid

[2]  With measuring scale

[3]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

[4]  Foldable handle

4082 / 4083 

THERMO MUG 250 / 350

Measurements Ø 7,5 x 8,5 cm / Ø 7,5 x 11,5 cm 

Volume: 0,25 l / 0,35 l 

Weight: 150 g / 210 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8

Double-walled stainless steel mug without a handle but with a lid. 250 or 
350 ml capacity.

Features:
[1]  Including lid

[2]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit
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4172 

HANDLE MUG 500 SET

Measurements:  Ø 11 x 12,5 cm 

Volumen:  0,5 l

Weight:  265 g 

Material:  Stainless steel 18/8

Set qty::  2

Set containing one Handle Mug and one Handle Mug Lid. The stainless steel 
cup with matching stainless steel lid has a folding handle and the lid can be 
used either as a small pan or bowl. Includes
measurement markings inside. Cup volume: 500 ml

Features:
[1] With measuring scale

[2] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

[3] Folding handles on cup and lid

[4] Mug 0,5 l (Art. 4072 Handle Mug)

[5] Lid 11 x 4.5 cm (Art. 4075 Mug Lid)

Measurements:  Ø 11 x 14,5 cm 

Volumen:  0,6 l

Weight:  265 g 

Material:  Stainless steel 18/8

Set qty::  2

Set containing one Handle Mug and one Handle Mug Lid. The stainless steel 
cup with matching stainless steel lid has a folding handle and the lid can be 
used either as a small pan or bowl. Includes
measurement markings inside. Cup volume: 600 ml.

Features:
[1] With measuring scale

[2] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

[3] Folding handles on cup and lid

[4] Mug 0,6 l (Art. 4073 Handle Mug 600)

[5] Lid 11 x 4.5 cm (Art. 4075 Mug Lid)

4173 

HANDLE MUG 600 SET
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Measurements:  11 x 4,5 cm 

 

Weight:  115 g 

Material:  Stainless steel 18/8

Stainless steel lid with closure tabs for all of our Handle Mugs. This practi-
cal lid with a diameter of 11 cm and a height of 4.5 cm can also be used as a 
pan for a fried egg or as a mini soup bowl.

Features:
[1] Foldable handle

[2] Matching lid to our Handle Mugs (Art. 4072, 4073, 4074)

[3] With measuring scale

[4] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4075 

HANDLE MUG  LID

Measurements:  Ø 11 x 17,5 cm 

Volumen:  0,85 l

Weight:  325 g 

Material:  Stainless steel 18/8

Set qty::  2

Set containing one Handle Mug and one Handle Mug Lid. The stainless steel 
cup with matching stainless steel lid has a folding handle and the lid can be 
used either as a small pan or bowl. Includes
measurement markings inside. Cup volume: 850 ml.

Features:
[1] With measuring scale

[2] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

[3] Folding handles on cup and lid

[4] Mug 0,85 l (Art. 4074 Handle Mug 850)

[5] Lid 11 x 4.5 cm (Art. 4075 Mug Lid) 

4174 

HANDLE MUG 850 SET 
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Measurements:  8 x 9,5 cm 

Volume:  0,25 l 

Weight:  190 g 

Material:  Stainless steel 18/8

Double-walled stainless steel cup with a lid and handy carabiner grip. 250 
ml volume with measurement markings inside.

Features:
[1] Including lid

[2] Carabiner as a handle

[3] With measuring scale

[4] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit   

4134 

THERMO MUG CARABINER

Measurements:  Ø 6,5 x 18,5 cm / Ø 7 x 19 cm / Ø 7 x 21,5 cm

  Ø 7 x 24 cm / Ø 7,8 x 26,5 cm 

Volumen:  0.4 l, 0.5 l, 0.6 l, 0.75 l, 1.0 l

Weight:  105 g, 110 g, 125 g, 145 g, 175 g 

Material 1:  Stainless steel 18/8

Material 2::  Polypropylene

Stainless steel drinking bottle, available in five sizes. Absolutely food-safe 
and resistant against the acids in fruit. And if the rucksack doesn‘t have 
outer pockets, the bottle can be practically attached with a carabiner.

Features:
[1] Screw-top closure (Polypropylene) and eyelet to attach a

snap hook

[2] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

[3] Dishwasher safe 

4180 (0.4 l) / 4181 (0.5 l) / 4182 (0.6 l) / 4183 (0.75 l) / 4184 (1.0 l)  

STAINLESS STEEL BOTTLE
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4190 (0.5 l) / 4191 (0.75 l) / 4192 (1.0 l) 

STEEL BOTTLE PREMIUM

Measurements:  Ø 7 x 19,5 cm / Ø 7 x 24 cm / Ø 8 x 24,5 cm

Volumen:  0.5 l, 0.75 l, 1.0 l

Weight:  140 g, 165 g, 180 g 

Material:  Stainless steel 18/8

Wide-mouth stainless steel drinking bottle with stainless steel screw top. 
Food-safe, fruit acid-resistant, non-toxic, durable and unbreakable: Those 
are the five unbeatable arguments for our Steel Bottle
Premium. The bottle can also be fitted with a stainless steel / bamboo lid 
with large eyelet (Item 4193) or with a plastic lid with mouthpiece (Item 
4194). Both lids offered separately.

Features:
[1] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

[2] Dishwasher safe

[3] Lid with silicone gasket (bpa free)

[4] Bottle opening: Ø 45 mm

Measurements:  Ø 55 x 40 mm

Weight:  35 g 

Material:  Bamboo / Stainless steel 18/8

Stainless steel / bamboo lid with large eyelet. The replacement lid or 
second lid for the Steel Bottle Premium (Items 4191, 4192, 4193) makes it 
possible to fasten the bottle to your backpack with a carabiner
through the eyelet.

Features:
[1] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

[2] Suitable for Steel Bottle Premium 0,5 l/ 0,75 l/ 1,0 l (item

4190, 4191, 4192)

[3] Not suitable for use in a dish washer

[4] Silicone seal (BPA free)

Measurements: Ø 55 x 75 mm

Weight:  35 g 

Material:  Polypropylene / Polystyrol

Plastic lid with collapsible silicon mouthpiece. Take a quick drink thanks 
to this replacement or second lid for the Steel Bottle Premium (Items 4191, 
4192, 4193). The large eyelet allows you to attach the
bottle to your backpack with a carabiner.

Features:
[1] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

[2] Suitable for Steel Bottle Premium 0,5 l/ 0,75 l/ 1,0 l (item

4190, 4191, 4192)

[3] Dishwasher safe

[4] Silicone seal (BPA free)

4193 

BAMBOO LID

4194 

SPORTS LID
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4037 / 4038 / 4039 

FOOD BOWL 0,5 / 0,75 / 1,0 L

Measurements:  15,5 x 6 cm / 19 x 6 cm / 20 x 6 cm 

Volume:  0.5 l / 1.5 l / 2.0 l 

Weight:  260 g / 350 g / 410 g 

Material:  Stainless steel 18/8

Handy storage for your food. The lid on the Food Bowl has a rubber seal and 
closure tabs to keep everything inside even when you re on the move.

Features:
[1] With measuring scale

[2] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

[3] Cover with rubber seal (BPA free)

Measurements:  15 x 9,5 cm / 19 x 9,5 cm / 20 x 9,5 cm 

Volume:  1.0 l / 1.5 l / 2.0 l 

Weight:  310 g / 420 g / 460 g 

Material:  Stainless steel 18/8

Handy stainless steel bowl for your food. The lid on the Food Container has 
a rubber seal and closure tabs to keep everything in the bowl even when you 
re on the move.

Features:
[1] With measuring scale

[2] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

[3] Cover with rubber seal (BPA free)

4043 / 4044 / 4045 

FOOD CONTAINER 1,0 / 1,5 / 2,0 L
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4034 

DEEP BOWL

Measurements: 18 x 6,5 cm 

Weight: 180 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8

Deep bowl with wide edge. Thanks to its lipped rim, the Deep Bowl is easy to 
hold on to, which makes it ideal for the consumption of hot soups or stews.

Features:
[1]  With measuring scale

[2]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4031 / 4030 

PLATE S / L

Measurements: 19 x 3 cm / 23 x 3 cm 

Weight: 125 g / 170 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8

Flat plate with 19 or 23 cm diameter. Also ideal for storing food in between 
meals or to prepare meals directly above an open fire or burner.

Features:
[1]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4029 

PICNIC PLATE

Measurements: 16,5 x 3 cm 

Weight: 100 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8

Flat plate, diameter approx. 16.5 cm. For breakfast or a very small amount 
of luggage.

Features:
[1]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4032 

SOUP PLATE

Measurements: 24 x 3,5 cm 

Weight: 190 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8

Deep plate. Can be used for: soup, beef bouillon, stew, broth, ratatouille 
and of course tinned ravioli.

Features:
[1]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit
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4036 / 4033 

BOWL W.GRIP S / BOWL W. GRIP M

Measurements: 15,5 x 4,5 cm / 18 x 5 cm 

Weight: 130 g / 165 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

Practical stainless steel bowl with handle, diameter 15,5 or 18 cm. Bowl 
with Grip S can be used both for preparation, as well as for eating muesli, 
soup or stew.

Features:
[1]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4014 / 4015 

POT MULTI SET S / L

Measurements: 16,5 x 7,5 cm / 17,5 x 7,8 cm 

Volume: 1,4 l / 1,6 l 

Weight: 160 g / 190 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

Versatile pot for many uses with 1,4  or 1,6 liter capacity and measuring 
scale on the inside. Light, robust and can be used both for preparing dishes 
and eating from.

Features:
[1]  With measuring scale
[2]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4012 

PAN MULTI SET

Measurements: 21,5 x 3,3 cm 

Weight: 215 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8

Variable all-purpose pan. Suitable for every activity at your campfire 
kitchen. In combination with the Pot Gripper (available separately as an 
accessory) the Pan Multi Set is a space-saving and versatile cooking tool 
for your outdoor kitchen.

Features:
[1]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4007 

MULTI POT SET

Weight: 540 g (Set) 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

Set Qty: 3

Three-piece cooking set as a basic feature for outdoor cooking. Consisting 
of two saucepans with volume scale on the inside (1.4 and 1.6 litres) and a 
pan that can also be used as a saucepan lid or plate. The saucepans and pan 
are from the Multi Set + Alcohol Burner (item no. 4010).

Features:
[1]  Pan (21,5 x 3,3 cm, 210 g)

[2]  Pot (1,4 l, 16,5 x 7,5 cm, 160 g)

[3]  Pot (1,6 l, 17,5 x 7,8 cm, 170 g)

[4]  Measuring scale inside the saucepans
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4017 / 4016 / 4011 

TEAPOT 1,0 / 1,5 / 2,5 L

Measurements: 15 x 7 cm / 15 x 10 cm / 18 x 10 cm 

Volume: 1,0 l / 1,5 l / 2,5 l 

Weight: 350 g / 400 g / 510 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

Teapot with integrated sieve. The Teapot is robust and, thanks to its com-
pact dimensions, can easily be transported in your rucksack. The stainless 
steel sieve is already included. Available in three sizes.

Features:
[1]  Includes stainless steel sieve

[2]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

Measurements: 15,5 x 8 cm 

Volume: 0,75 l 

Weight: 295 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8

The perfect place for storing food. The Food Container is food-safe and 
absolutely taste-neutral. Thanks to the lid with seal ring and safe fasteners 
everything will stay inside the container during transport.

Features:
[1]  With measuring scale

[2]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4042 

FOODCONTAINER 0.75L
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4013 / 4009 

H2O POT 1,0 / 1,5 L

Measurements: 15 x 7 cm / 15 x 10,5 cm 

Volume: 1,0 l / 1,5 l 

Weight: 300 g / 340 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

Compact kettle with a capacity of 1,0 or 1,5 liters. With insulated handles 
and lid, and in a very compact design.

Features:
[1]  Insulated fold-down handles on saucepan and lid

[2]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

Measurements:  26 x 15 cm 

Volume:  6,0 l 

Weight:  855 g 

Fabric:  Stainless steel 18/8

Large saucepan with measuring scale on inside. With a capacity of 6 litres, 
it is also ideal for feeding bigger groups of campers.

Features:
[1]  Measuring scale inside the pot

[2]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4006 

FAMILY POT 6,0 L
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4113 / 4114 

CAMP SET R / L

Measurements:  17,3 x 6 cm / 17,3 x 8 cm 

Weight:  495 g / 525 g (Set) 

Fabric:  Stainless steel 18/8 

Set Qty:  3 

Cooking set with measuring scale inside the saucepans. The pot, pan and 
bowl are stored inside each other, making it possible for the complete set 
to be transported without taking up too much space.

Features:
[1] Pan (R: 17,3 x 4 cm, 170 g / L: 17,3 x 6 cm, 180 g 

[2] Pot with lid (R: 0,6 l, 13,5 x 5 cm, 210 g / L: 0,8 l, 13,5 x 7 cm, 230 g) 

[3] Bowl (R 16,5 x 3 cm, 100 g / L: 16,5 x 3 cm, 100 g) 

[4] Transport Bag (15 g) 

[5] Measuring scale inside the pot

Measurements:  14,5 x 10,5 cm / 17,5 x 11,5 cm /  

  20 x 12,5 cm / 23,5 x 14 cm /  28,5 x 16 cm 

Volume:  1,0 l / 1,6 l / 2,5 l / 4,0 l / 6.0 l 

Weight:  340 g/ 460 g / 580 g / 770 g  / 965 g 

Fabric:  Stainless steel 18/8

Set Qty:  2

Cooking set consisting of saucepan and pan. Kettle is a lightweight, 
versatile complete set that packs down small. The pan can also be used 
as a saucepan lid or plate. The saucepan has a volume scale on the inside. 
Available in four sizes.

Features:
[1]  Sizes: 

Kettle 1,0 = Pan (14,5 x 4 cm, 130 g) 

Kettle 1,0 = Pot (1,0 l, 13,5 x 8 cm, 210 g)  

 

Kettle 1,6 = Pan (17,5 x 4 cm, 170 g) 

Kettle 1,6 = Pot (1,6 l, 16,5 x 9 cm, 290 g) 

 

Kettle 2,5 = Pan (20 x 4 cm, 200 g) 

Kettle 2,5 = Pot (2,5 l, 19,5 x 10 cm, 380 g) 

 

Kettle 4,0 = Pan (23,5 x 4 cm, 260 g) 

Kettle 4,0 = Pot (4,0 l, 23 x 11 cm, 510 g) 

 

Kettle 6,0 = Pan (29x 4 cm, 310 g) 

Kettle 6,0 = Pot (4,0 l, 28,5 x 16 cm, 965 g)

[3]  Measuring scale inside the pot

[4]  Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4001 / 4002 / 4003 / 4004 / 4005 

KETTLE 1,0 / 1,6 / 2,5 / 4,0 / 6.0
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4115 / 4116 / 4117 

SCOUT SET 0,6 L / 1,0 L / 1,5 L

Volume: 0,6 l / 1,0 l / 1,5 l 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

Weight: 360 g / 520 g / 560 g  

Saucepan and lid. Or bowl and plate   whichever you happen to need. The 
fold-down handle on the saucepan also doubles as a clamp lock for the set. 
Available in three sizes.

Features:
[1] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit 

[2]  Sizes: 

Scout Set 0,6  =  Bowl (Ø 13 x 4 cm) 

Scout Set 0,6  =  Plate (Ø 12,5 x 2,5 cm) 

 

Scout Set 1,0  =  Bowl (Ø 17,3 x 4 cm) 

Scout Set 1,0  =  Plate (Ø 16,6 x 3 cm) 

 

Scout Set 1,5  =  Bowl (Ø 17,3 x 6 cm) 

Scout Set 1,5  =  Plate (Ø 16,6 x 3 cm) 

[3] Inclusive clamp lock 

 

Measurements:  16,5 x 13 cm 

Weight:  785 g (Set) 

Fabric:  Stainless steel 18/8 

Set Qty:  8 

Everything you need for a picnic. Measuring scale inside the saucepan 
and cups. A pot, a pan with lid, two plates, two cups with spoons – all in a 
practical bag.

Features:
[1] Pan (15,5 x 4,3 cm, 150 g)

[2] Pot (1,3 l, 16 x 9 cm, 210 g)

[3] 2 plates (each 16,5 x 3 cm, 100 g)

[4] 2 cups (each 0,25 l, 95 g)

[5] 2 teaspoons (coco) (each 10 g)

[6] Transport Bag (15 g)

[7] With measuring scale

4120 

PICNIC SET
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4140 

PICNIC SET II

Measurements:  30 x 26,5 x 13 cm 

Weight:  1315 g 

Material:  Stainless steel 18/8

Set qty::  7

Picnic set for two. The pots and cups have measurement markings inside. 
A pot with lid, two plates, two cups with lids all packed in a handy washable 
mesh bag.

Features:
[1] 2 plates, Ø 23 x 3 cm (Art. 4030)

[2] 2 cups with lid and folding handles (item 4172)

[3] 1 pot with lid (1,6 l, 17,5 x 11,5 cm, 460 g, item 4002)

[4] With measuring scale

[5] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

Measurements:  32 x 24 x 14 cm 

Weight:  1690 g 

Material:  Stainless steel 18/8

Set qty::  10

Picnic set for three. The pots and cups have measurement markings inside. 
A pot with lid, three plates, three cups all packed in a handy washable mesh 
bag.

Features:
[1] 3 plates, Ø 23 x 3 cm (Art. 4030)

[2] 2 cups with lid and folding handles (item 4172)

[3] 1 cup wth handle, 7,5 x 9 cm (item 4069)

[4] 1 pot with lid (2,5 l, 20 x 12,5 cm, 580 g, item 4003)

[5] With measuring scale

[6] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4141 

PICNIC SET III
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Measurements:  25 x 25 x 16 cm 

Weight:  2145 g 

Material:  Stainless steel 18/8

Set qty::  12

Picnic set for four. The pots and cups have measurement markings inside. 
A pot with lid, four plates, four cups all packed in a handy washable mesh 
bag.

Features:
[1] 4 plates, Ø 23 x 3 cm (Art. 4030)

[2] 2 cups with lid and folding handles (item 4172)

[3] 2 cups with handle, 7,5 x 9 cm (item 4069)

[4] 1 pot with lid (4,0 l, 23,5 x 14 cm, 770 g, item 4004)

[5] With measuring scale

[6] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

Measurements:  19,5 x 19,5 x 13 cm 

Weight:  895 g 

Material:  Stainless steel 18/8

Set qty::  8

Set for the frugal at heart. The pots and cups have measurement markings 
inside. A pot with lid, two cups without handles, one cup with a folding 
handle and lid all packed in a handy washable mesh bag.

Features:
[1] 2 mugs 0,35 l

[2] 1 cup with lid and folding handles (item 4172)

[3] 1 pot with lid (1,6 l, 17,5 x 11,5 cm, 460 g, item 4002)

[4] With measuring scale

[5] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit

4142 

PICNIC SET IV 
4145 

MINI SET II
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Measurements:  16 x 9 cm 

Weight:  695 g (Set) 

Fabric:  Stainless steel 18/8 

Set Qty:  3

Three-piece cooking set with folding handles and measuring scale on the 
inside of the saucepans. The Cookset comprises a pan with folding handle 
and two pans with folding handle and lid.

Features:
[1]  Pan (16 x 3,5 cm, 155 g)

[2]  Pot with lid (0,9 l, 14,5 x 8 cm, 250 g)

[3]  Pot with lid (1,3 l, 16 x 9 cm, 275 g)

[4]  Transport Bag (15 g)

[5]  Measuring scale inside the saucepans

4000 

COOKSET REGULAR
4024 

FAMILY COOK SET „L“

Measurements:  26 x 15 cm 

Weight:  2,72 kg (Set) 

Fabric:  Stainless steel 18/8 

Set Qty:  4

Cooking set for large groups with practical measuring scale on the inside of 
the saucepans. Comprising three pots and one pan, made, of course, from 
high quality, taste-neutral stainless steel. To keep all of the parts together, 
the set comes in a protective transport bag.

Features:
[1]  Pan (26 x 4,5 cm, 400 g)

[2]  Pot with lid (3,1 l, 21 x 12,5 cm, 625 g)

[3]  Pot with lid (4,5 l, 23 x 14 cm, 760 g)

[4]  Pot with lid (6,0 l, 26 x 15 cm, 900 g)

[5]  Transport Bag (35 g)

[6]  Measuring scale inside the saucepans
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Measurements: 21,5 x 10,5 cm 

Weight: 1,16 kg (Set) 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

Set Qty: 7

Multi Set with spirit cooker, measuring scale inside the saucepans. Made 
up of a pan, two pots, pot gripper, cooking stand and spirit cooker. Burning 
duration per filling approx. 40 minutes.

Features:
[1]  Pan (21,5 x 3,3 cm, 210 g)

[2]  Pot (1,4 l, 16,5 x 7,5 cm, 160 g)

[3]  Pot (1,6 l, 17,5 x 7,8 cm, 170 g)

[4]  Pot gripper (aluminium) (12 x 2,5 x 3,5 cm, 60 g)

[5]  Wind shield (aluminium) (19,5 x 9,7 cm, 265 g)

[6]  Cooking stand (20,5 x 7,5 cm, 150 g)

[7]  Burner (120 ml, 7,5 x 5,5 cm, 95 g)

[8]  Flame adjuster (7,65 x 2,5 cm, 30 g)

[9]  Transport Bag (20 g)

[10]  Measuring scale inside the saucepans

Measurements: 8,5 x 8,5 x 13 cm 

Weight: 550 g (Set) 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

Set Qty: 4 

=

Useful set that packs up small. Burner, folding wind protection (aluminum) 
and beaker that doubles as a pot can be stowed away in a packsack. Burning 
duration of the burner per filling approx. 40 minutes. Note: Not suitable for 
elaborate menus.

Features:
[1] Pot with lid (0,35 l, 265 g)

[2] Wind shield with cooking stand for burner (aluminum) (8,5 x 7,5 cm, 117 g)

[3] Burner with fixation for cooking stand (7,5 x 5,5 cm, 123 g)

[4] Flame adjuster (7,65 x 2,5 cm, 30 g)

[5] Transport Bag (15 g)

4010 

MULTI SET + A. BURNER
4133 

ALCOHOL BURNER SET
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4124 

POT GRIPPER

Measurements: 12 x 2,5 x 3,5 cm 

Weight: 60 g 

Fabric: Aluminium 

Grip handle for pots and pans. Just as securely as with tongs, the Pot Grip-
per can remove hot pots and pans from the stove without any problems.

Features:
[1] Minimal weight

4025 / 4026 

FALTWINDSCHUTZ 8- / 10-TLG

Measurements: 8-teilig 65 x 20 x 2 cm / 10-teilig 82 x 24 x 2 cm 

Weight: 220 g / 330 g 

Fabric: Aluminium 

Set Qty: 8 / 10 

Aluminium wind protection for your camp stove. When needed, simply fold 
around the cooker and secure into the ground with the two sliders – simple 
as that! The practical Folding Wind Guard with 8 or 10 sections is usable for 
smaller cooking areas.

Features:
[1]  Diameter ca. 20 cm / ca. 25 cm

[2]  Small stowable in the included storage bag
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4131 

BURNER SET

Volume: 120 ml (Burner) 

Weight: 210 g (Set) 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

Set Qty: 3 

Spirit burner consisting of a compact burner, flame adjuster that can be 
integrated in the burner and a four-legged stand.

Features:
[1] Burner (120 ml, 7,5 x 5,5 cm, 95 g)

[2] Flame adjuster (7,65 x 2,5 cm, 30 g)

[3] Stand Alcohol Burner 7,5 x 3 cm, 85 g)

4132 

STAND ALCOHOL BURNER

Measurements: 7,5 x 3 cm 

Weight: 85 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

Safe stand for the Alcohol Burner, ideal for uneven surfaces. The stainless 
steel stand consists of four single parts, which can be quickly and simply 
assembled and dismantled.

Features:
[1] Minimal weight

[2] Minimal packing size 

4128 

FLAME ADJUSTER

Measurements: 7,65 x 2,5 cm 

Weight: 30 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

To control the flame height of the Alcohol Burner. With the Flame Adjuster 
the flame height can be variably regulated and of course also extinguished. 
It can be integrated into the Alcohol Burner for storage.

Features:
[1] Minimal weight 

4126 

ALCOHOL BURNER

Measurements: 7,5 x 5,5 cm 

Volume: 120 ml 

Weight: 95 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

Small, compact burner for your travels. Simply fill up the spirit, ignite and 
your food can be heated up and prepared right away. Burning duration 
approx. 40 minutes per filling.

Features:
[1] Screw-top 
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4121 

SPOON SET (4 PCS.)

Measurements: 16 x 2,5 x 0,7 cm 

Weight: 10 g (40 g) 

Fabric: Cocos 

Set Qty: 4 

Set of coffee spoons made of coconut wood. Lightweight, useful and  
attractive.

Features:
[1] Handle with a hanging hole

[2] Available as a set of 4 

Measurements: 21 x 5 x 0,5 cm 

Weight: 45 g (Set) 

Fabric: Cocos 

Set Qty: 2 

Wooden spoon and spatula in a space-saving outdoor design.  
Made of coconut wood.

Features:
[1] Handle with a hanging hole

[2] Available as a set of 2

4122 

COOKING SPOON SET
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Measurements: 24 x 6 cm / 27,5 x 6 cm 

Volume: 5 l / 10 l 

Weight: 140 g / 250 g 

Fabric: Polyethylene 

Canister with minimum weight and packing dimensions. The polyethylene 
Folding Canister with 5 or 10 liter capacity folds down very small for easy 
storage.

Features:
[1]  Carrying handle

[2]  Fold-down water canister

[3]  Screw-top valve for filling and cleaning

3630 / 3635 

FALTKANISTER 5 L / 10 L

Measurements: 6,7 x 22 cm  /  6,7 x 26,8 cm  /  8,3 x 27,4 cm  /  9,1 x 30 cm 

Volume: 0,35 l / 0,45 l  / 0,75 l  /  1,0 l 

Weight: 250 g /  290 g  / 440 g  /  500 g 

Fabric: Stainless steel 18/8 

Unbreakable insulated bottle made of stainless steel. These insulated bott-
le keeps hot things hot and cold things cold. Available in four sizes.

Features:
[1] Food-safe and resistant against the acids in fruit 

4148 / 4150 / 4155 / 4160 

HOT & COLD STUFF
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TATONKA GmbH  
Postfach 63  ·  D-86451 Dasing 

Tel +49 8205 / 96 02-0  
 info@tatonka.com

DISTRIBUIDOR ESPAÑA & ANDORRA:

VERTICAL SPORTS, S.L.
Pere IV, 29-35, 3-1

08018 BARCELONA (Spain)
info@vertical.es  |  www.vertical.es




